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Council Tables
Motion On New
Hospital Bylaws
A motion to rescind previous city
council approval of revised bylaws for
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
was stymied by a tabling action at the
regular meeting of the Murray Common Council last night.
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The bylaws have been the subject of
controversy for several weeks since the
hospital board originally requested
council and Calloway County Fiscal
Court approval of a revised set of
bylaws.
The City Council approved new
bylaws for the hospital on May 27 and
the Fiscal Court approved an amended
set of bylaws on Monday of this week.
The council was scheduled to consider the amendment to the bylaws at
its meeting last night but a motion to
rescind the councils earlier approval of
the complete set of byliivii was Made by
Dr. C. C. Lowry prior to consideration
of the amendment.
Councilman Melvin Henley offered
the motion to table Lowry's motion end
stipulated in his motion.that Lowry's
motion would be the first order of
business at the next regular meeting of
the council subsequent to a regular
meeting of the hospital board. An effort
is to be made before the next council
meeting to schedule a joint meeting of
the council, the fiscal court and the
hospital board in an attempt to ironout
differences of opinion on certain sections of the bylaws.
Prior to moving for recision of the
council's approval of bylaws, Dr.
Lowry made the following statement:
As you know, this council approved

the hospital bylaws on May 27, 1976, on
a 6 to 5 vote. At that time I made the
motion and stated that there were
several things in them that I personally
did not like lint there were things that I
felt then I cbuld live with and that it
would be a mistake to disapprove them.
"What has transpired in this matter
since then, so far as the hospital board,
the fiscal court and this council are
concerned is a matter of record, so I
will not repeat it. However at this time I
would like to bring to your attention a
couple of points that to my knowledge
have not been publicly brought to
light."
Lowry then pointed out that the
bylaws approved by the council in May
27, 1976, stipulated that board members
are to be paid $50 for each regular
meeting and that the board chairman is
to be paid $100 for each regular
meeting. Dr. Lowry added that the old
bylaws stipulated that the members of
the board are to be compensated "$25
for each meeting attended."
"In order to satisfy my curiosity,"
Dr. Lowry said, "I asked the hospital
administrator a day or two ago if at the
present time members were paid only
for meetings they attended or for all
regular meetings. He said that they are
paid $50 for each regular meeting which
is once a month."
Lowry then pointed out that hospital
board members are now being paid at
the rate of $50 per meeting and that he
had detemined the change in pay took
place in April of 1975. He said that he
had found no record cc "how it (the

change in pay )occurred."
You will remember that according
to the bylaws under which the hospital
was operated in 1975 they stated that
the rules and regulations could be
amended by the joint and concurrent
action of the fiscal court and the
common council," Dr. Lowry said.
Our city clerk has found nothing in the
council minutes to show that the council
amended the bylaws in regard to the
change of fee for meetings.
"I believe that this is wrong," Dr.
Lowry said. "Money is not the point but
it's the principle. When bylaws are
* adopted they should be abided by.
V• "I ,now feel that I should not have
advised this council on May 27 to approve the bylaws presented to us then. I
apologize."
After making the motion to rescind
the approval of the bylaws Dr. Lowry
said, "I'm not questioning anyone's
integrity but I personally cannot approve these bylaws unless the word
attended is inserted in Section VI,
article 3 because I just don't believe in
paying anyone for meetings they don't
attend."
Voting in favor of tabling the motion
to rescind the approval of the bylaws
were council members Loyd Arnold, Ed
Chrisman, Ruby Hale, Melvin Henley,
Art Lee, Woodrow Rickman, Tom
Rushing and Dave Willis. Voting
against the tabling action were councilmen W. R. Furches, Howard Koenen
and Dr. Lowry. Council member Buel
Stalls was absent from the meeting as
he is recuperating from open heart
surgery.

_
Resolution. Establishing'Board
To Operate New Park Approved

A rEsolution establishing a 12member board to oversee the operation
of the Murray-Calloway County Park
'was adopted by the Murray Common
Council last night.
The resolution must also be approved
by the Calloway County Fiscal Court
before the park board is officially
established.
A change in the original resolution
submitted by the joint city-county park
committee was agreed to by the council
prior to the adoption of the resolution.
The council approved resolution
stipulated that the bylaws of the park
board can only be amended with the
concurrence of the council and fiscal

Hot and Humid
Partly cloudy, hot and humid with a
slight chance of rain through Sunday.
Lows tonight in the low 70s. Highs
Saturday near90. Winds southwesterly
to 10 mph. Chance of rain 20 per cent
through Saturday.
.MMO.

court. The board will be allowed to
establish rules and regulations, within
the scope of the bylaws, for the
operation of the city-county park.
The membership of the board will
consist of 12 members with the city and
county being equally represented. Two
members of the city council and two
members of the fiscal court will serve
as members on the park board.
Members will be appointed by the
mayor of Murray and the Calloway
County Judge, subject to approval of
their respective legislative bodies.
In other action, the council approved
the employment of Stephen H. Zea in
the,position of city planner and building
inspector. Zea, a graduate of Murray
State University, is presently living in
Wingo.
In another matter involving city
planning and zoning, the council
directed that an amendment to the
city's zoning ordinance be4 draw
changing the zoning of property owned
by J. R. Mahan on Hwy. 641 N. from

Mars 'Colonized
By Iowa Counties
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP, — Officials from Iowa's 99 counties say they
want to establish an ideal county government,free of state and federal interference. But they figure they have to go 200 million miles to do it.
In a unanimous vote Thursday, the State Association of Counties adopted a
resolution to colonize Mats and make the Red Planet Iowa's 100th county.
"It's a not-too-lighthearted approach to just call attention to the problem
that local government is being dominated by state government and the federal government," said executive director Don Cleveland. We just needa
little breathing room."
Ralph Juhl, president of the association, admitted that some details —
such as transportation to the new colony — haven't been worked out yet.
• Rail said officials had agreed that the first iterq of business would be
deciding where to put the courthouse.
"Naturally, we have to find a centralized location," Juhl said. Then he
seemed to forget for a moment the new county's independent nature.
"Our site selection will be dependent upon the filing of an environmental
impact statement," he said.
Cleveland had told the 427 county officials at a workshop here that Mars
would be "a true independent colony, free to function without federal and
state spending mandates."
Cleveland said he ipelvJutil decided to colonize Mars after hearing reports
from the Viking 1 spacecraft.
"We decided that since county officials have all these problems dropped
on their heads, we could take advantage to move county government to a set4istftwhisessesawouldmInchan3Paed.sa_id.
The resolution invites other county officials from throughout the Unita;litotesand the world to join in the government of MarsCounty. ,

.
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residential to commercial. The action
was recommended by the Murray
Planning Commission following a
public hearing oh the matter at its last
meeting.
The resignations of two city employes, one from the Fire Department
and one from the Police Department,
were accepted by the council.
Fireman Ronald Hopkins submitted
his resignation effective Aug. 31 saying
that he had accepted a position in the
Dept. of Law Enforcement and Fire
Protection at Eastern Kentucky
University.
Patrolman Stephen B. Owens
resigned from the police department
effective Aug. 1 in order to take a
position with the Kentucky Bureau of
Water Enforcement.
The fire committee and the police
committee were both given approval to
advertise for applicants for employment in the two departments.
The council also approved on the first
reading an ordinance establishing rules
and regulations governing access to
public records.
Mayor John E. Scott advised the
council that L & N Railroad had erected
an automatic signal at the railroad
crossing on Chestnut St. near. Ryan
Milk Co. Mayor Scott said that L & N
had requested permission to suspend
the use of a flagman at the crossing
since the signal is now in operation.
A motion by councilman Henley that
a resolution be drawn commending Dr.
W. A. _Franklin for his service as
"acting city planner" during the past
couple of months was approved.

Watermelon Feast
Set At University
Students„ faculty, staff and their
families, along with. Century Club
donors and their famiHes, will be the
guests at Murray State University for
the traditional All-Campus Watermelon
Feast on Tuesday,July 27.
Scheduled from 2:30 to 4:30 p. m. on
the lawn west of Oakhurst, the
university president's hoine, the free
feed writ' Mark the 27th time for the°'''
annual summer get-together of the
campus community.
_It is sponsored b the Office of
—§tient
a
'neve
ent, the Sarent
Government Association, and the
Murray State Alumni Association

_

-
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WINDSURFING ARRIVES—Want to combine the excitement of surfing, sailing and skiing into one activityf Then
Windsurfing is for you. Here, Ben Armstrong of Lakeway Shoves demonstrates some of the techniques of the sport.
A two-page photo-feature by Murray Ledger & Times staffer Ufavid Hill is included in the "Great Outdoors" special
section of today's Murray Ledger & Times.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Officers Continue Search For
Three Men In Kidnapping -Case
SAN LEANDRO,Calif.(AP)— Three
"armed and dangerous" men from
wealthy California families are the
target of a nationwide hunt today,
sought for questioning in the mass
kidnaping and imprisonment of 26
Chowchilla school children and their
bus driver.
Alameda and Madera county sheriffs
said they would seek arrest warrants
this morning for the three San Francisco Bay-area men.
An all-points bulletin named
Frederick N. Woods, 24, James L.
Schoenfeld, 24, and Richard A.
Schoenfeld, 72. It described them as
"armed and dangerous" and told o!ficers to "arrest on probable cause."
Alameda County Sheriff Tom
Houchins and Madera County Sheriff
Ed Bates told a news conference
Thin-sday night that ransom may have
been the motive for snatching the
youngsters and burying Ahem alive

Guilty Plea Entered
On Trafficking Charge
Linda Robertson entered a plea of
guilty to charges of trafficking in
controlled substance in Calloway
Circuit Court Thrrsday, according to
court records.
Trial had been set for Thursday in
Circuit Court, before Miss Robertson
changed her plea to guilty.
Formal sentencing will be made later
by Judge James Lassiter.
•
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inside a van in a Livermore rock quarry
owned by Woods'father.
''l believe these three are involved in
the kidnaping sufficiently enough so
that we can arrest them," Bates said.
Houchins confirmed earlier reports
that the younger Woods owned the
moving van used to imprison the school
children four feet underground. It took
the youngsters and the driver 18 hours
to tunnel out.
Sheriff's officers had searched the

Woods 100-acre subintan San Mateo
County estate Thursday; discovering
about 100 vehicles appareotly accumulated by the younger Woocia.San Mateo County Sheriff lehn
McDonald said officers had beeriN •
looking for "vans, masks and guns."
He said new searches were underway
in Sonora County and San Jose where
Woods "has some acreage, some
warehouses and barns. They'll be
looking for some more vehicles, more
vans"

Open House Slated
At Library Tuesday
Alf open house will be held at the
Calloway County Public Library on
Tuesday, July 27,from 7:00 to 9:00 p. m.
in honor of the newly expanded library
facilities located at 710 Main Street,
Murray.
The ten months' long expansion and
renovation project has just been
completed with funding coming from a
matching 62 per cent state revenue and
38 per cent local. The library building
has over 12,000 square feet of reading,
book and office space, and houses 54,000
volumes.

•.
sale and may be autographed upon
request.
The Calloway County Public Library
Trustees and St4ritovite all persons
who are interesterYin the local public
library to come by Tuesday evening,
onetif the trustees said.
•

Jean Blankenship Attends Meeting

Jean Blankenship, member and
secretary of the board of trustees for
the Calloway County Public Library
Special sgiests of the evening will be
District, is among 14,000 delegates to
Kentucky author Jesse Stuart and
the centennial meeting 'of tbe American
Kentucky Poet Lee Pennington who will*
bibrary Trustees Aasociation in.
both participate in a short program to
Chicago.
be presented from 7:30 to 8:30 p. m.
Mrs. Blankenship is a metnber of the
Other special ghests will include
Intellectual Freedom Committee which
children's author, Blossom Budney
is charged with the responsibility of
Tressalt, Kentucky writer Harriet
being the "watch dog" arm of the
Simpson Arnow, Retired Professor of
American Library Association in cases
.Journalisun at Murray State Univerregarding defense of the First
sity, Dr. L. J. Hortin, and director of the
Amendment, as ajIplied to bookS,
Kentucky Department of Library and
records, and audio-visual aids.
Archives,Charles F . Hinds.
In this capacity she and other
During the two hour period, the
members of the committee met with
pUblirtIrtfroftwl VI Mar the libraryand---the AIZA.and_ ALA riatianal-boawd. and
visit with the special guests. Books the
were also responsible for two programs
visiting authors have *mitten will be for
presented to the delegates.
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Hospital Report

To Be Married

July 17, 1976
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Brencia C. Nix and baby boy,
141. 7, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Hilda Gray Evitts, Rt.
I. Hazel, Mrs. Sue N.
Emerson, Rt. if, Murray, Mrs.
Niomi Redrnon, New Concord, Miss Dottie Farris, 509
Poplar St., Murray, Miss
Jacquelyn Ann. Haub, 1414
Vine St. Murray, Mrs. Mary
H. Graves, 1514 Canterbury,
Murray, Mrs. Gloria P.
Cunningham, 1612 Sunset,
Murray, Mrs. Patricia L.
Mathis and baby girl, Rt. 1,
- Benton, Mrs. Patricia D.
Weatherly and baby boy, 1519
Canterbury Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Paula G. Grimes, Rt. •1,
uryear,
Tn.,
Robert
McKinney, Rt. 1, Dexter, John
F. Fuqua, General Delivery
Hardin, Boyd M. Cannon,
Canton, Lassiter Hill, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Miss Elizabeth Conn,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray,
(.Xho Schoder, 205 N. 6th St.,
Murray, Frank Montgomery,
1619 Miller Ave., Murray.
July 18, 1976
Adults 122
Nursery 3
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
—1Wri: Bessie M. Perry, 300
Pine, Murray, David E.
Downey, Rt. 8, Box 595,
Murray, Miss Angela Y.
.roster, 305 Pine, Murray,
Mrs. Susan C. Mills, Rt. 3,
MaAeld, Mrs. Novella
Chadwicit,Bt.if, Murray, Miss
Stephanie Turner, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Thelma L
Chadwick, 106 S. 12th.,
Murray, Mrs. Barbara J.
Parker, P.O. Box In,Sedalia,
Marvin 0. Page, 501 S. 9th.,
Murray,
Delmon
W.
Carraway, 23513 Oneida St.,
Oak Park, Mich., Mrs.
Elizabeth Woods (expired),
1318 Main, Murray, Mrs.
Shellie Lamb (expired), 106 S.
10th., Murray, Benjamin K.
Trevathan (expired), 216
Iran, Murray.

.46?row.
WEST BOY
Matthew Ian is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Sammy West of Sedalia Route
One for their baby boy born on
Tuesday, June 8, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph West and Mr. and
Mrs. Lavern Harrison of
Sedalia Route One.

Mrs. Gena Carter To
Speak, Women's Aglow

.4 •

The Gilbertsville chapter of
the
Women's
Aglow
Fellowship will hold „its
monthly meeting Tuesday,
July 27, at 10:30 a. m. at the
Ken-Bar Resort on Highway
641 near Kentucky Dam in
Gilbertsville.,
The speaker of this month's
meeting is the widow of a
Methodist minister who
served two churches in the
area several years ago. She is
Mrs. Gena Carter, widow of
Rev. George A. Carter, who
was pastor for the churches at
Briensburg and Mt. Cannel,
until his death on July 24, 1969.
Rev. and Mrs. Carter had also
pastored the Methodist
churches at Big Sandy,
McKenzie, Huntingdon and
Michie, Tennessee, before
moving to Kentucky in 1966.
Mrs. Carter was converted
to Christ under the preaching
of the Rev. Hyman Applernan,
a converted Russian Jew,
while living in Evansville,
Ind., in 1946, a spokesman
said. Since the death of her
husband she has lived at
Hazel,
Kentucky,
her
hometown, and attends her
home church of Mason's
Chapel. she is prefident of the
United Methodist Women and
also serves on the Board of
Ministries of that church.
Mrs. Carter will be sharing
her testimony of how the Lord
has sustained her during the
years since the death of her
husband, the spokesman
added. Many in the area will

me,

4

Miss Rita Cheryl Underwood
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo S. Underwood of Benton, formerly of
Cape Girardeau, Mcr, announce the engagement of their
daughter, Rita Cheryl, to William Walton Mitchell, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Vyron Mitchell of Fulton.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Robert
Luton and Louise Nunn Luton, and Mrs. Ida Neely; Fulton,and
the late George Underwood.
Mr. Mitchell is the grandson of Mrs. W. P. Williams and the
late Mr. Williams, and of Mrs. Walton Mitchell and the late
Mr. Mitchell, all of Paris, Tenn. He is the nephew of James C.
Williams of Murray.
Miss Underwood is a 1976 gliduate of Murray State University with a B. S. in journalism and speech. She is a member of
Alpha Sigma Alpha social sorority, Sigma Delta Chi Society of
Professional Journalists, and Pi Phi Dena, oral interpretation
society. She is presently employed by the Tribune-Courier,
Benton.
The groom-elect will be a 1976 graduate of Murray State with
a B. S. in Radio-TV. He is a. member of Lambda Chi Alpha
Isocial-fraternity, Alpha Epsilon Rho, honorary broadcasting
t _
society, and Sigma Delta Chi.
The wedding is being planned for Saturday, November 6.

remember her service in the
local Methodist churches, and
will want to hear what God has
been doing in her life since
that time.

Mrs. Gena Carter
The
Women's
Aglow
Fellowship is a group of
women from all different
churches, who meet monthly
to share a time of fellowship
and sharing what the Lord
has been doing in their lives.
All women who are interested
in this type of fellowship are
invited to attend, a leader
said.
The meeting will begin with
an early luncheon, served in
the dining room of Ken-Bar,
with the worship and
testimony following in the
Grand Rivers Room.

Officers Are Warned
For Pre-School Here

Murray Co-operating PreNorma Robertson 8- Somrn Posey school
has chosen their slate
of officers for the 1976-77
First Place Winners At Bridge
school year.
At the Murray Open
Duplicate
Bridge Club
Wednesday evening Norma
Robertson and Samm Poscy
were solid first place winners
Second place was taken by
Dalton and Marcia Darnell
who have been regular
summer visitors in the
Murray area for several years
and who have recently taken
up residence in Kirksey.
Third place honors went to a
new partnership at the club —
Katy Hufnagle and Carol
Julian. Both have been
frequent players at the club.

The officer said a cooperative pre-school provides
each parent with the opportunity to observe and
They are Nancy Hankins, participate in the physical and
president; Charlotte Metz, intellectual
child-centered
vice-president; Sue Van- program, as well as, the addergrift, secretary; Sophie ministrative duties of the coSagrera, treasurer; Jane operating pre-school.
Denbow, membership; Sara For
membership -.inHussung,teacher.
formation in the three year
Mrs. Hankins said a pre- and four year old groups and
school co-operative is a unique for general information,
method of early education and persons may call Jane Densocialization, and the program bow 753-8417 or Nancy
enables the parents to in-, Hankins 753-8834.
corporate their personil
talents and interests lo
broaden the creativity,
knowledge, and ability of each
child involved.

The Club meets every
Wednesday evening
in
Gleason Hall at St. Leo's
Church on N. 12th St. in
Murray. All bridge players
are welcome and no advance
notice is necessary. Game
time is 7:00 p.m. with the
doors opening at 6:30 p.m.
Bring your partner and join
the group for an evening of
bridge.
For further information or
for assistance in finding a
partner contact W. J. Swan at
753-8838!
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meeting proved to be a
delightful occasion and the
expectation is that this one
will be most enjoyable also, a
spokesman said.
The class extends a cordial
invitation to all those people
who were a part of this class in
the grades or in high school to
attend.
Any
surviving
teachers would be most
welcome also.
The Murray High School
building burned while this
class was in high school;
therefore, until -the barn," a
temporary building, was

erected, classes.were held in
the Murray Court fibuse.
Graduating exercises were
held in the First Christian and..
First Methodist Churches of
the city with thirty-two
members of the class at that
time. Ten are now deceased;
one of these, Travis Oliver,
died May 2, 1976, in El Dorado,
Ark. Travis attended this
reunion in 1971. With the exception . of three, the
remaining twenty-two
members are in excellent
health and "full of vigor," a
class member said.
'

A Kentucky Town of the 1880s

Lineups for Group C of the
Women's Tennis of the
Murray Country Club to be
played on Tuesday, July 27, as
released by Janne Hughes,
captain, are as follows:
9:00 a.m. — Lynn Stout,
Nancy Fandrich, Pat Greer,
and Charlotte Gregory.
9:00 a.m. — Agnes Payne,
Cecelia Brock„ Sharon Wells,
and Patsy Miller.
10:30 a.m. — Pat Seiber, Joy
Waldrop, Kay Ray, and Janne
Hughes.
10:30 a.m. — Jean Hurt, Pat
Thompson, Donna Keller, and
Donna Carr.
Twelve noon — Cindy Ashby, Carolyn Woolley, to play
singles.

THIS SUNDAY•JULY 25•SHOWS 18t 5

Coming ...
SONNY JAMES
Sun. Aug.8

MICKEY GILLEY
Sun. AUG 1
DON WILLIAMS E RN EST rugs
Sun. Aug. 15
Sun. Aug. 29
CONWAY TIN I TTY THE MONK E ES
Sun. Aug. 22
Sun. Sept.5

RAIN .CONCERTS HELD INDOORS

PLUS • • ALL KAINTUCK'S MANY ATTRACTIONS
Adults 15.25, Child $4.25, under 5 free, Kenerve Seats $1.65 extra

tnr information icrif,
h (INTI IA.
ItRIT0R 1 Ityrth.n. A
5 Miles SW Kentucky Dam, Hwy-. 641 (502)527 9948
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So everyone benefits.
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They learn something about earning a
salary and working for a living.
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Tennis Lineup
Given, Tuesday

How are we doing this? Were showing
them how the free enterprise system ,
works.

Thru Wed.

I

The Murray High School
Class of 1921 will nold its fiftyfifth (55th) reunion on
Saturday evening, August 7, at
the
Colonial
House
Smorgasbord, U. S. Highway
641 North. Dinner will be
served at six p.m. in the
private dining room. Those
attending may come early for
• visiting.
Reservations should be
made with the management
several days prior to August 7.
Mrs. Robert Jones (Clara
Louise Wall), Mrs. C. B. Ford,
(Oneida Wear), and Ms
Frances Bradley compose the
local
committee
on
arrangements. Mrs. Walter
Dent (Mayme Bagwell) is the
corresponding secretary.
Reports are that reservations are being' made by
members and their spouses
from Florida to Michigan and
from Illinois to Pennsylvania,
as well as placesln between.
This class observed its
fiftieth reunion in 1971; its
fifty-first in 1972; and its fiftythird in 1974 with many living
membets ,resent. Each

might say werriiTritinTicolhe young
people who are part of our staff to be a
part of America.

Open 7:45 - Start 8:25
Thru Wed.

*2 Bloody Horror Thrillers*
Who will survive
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Murray High'Schooass 1921
Plans Reunion Here On Augtkst 7
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COMMUNITV4i
CALENDAR
Friday,July 23
Wpanglers Riding Club will
ride at the club grounds with
twenty-six classes planned.

Sunday,July 25
Women of Murray Country
Club will serve lunch for the
Murray Invitational Golf
Tournament participants at
Party for ninth through 12th noon at the club.
grades at Oak"-Sountry Club
is schedule" om eight trg ' Color slide program on
eleven p :,„),* with Marilyn wildflowers will be shown at
McCiiist•
Giruii Hopkins, Center Station, Land Between
Kat (,..1and, and Linda the Lakes, at two p.m.
Adams as chairmen.
'One hour workshop on
wildflower photography will
Saturday, July 24
start at Center Station, Land
Members of Murray Shrine Between the Lakes, at four
Club and their wives will meet p.m.
at Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m. for
a family- style.. dinner. All
United
Carmel
Mt.
Shriners and wtvea invited.
Methodist Church will hold all
Anntial meeting watkbe at day homecoming services.
Hicks Cemetery from eight
of Lois Gilmore,
a.m. to twelve noon.
-Henderson, clarinet, will be at
Saturday,July 24
two p. rn. at the Farrell
Annual 'newspaper drive Recital H111, Fine Arts
will be held by Boy Scout Center,
Murtay
, State
Troop No. 77. Call 753-3824 to University.
give name, address, and
location of newspapers only.
Monday,July ES
Pictures for yearbook for
Calloway County. High School
Sunshower from Memorial seniors will be taken at the
Baptist Church will present a Holiday Ian, Murray, from
program at Piney Camp 8:30a.m. to fourp.m.
- Ground, Land Between the
Lakes at 8:30 p.m. Note
Baptist
River
Blood
• change from Friday night.
Associational WM1J will meet
at the Olive Baptist Church at
Bargain Barn, 13th and ten a.m. with Mrs. Larry
Main, sponsored by Freed- Keaton, nee Kitty Ray,
Hardemarps.
College African
missionary, as
Associates, will have a half- featured speaker.
price sale beginning at nine
a.m.-Proceeds go to help the
La Leche League will meet
college.
at the home of Ann McKeel,
1500 Henry, at 7:30 p.m.
Slide
program
and
discussion on extinct and
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
threatened plants and wildlife 7:30
First
at
p.m.
will be at Center Station, Land Presbyterian Church.
Between the Lakes, at two
p.m.
Special event, Creepies and
Crawlies, will start at Center
Women of Murray Country Station, Land Between the
Club will serve lunch for the Lakes, at two p.m.
Murray Invitational Golf
Tournament participants at
Art exhibit of paintings by
noon at the club.
David Brown, Murray, will
open at the Clara M. Eagle
Murray Invitational Golf Gallery-, Price Doyle Fine
Tournament Dance for Arts Center, MSU, and conmembers_ and tournament tinue through August 6.
entrants will be from nine
p.m. to one a.m. at the Murray
Stan Hainsworth will be
Country Club. Mr. and Mrs. honored at a farewell service
Tom McNeely are chairmen.
at 5:30 p.m. in the chapel of
the Church of Jesus Christ of
Registration for Calloway
Latter-Day Saints, Sycamore
High Cheerleading Clinic for and 15th Streets, Murray.
August 2-5 will be from nine to Friends and relatives are
eleven a.m. at the rear of the
invited to attend.
school.
Tuesday,July 27
Seniors at Calloway County
Sunday,July 25
Reunion of J. Will Shelton High School will have their
family will be held at pavilion pictures taken for the yearat old City Park, North 8th and book from 8:30 a.m. to four
Payne Streets. A basket lunch p.m. at the Holiday Inn,
will be served following Murray.
morning church services. Mr.
Women's Aglow Fellowship
Shelton from Grand Island,
Fla, will attend along with all will meet at Ken-Bar Resort at
family members. Relatives 10:30 a.m. with Mrs. Gene
Carter of Hazel as speaker.
and friends are invited.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
WOW, will meet at six p.m. at
the pool of Loretta Jobs for a
swim party with Cynthia Hart
as cohostess.
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UFO "Un-Frightened
Observers," an evening of
stargazing, will meet at Silo
Overlook, Land Between the
Lakes, at eight p.m.

wouNkrEp mysimooms

Le

hill111111Milr'

Woodland
Ferns and
Mosses, two mile walk to
discover unusual plants, will
start at Hematite Lake, Land
Between the Lakes, at 2:30
p.m.

WS milli Oa'

Place in a bowl one-half ptiund
sliced fresh Mushrooms. Then
pour over a mixture of onehalf cup olive oil one-fourth
cup vinegar, one-fourth
teaspoon oregano leaves, and
salt and pepper to taste. Let
stand several hours before
serving. These make a great
hors d'oeuvre.. . or serve as a
salad on crisp spinach leaves
topped with a sprinkling of
crumbled crisp bacon.

11,..are pleased la anaatince that liannie
Calmar,. bride-elect of
Cliff lligginsan. has
selected her itattery and
rvon/ from our Mtn !dote bridal registry.
liannie.and Cliff trill
I,,' netarrted
PO-Ingsist
'I, I976.

Coffee Cup

oih. Slum!
1,•clicer F Time.

cip

Chatter
It is important to good
lighting that light fixtures and
bulbs be kept clean. Before
beginning to wash light fixtures, check that switches
have been turned off and bulbs
are cold. Take off removable
parts, suckas gloves, shades,
grilles. If washable, place in a
sink or tub filled with warm
suds. Wash, rinse and dry the
accessories and put them
aside. Remove bulbs from
sockets; sponge off, then rinse
and wipe dry. Use a sponge or
cloth wrung out of detergent
or soap suds to wipe fixtures
If you need to reach highhanging fixtures, use a sturdy
chair or stepladder. Rinse the
fixture with a clean, damp
sponge and wipe dry. Avoid
letting water run into sockets.
Polish any metal parts.
Replace bulbs in sockets and
put other parts back in
position. - Judy Hetterman,
Hickman.

'Deo&-A
Girl Wants Both Love and Money
By Abigail Van Buren
1176 try Musa

rybory•N Y News Sy ntl

nc

DEAR ABBY: I was engaged to be married to a beautiful
woman, when my business failed. When I went broke, my
fiancee started dating other men. She came right out and
told me that she couldn't stand the thought of being poor.
She-likes to go to the best places, which I can't affard right
She has Money and could well afford to take us both out,
but she refuses.to spend her own money.
She lets other men wine and dine her, butenfterward she
comes to my place for her love.
Anr I wrong to still love this woman? At times I feel like a
big fool, but I can't help myself.
STUD

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. ...Cantrell Jones of
Murray has been a patient dr
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

DEAR STUD: It's not "wrong" to love anyone. Your
problem is that you feel that you are being used. And you
are. Unless, of course, you are getting as much out of the
relationship as she is.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I were divorced a month
ago after 35 years of marriage. One week after the divorce
was final, he announced that he was going to marry a young
woman with whom he has been going for nearly 10 years.
We have a 33-year-old married son who I know
disapproved of the way his father has treated me, and he's
said he has no intentions of becoming friendly with his
father's new wife.
Feeling as he does, should he attend the wedding? And
what should his feelings be? How should he act toward his
father and this new wife?
EX-WIFE

USE YOUR
BANK CREDIT
CARD
AT BIG K!!!

DAR EX: How year eon "feels" and how he should
behave toward his father and the new wife is for your son to
decide.
DEAR ABBY: A bachelor wrote to say that whenever he
applied for a job, as soon as they learned that he was over 30
and-unmarried they lost interest in him. He claimed that his
single status also made him suspect as a homosexualwhich he is not.
Abby, as a personnel manager for many years, I have
interviewed hundreds of job applicants, and if two equally
qualified men 'apply for a job and one is married and the
other is single, the married man usually gets the job.
Why? Not because the single man may be a homosexual,
but because without a wife, family or "roots," a man is more
apt to quit his job. Not so with a married man. His family
obligations make it necessary for him to stick with his
job.
Training employees is very expensive, so you can't fault
businesses for giving preference to the applicant who is
more likely to stay with the job.
J.,M C
DEAR J.M.C.: Thank you for giving the other side of the
picture.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No, 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, selfaddressed envelope, please.

NORTHERN
AUTOMATIC

BLANKET
00

Full size automatic blanket with 2
ir. warranty. 80%
polyester, 20% acrylic in gold, daffodil, iaguna blue
or leaf green.

REG.
18.22

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY,JULY 24, 1971
Look in the section in which tentively, but don't be sway
your birthday comes and find against your better judgrner.:
what your outlook is, according by some "smooth" talker.
to the stars,
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov, 23 to Dec. 21)
ARIES
Some optional choices for you
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
now. Weigh each thoughtfully.
Weigh proposed undertakings carefully evaluate potentials
and their possible outcome and then embrace the most
before taking action. You may promising.
want to revise plans a bit.
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
A good outlook, but reject
Negative factors need not dubious ideas and suggestions.
disturb if you keep situations in As with Sagittarius, determine
hand and study the reasons. the worth of all propositions
Emphasizing the positive, you before miimuitment.
can take appropriate measures. AQUARIUS
GEMINI
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
(May _n_to_Joat,21) _ _
__Favorable influence!. You
An analytical look at your can now pursue the difficult
position may indicate some new tasks with as much assurance
avenue to pursue. Keep an easy as the easier ones. Especially
yet alert eye toward future favored written matters, inmoves. Taper off in late hours to tellectual pursuits.
relax.
PISCES
CANCER
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
(June V to July 23)
.0
Stellar aspects now suggest
A day which calls for careful reappraisal of forthcoming
discrimination. Listen undertakings in the light of
thoughtfully, observe, but do recent developments. A time for
not read meanings into things broadening your mental
not intended, Stars warn horizons, too.
against hasty decisions.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY, though
July 24 to Aug. 23) /244Z
a Leone, possess some of the
Stellar influences only fairly traits from the now descendant
generous, so you will have to Cancer — notably your serious
provide your own momentum to attitude toward life, your
carry on. Neither too many humanitarian impulses and
problems nor much opposition. deep-rooted idealism. From the
VIRGO
ascending Leo, you are given
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)'Oil
tremendous courage and a gift
Some extra care needed in of leadership -- the latter an
domestic and romantic in- ...invaluable asset in business,
terests. Don't become anxious, politics and statesmanship.
however Handle with your Both Signs endow you with
usual dexterity,
versatility, imagination and a
LIBRA
great love of color and design.
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Fields suited to your talents:
Don't permit bright idea/ to literature, journalism, the
wither before you've tried them stage, painting, science, the law
out. Try to dovetail some unique and finance. Traits to curb:
endeavor into your regular Excessive pride and a teridenc7
to try to dominate others. BirthPlaivenv
seem°
- fft,e;tp dale of: Almendro Damao.
(Oct 24 to tia...e2)
French novelist; Amelia M
Give everyone and everything Earhart, renowned Amer
careful appraisal. Listen at- aviatrix.
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CANNON.

CANNON,

"COUNTRY FROLIC
BLANKET

2

t1

"FLORAL QUILT
BLANKET

charming
REG '
6.97

_ OWEN
"CUPID"
FOR

00
REG. 4.57

EACH
Luxurious 72" X 90" Polyester in solid colors. 5" nylon binding.

11

- —Traditional 'styled
_,btanicet __ _features
pretty "floret-Quilt"
design, full size in
red, blue or brown.

25
REG.

Pretty country look full
is a
blanket
„size
accent to bedYellow, blue
room.
Or pink.

6.97

CANNON.
"ASHFORD"

25

6

REG. 8.22

Handsome 102" X 90" Kingsize acrylic blanket in solid colors.
Lockwoven, 4"
nylon binding.

9.9 64°" Sat
1-6 Sun

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-8777

Equal Opportunity Employer
limit Rights Reserved
Acres of Free Parking
•

•

X PERSONALS

MEET MISS AMERICA—Tawnr_Godin, Miss America 1976, center, posed with Karen
Gordon, Benton, left, the retiring Miss Paducah, and lane Wagar, Murray, right, Miss
Murray State and the new Miss Paducah, at the Miss Arkansas Beauty Pageant, Hot
Springs, Ark., on Saturday night, Ally 17. Miss America who was Mistress of Ceremonies
:or the pageant consented to pose with the two Murray State University students
backstage, but refused to pose with any others.
Photo by Artcraft studios, Murray

eAk...tA0011,1.1•00

CANNON.
"HEMPSTEAD"

4

50
REG. 5.88

Warm 72" X 90" tnerrnai
blanket ot 75% .acrylic, 25%
cotton in solid colors, loom
woven.
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EDITOR JAL

The Consumers' Courts

OPINION PA GE

,Ignionated

Humanely:Speaking

Sunday School Lesson

Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County

By Dr. H.C.CHILES
treat her kindly. She would be good tor
The pooch pictured here is five-yearDespite an over-abundance of cept, the courts would be open
who
either an elderly person or a. family
female
spayed
and
old Maggie. She is a
so-called consumer protection at least one weekday night
Rased on
on
Committee
with children. If you would le insnauzer.
hslf
and
labador
black
half
is
conthe
the Uniform
laws adopted in the last decade, Saturday mornings for
in such a dog as Maggie please
terested
Maggie
badly.
very
She needs a home
work; a
contact her owners at 762-4056. The
the American consumer still venience of people who
spent her life with one family that
has
with Satan and sin. His life was under
owners are members of the Calloway
The Message Of Grace
encounters problems in the small filing fee of $10 would be
Christ.
of
action.
the
indwelling
the
mastery
bringing
County Humane Society.
of
cost
Chiles
C.
By H.
marketplace. One of every five the only
Christ's will had replaced his will, and
2:15-21
forced
Galatians
be
would
Pound Dog Census: 22
side
Neither
households, according to a
Christ's presence had filled his soul so
that the works of men and
2 collie type females, 1
Knowing
Females:
If
lawyers.
of
expense
the
to
recent poll, experienced a
completely that he was able to conform
did
not
have
law
the
of
observance
female, 4 mixed .breed
type
their
shepard
for conto the devine will in a remarkable
problem of some sort with a one side used a lawyer
4 bird dog type females.
anything to do with their justification
females,
would
manner. He continued to rejoice in the
before God, Paul declared that
Males: 1 collie type Male, 3 mixed
product or service in the past sultation, then the court
for
ion
consultat
fact
that Christ's personality had insimilar
grace
provide
by
only
available
is
justification
breed males. Puppies: 4 mixed breed
year or so.
vaded his and had taken complete
cost.
through faith In Christ. Christianity is
females,3 mixed breed males.
In an infinitely complex, the other party at no
possession of it.
teaches
which
religion
only
case
the
A
swift.
be
would
Action
economy
-plus
trillion-dollar
What Christ did for Paul He Is willing
45 days, justification by grace through faith as and
able to do for us. His presence
this situation cannot be entirely must be heard within
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All other religions
salvation.
of
way
the
his
render
must
judge
the
and
the life brightens the dull,
within
clear,
works.
by
salvation
Equally
teach
avoided.
more or less
case, Romans 4:5 tells us, "But to him that monotonous cLys and makes life worth
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living.
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believeth
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both
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not,
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Federal Level
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Sen.
U.S.
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our problem.
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faith
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always
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Just
made a by works is in his own mind, or in the
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Way
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greatly
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faith in Christ.
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his experience with Christ. Actually his who believe on Him as their Saviour.
owners have obviously treated her very
the special courts.
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do
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anything about them.
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faith
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Through
State Cap0s1 Mime
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anybody.
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Christ
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Times
York
world.
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sin, and to
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Kenneth Greer of the Calloway
Paul declared that a great change - oneness with Him. Whether they are
-Only one third of their
give her a goxl home and
to
willing
High School Chapter of the
had been wrought in him, and that he rich or poor, privileged or unproblems were reported to County
Future Farmers of America showed the
not living as he had lived derprivileged, educated or uneducated,
anyone, and only 1 per cent of grand champion in the Hereford Show. was
previously. Christ was living in Paul, God treats them with equal love and
them were reported to a third at the Calloway County Fair. Winneta and that meant refreshment, en- compassion. As His children they are
party, such as a government in the 4-H Talent Show included Libby joyment, and abiding strength for the heirs of God's resources and promises.
Act, and
daily life. It meant victory in the battle What a glorious privilege is theirs!
complaint agency, or were Simms for the Junior Specialty
the Calloway County Teen Club for the
court.
taken to
Senior Specialty Act Teen Club
"Almost all of the complaints members in the act were Mary Contemporary Religious Thought
• - went to the businesses involved Williams, Gail Furches, Judy Kelso,
and in more than half of those and Ellen Watson.
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act
the
in
ticipation
Department
to
Heartline,
them
address
of
the
Nazarene,
God's family.
revitalized and expanded to Grove Church
Otherwise, payments would
separation.
ully--to
forth—hopef
go
members
the
Ohio
Dayton,
Street,
50, 6514 N. Main
God has blessed us as a people. On
of Kirksey.
network
with the date of your
effective
start
provide a
throughout
community
this
continue
45415.
Patricia Barzell of St. Clair Shores,
Thanksgiving Day each year we try to
application.
the week.
geographically accessible cour- Mich.,is the guest of relatives here.
and
have
old
years
am
I
66
Heartline:
express our gratitute to God, not
ts, at low cost, and with
"The Kettles In The Ozarks"starring
merely for individual gifts, but for
Marjorie Maine and Arthur Hunnicutt
assurance of fairness.
those God kv_es us as a people, the
etis-Stay Well
,
Under the Chamber's con- is showing at the Varsity Theatre.
human race. We are gratifid—
cops righted outlines produced bs the
Series and taped bt Orrin/SSW

may

10 Years Ago

EARTLIN

Social Worship

20 Years Ago

1%
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Letter To The Editor

Thanks To Hospital

therefore, for the earth which is
congenial to human life, the fertility of
the soil, the sunshine, rain, water, and
the elements in the earth. When we

Bible
Dear Editor:
I would like to make a few comments
i
:', concerning how fortunate we are to
; have a Hospital, Doctors, Nurses and
; Emergency Rooms in Murray and
$ Calloway County.
On Sunday night, June 22, 1976 at 9:00
• :-:- p.m. my wife fell while we were
walking and broke her wrist. We went
te the Emergency Room and at once
were taken to X-Ray. I think Dr.
George was on duty. Dr. Lowery came
at once and put a cast on my wife's
%
).:
wrist. We were back home in about 142
hrs.
We were treated with all courtesy and
•
very efficient service.
On July 16 at 6:30 a.m. I vrent into the
-1- hospital for nose surgery. I checked in
thpugh Emergency Room, had a shot,
s
s •
. and was in Room 310B within a few
minutes. They showed me great
• courtesy. My surgery was performed
4 by Dr. Jim Hart. He did an excellent
.1.., job. I can breath again! The nurses on
* ----- the 3rd floor, I had all three shifts, were
so nice and efficient. I can not praise
them enough. T did not want for

i

.r

anything I didn't receive. The nurses
checked on me often. The food was good
and had plenty of it.
So to the hospital force, nurses, Dr.
Hart, Dr. Lowery, and Dr. George all of
you have my sincere thanks for a job so
well done.
Again 1 think weare fortunate to have
so many good doctors in every field in
Murray,Ky.
Thanks again,
J.H. Nix
1106 South 16th St.
Murray, Ky.42071

Thought
Unto me, who am less than the
least of all saints, is this grace
given, that I should preach among
the Gentiles the on.searchable riches
of Christ. Ephestans 3:14.
Humility comes easily to men
who are truly great. The Apostle
Paul, to whom the Church looks a
her greatest expositor of BiblicaIs'
truth, states that he was hardly
worthy to be a church member!

The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger 8 Times is
published every afternoon except Sun
days, July 4, Christmas Day. New Year's
Doy and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers. Inc . 103 N. 4th St Murray
Ky 42071
,Second Class Postage Paid at Murray
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas sinned

by carriers 52 25 per month payable
Co/lowoy County
advance By moi/
and to Banton. Nordin. Moyfierid. Sedolio
and Farmington Ky and Paris
/5 00
Buchanan and Pury•or. Tann
per yoor By mail to offing d•stinations
530 00 per year
Member of Assoc/pried Press Ken
tocky Press Assoc1ohon and Southarn
Newspaper Publishers Associohon

Avoid Delay in Treating
Coronary Attack
By F J I. Blasmgame. M.D.
Many deaths from an acute treatment of 10'7 consecutive pacoronary or myocardial infarc- tients suffering an acute corontion (MI) are preventable, pro- ary attack
vided appropriate treatment can
By interviewing the patients
be obtained.
and their families, he was able to
About 4 million deaths result pinpoint the various steps betannually in the United States ween onset of symptoms and arfrom nath sala°'s.sal deaths in rival at trishaw** and todeter.
many instances occur because of mine the approximate delay
irregularity of heart rhythm brought about by the various
(ventricular fibrillation). If regu- steps
As a result, Dr. Gillum found
lar rhythm can be re-established
by a defibrillator, cardiopulmon- that delays were brought about
ary resuscitation or medicine, by the patients and by their
survival is much more likely to physicians. Patients often
follow.
delayed between "soft"(discomMuch pstiutsi has been made fort)symptoms and "hard"(pain.
in many communities to assure shormesi. of breath) symptoms.
rapid triinsport of such heart at- Self-medication was often tried.
tack victims. and more com- adding to the delay.
munities should establish such
Physician delay occurred for
program Fire departments, by
special crews, have served their two-thirds of the patients. Dr.
communities to good advantage Gillum obierved that one-third
of Ow patients had not readied
in this added role._
the hospital within (Our hours
the
in
art%
recent
In a
Archives of Internal edicine, after the onset of "hardan American Medical Amoci- symptoms. of his studies, Dr
As a result
ation publication, Richard
Gillum M.D., of Roston, reported Gillum suggested that the delays
death
a study of prehospdal delay in_ be shortened to lower the

toll by the following measures
Persons over 35 or 40 should
have a coronary profile
developed by their physicians
and °beam their estimates of the
likelihood of an MI within the
next several years
-- Contact'a physician
promptly if signs and symptoms
develop --indigestion. pain,
shortness of breath.
-- Avoid self-treatment after 10
to 15 minutes if symptoms persist
--such as no relief of indigestion
by an antacid.
-- Physicians and hospitals
should alert allied health personnel about calls from such cases
and bring them promptly to a
physician's attention.
-- Victims of heart attacks
thould proceed imrlediately to a
hospital ernergency room, calling an emergency vehicle if
accessary
Q Ms. F H's uncle is a
butdier, and she would like to
know whit iv-meat-wrapper's
asthma.'

A This occupational disease
was described in 1975 by Rudi
Andrasch, M.D. of the University of Oregon, after he had
studied meat wrappers who had
respiratory difficulties. He found
they were associated with, the
hent-ffleetipw•ei the (Seer wrappen used in meats and cheese.
The fumes occurred only when
wrapping and had no ill l-ffects
on customers. Avoiding exposure
to such fumes and using another
method of sealing removes the
danger.
Q Mr. L L wants to know if
persons who commit suicide are
insane.
A Many laymen associate
suicide with insanity. In truth
most insane persona do not commit suicide, and mkst victims of
suicide were not psychotic
Suicide is not actually associated
with insanity in the traditional
sense (such as schizophrenia,
paranoia and compulsive demdem/ hut is oRisk.the result of
depression
•

u
11,LLI

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

Baptist

.t‘e,LA:i

Scotts Grove
Worship Service
11 00 a. m.
Evening Worship
7 30p. m.
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
Evening Worship
6 30 p. m.
First Baptist
Morning Worship
10 45a m
Evening Worship
7:00 p in.
West Fork
Morning Worship
11:00a. m.
Sunday Evening
6:00p.m.
Murray Church
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p. m.
Sunday School
9:458. m.
Sinking Springs
Morning
Worship
10:456.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
N. Y
S Worship
5:15p.m.
Evening Worship
7:15p.m
Eve mg Worship
6:00p.m.
Northside
Wetinesclay
Worship
7:00p.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship
Locust Grove Chord,
7:00 p. m.
Morning Worship
Hazel Baptist
11:00 a.)n.
Evening Worship
Morning Worship
11:00a. m.
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Popler Springs
Morning Worship
11 Jig I. M.,
Evening Worship
6:30p. m.
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:456. m.E vertigo Worship
Alma Heights
7:00 p. m.
Morning Worship
„Blood River
11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship
Morning Worship
1100a. m.
7:30 p. m.
United,
Eyening Worship
New Concord
6.30p. m.
Sunday School'
Kirksey Baptist
10:00 a. iti;
Worship Services
Morning Worship
11 a. m.,1 p. M.
11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship
Calvary Temple
7:30p. m.
.
Sunday School
Memorial Baptist
10:00 a. in.
Morning Worship
10:50 a. riv, Worship Services 11 a.m.,7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
6.03o.nt. First Asltintm
ey of God
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
4tuncloy School
10:00
Morning Worship
11036.m.
Morniiig Worship
11:00
Evening Worship
7:00 p m.
Sunday
Eilening
7:01p. m., Thurs.
Flint Baptist
ni•ie 700 p. rft..„
:
.„1 0
.6
, Morning Worship
11 .00 a. m.
Evening Worship
6:45 p. ch.
United.310
Ave.
Cherry Corner
Sunday School
' ,10:00•. m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship
1410P- in.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Elm Grove
Morning Worship
11:00
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
11:00•.m.
Evening Worship
First Christian
7:15p. m.
Worship Services 10:4 a.m., 7 p Trt
Sugar Creek
Morning Worth ip
Murray Christian
11:00a. m.
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m
Evening Worship
7:15p.m.
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship
5130 p. m.
Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
Sunday School
9:30a. m.
Worship
1100 a.m.
Church of Jesus chIrst
Lone Oak Primitive
Of Latter Day Saints
lit Sunday
2:00 p. m.
Sunday School
10:008. m.
4th Sunday
10:30 a. rn.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Old Salem Baptist
Sunday Massa a m , 11 a.m., 4:30 P.
Sunday School
1000a. m.
m. Saturday Mass 6:30 P. m•
Worship Service
11:008.m.
ChrItt:en Science Services
•
Vesper Service
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray,
5:00 p. in.
Coldwater
y , Sundays 11:00 a. m. Testimony
Morning Services
11:00a. m.
meeting second Wednesday I p. m.
Evening Services
Jehovah's Witnesses
6 00 P m.
Faith Baptist
Watchtower
10:30 a. m.
Morning
Worship
11:00 a.m.
• -I.
Bible Lecture
9:30a. In.
Evening
Worship
m.
p.
6:30
Wyman's Chapel A. M.I.
'• ,
Locust Grove
Worsilip Services
-4..".. •••
11 a. m.,7 p.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
St. John's Episcopal
' Evening Worship
7:00 p. m.
Church School
9:15
Chestnut Street General
Worship Hour
10:30 a. M.
Sunday School
10:006. m.
I m inanuel Lutheran
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1:15 a. rn.
Morning Worship
10:30a. m.
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
Seventh
Day Adventist
Sunday School
10 a. m.
Sabbeth School
10:008.m.
Preaching
11 a.m. & 6p.m.
Worship Service
9:30 a. m.
Wed.
7p.M.

W
i

s

I

el

.
11
In angs;\

-2

fil

.

L

Nazarene

Pentecostal

Methodist

Church of Christ
New Providence
Morning Worship
11:008.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.M.
University
Morning WOrship
10:308.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.
Green Plain
Morning Worship
10:45*.m.
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.
Union Grove
Morning Worship
10:508.m.
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
Seventh • Poplar
Worship Service
10:40 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.
New Concord
Morning Service
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.
_
Pleasant Valley
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.'
Second Street
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.
Friendship
Sunday School
10:00a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Hazel Church of Christ
Bible Study
10:00
A.M. Worship
_lilt
P.M. Worship
Mid-Weth
7:00
Coldwater
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
Kirksity Church el Christ
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 P.m. Sunday
& Wednesday

THE ROAD LESS TRAVELED
"Tows roods dite•sed in a isood, ors,/ 1-1took the WU' less traveled by.
Alad th.“ 1.0 mode nil the difference'

•

hrn kobert Frost wrote these words he knew how it
felt 10 follow his own ronscience. To follow Jesus Christ
is to choose the road le. traveler'. for kii tsar/dee are
LOS always easy to follow. His followers must mac
choice* that arc sometimes unpopular. 'Ilse, are often
asisunderrionsl, even accrued tor their benefit.
Jr.'s*. hill...elf, could have had the whole world
it he hail maid the things that people *anted to
hear. Hr took the difticult course, however. and
kind things that even today are not accepted by
everyone.
le the cod, we will Sad that being
Wee0Jam %rim will á11 the
erenee. Am O..
we beesemie
diem& pimple. The Oiebnine toad
ive•eled, liel B le the
le she 11.0
- way. ene. worth following.

Christian

Alma
Bible Study
Morning Worship
Ever ing Warship

10.00a m
11:008.m.
6:00p.m.

Colchester United
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 1st &
2nd Sunday. 10:00 a.m. 3rd & 4th
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. lit & 2nd
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. 3rd & titn Sun
Jay
Temple NM United
Morning Worship
10:00 8.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
First Methodist
Worship
SAS& 10.50a.rrL
Mussels Chapet•United
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:004.M.
Goshen Methodist
11 00a. M.
Worship Service
630pm
Bible S•udY
Lynn Grove
Worship Service

9:45a to

Cols's Camp Orwell
Worship Service
10:00a m.
Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service
10 00 cm.
1st & 2nd Sunda ye,
11;00 4.M.
1st di ltd di 4th Sunday
Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1s1
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-)0.00 a.m. 2nd, 3rd, & 4th
Sunday

Wayrniwi Chapel
AMR Church
Morning Services
10 4.5 8.m

Liberty Cumberland
Sunday School 10.00 am., Worship
Service 9:00 Cm. every. Other
Sunday
North Pleasant Greve
Sunday School
9:658.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Oak Grove
Sunday School
10:008.m.
?pi_ Worth ip Services
11 a.m.,7 p.m.
Magog Pleasant
Morning Worship
11:004.m.
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.
First Presbyterian
Church School
9:308.M.
Worship Service
10:4511.111-

aft.m...... MN.

Kieltsey United"
Sunday School
10.00 a. M.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.

Mt Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. IM Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st, 3rd &
4th Sunday: 11:00 a.m trod Sunday

Presbyterian
----":"."'"'"•171".•-

Hazel Methodist Church
Warship
if 00
Mason's Chapel
Worship
10.00
Paiestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m 1st Sun
Day, 10.00 a m lcd Sunday Sunday
School 10 00 Cm. 2nd /I 4th
Martin's Chapel United
Worship Service
9.30 a m
Sunday School
10'30 a.m.
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service
11 00• m.
SursdaY SchOol
10 00a m
indepersdonce United
Sunday School
10.011a.m
Morning Worship
11.036.m.

Brooks Chapel United
lst I. 3rcl Sunday
1:30e.M.
Evening
/:00 p.m.
11:038.m.
2nd II ilth Sunday
No evening Worship
Bethel United
151 A. ard Sunday
11:008.m.
2nd & 4th Sunda'?
9:30 a.m.
Evening
6:00p.m.
South Pleasant (Prove
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:008.m.
Evening
7:00p.m.
Storey's Chapel United
Morning Worship
1:45 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.

Spring Creek Baptist Church
Morning Worship
11am
Evening Worship
7 o,m
St. John Baptist Church
Mcmn ing Worship
10.45
Sunday School
9.30
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Murray Auto Parts
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Grecian Steak House
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KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

North 17th St
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Winchester Printing Services
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Peoples Bank of Murray; Ky.

Toni Andrews - Your Most
eh ars newly smogs Oak law• Mni Mars.
M., Set., lem.-T-Issie Stook Wad
Ma. 1216514.641- Call ie Orders to 7S14411
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DeVanit's Steak
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SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
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Paschall Truck Lines
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Randy Thornton
Service Co.
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Ceemplete Counseling Service
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Murroy Memorial Gardens, Inc.
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("4/4;f Restaurant

Palace Cafe

Modernise your furniture with new
upholstery
A Complete Car Upholstery Center
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Elmo's: Fish Dinners
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Murray Datsun, Inc.
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Plumbing Heating & Air Conditioning
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Repairs & installation
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"it's Finger Lickin' Gees!"
Try Ow Wham Beef wean= Seeihriebee

709 S. 746

our

Rudy Lovett

Claude Vaughn
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Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
'Ser Al Tem Ferdizer

103 Maple-753-1933

Plume 753-SW12

305 No 4th St

Kentucky Lake Oil Company
JOSSIMS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
Murray
753-1321

Mayfield
147 1440
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Taylor Hurls Murray To 7-1 Win

• Little League To
Finals Of.Tourney

BATTER'S VIEW — Bruce Taylor looked big and threw hard for the Murray Little League All-Stars Thursday

throwing a one-hitter, he also had a pair of hits. Here, thet ball is getting ready to drop. The

right. Besides

pitch was token for a coded strike.
(Stuff Photos by Mit. Ilmeneloci

GOODBYE — Charlie Santaaado of the Murray Little League AM-Stans gets his bat on the ball for the biggest hit in the tourney,
a three-run homer over the fence in Ilead center. Murray won 7-1 over Mayfield Eastern.

Thurmond Fans 18 Men
But Legion Loses Game
Musgrow
What does a guy have to do Dwaine
then
reached on a walk and Bob
in order to win a game?
Tony Thurmond must be Thurman reached on an error
wondering that today.
to score the first Murray run
It was hard enough of a task of the game. Thurmond
to have a pitch Thursday night doubled to give Murray a 2-1
in the stifling heat and edge and then Paul Robertson
humidity. And since the reached on a fielder's choice
Murray American Legion to score the third run.
team had planned to play only
Thurmond hit a wild streak
a seven-inning game with in the sixth inning and walked
visiting Clarksville, Thur- one run in to make it a 3-2
mond threw a little harder.
game.
There was only one
In the bottom of the sixth,
problem. The game went into Murray scored an unearned
extra innings. A bunch of run and went ahead 4-2 and
extro-bln.ings in fact.
seemingly had the win locked
Thurmond wound up on the
short end of a 5-4 score as he
But in the top of the seventh,
and his American Legion with one out, Woods singled.
teammates lost in n knnings. jkfter two men were out,
Losing in 11 inningi wasn't Walker singled for an RBI and
the worst part thaagh. that made it 4-3.
Thurmond fanned 18 batters! - Then after a walk, Osborns
In a high school game in the "tangled to tie the game at 4-4
spring of 1975, the hard- and after Murray went down
girawing righthander once in order in the bottom of the
fanned 19 men in a seven- seventh; the game-went into
inning game.
extra innings.
• With one out in the.top of the
Clarksville never had a
Ilth. Harper singled for threat of any kind going until
Clarks,ville and the next man the RBI triple in the 11th.
up. Woods. plugged the gap in
Meanwhile,
Murray
rightcenter for a triple, and
that was all she wrote.
It was a scoreless tie until
MON "REAL (AP) — Olymthe top of the fifth inning when
Harper uncorked a two-out pic medal standings through
double to give Clarksville a 1-0 Thursday's competition:
Gold. Sil..Bro..Tot
lead. But in the bottom of the
13
10
5 28
fifth, Murray came back with U.S.
9
7 28
12
three runs and went ahead 3-1. U.S.S.R.
7
6 22
Steve Winchester opened E. Germany 9
2
3
2
7
the, inning with a walk, Romania
W. Germany 2
1
2
5
Japan
1
1
3
5
Poland
2
2
0
4
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Canada
0
1
3
4
Schseriers who hare not
Bulgaria
2
1
0
3
received tb•irr homeGrt Britn
1
1
1
3
4olivotod copy of me
Italy
1
1
1
3
Alarm ladles IS Times by
Hungary
0
1
2
3
Si30 p.m. 11Amiskeylvidiry or
Nethrinds
0
0
2
2
by 330 p.m. so Sotrordwys
Czecho
0
4
1
2
or. oreod to can 753-1916
Denmark
0
0
2
2
bevels!, 5:30 p.m. odd 6
France
0
2
0
2
p.m., Miley-Friday, or
Portugal
0
1
0
1
3:30 p.m. end 4 p.m. Sear.
Belgium
0
1 -t 1
dwys, to Myers delivery of
Iran
0
0
1
1
Oh. newipeprer. Calls most
Austria
0
0
1
he placed by 'p.m. troolv
1
Australia
0
0
1 • 1
flays or 4 p.m. Strtorttoros to
(Note: duplicate medals
outran/9e delivery
awarded in some events.)

Medal Count

threatened to win the game in
every extra inning but the
11th.
In the eighth, Murray left
men stranded at second and
third. In the ninth, Murray left
runners again stranded at
second and third and in the
10th. Murray got a one-out
single from Tony Bayless but
he was left stranded on the
sacks.
Clarksville had just six hits
in the contest. Besides fanning
18 men, Thurmond walked
seven and hit one.
Musgrow, Thurmond and
Bayless each had two hits for
Murray while McCuiston and
Winchester each had one.

Murray falls to 11-15 for the
season. Sunday,the locals will
close the regular season with a
2 p.m. single game at
Clarksville.
Then
next Thursday,
Murray will host Paducah for
a best of three series with the
winner going on to Regional
competition.
*erre,
Musgrow-cf
Thurman-tb
Thurmond-2
Robertson-s5
Miller-rf
Ookley-3b
Bayless-lf
McCuLston-c
Winchester-lb
Totals
Clarksville
Murray

h
r
ab
2
6
1
5
1
0
6
0
2
1
0 0
4
0
0
3
0
0
.5
0
2
4
1
1
4
1
1
41
4
0
000 011 MO 01 5.4-5
000 031 000 00 4-8-5

to Sims at second and Graves down and fanned the neat Mayfield Western clubbed
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor was out.
thi ee batters.
Marshall Cotinty in ThurThe next two batters were
The only run for Mayfield sday's second game 10-4.
Nadia Comaneci may be
hit by pitches to put men on at came in the fifth. With one out,
If Murray wins tonight, they
perfect but the Murray Little
first and second and then relief pitcher Danny Cham- would play Henderson at
League All-Stars aren't far
came the play of the game.- bers reached on the only Mayfield Tuesday. Then if
behind.
Mayfield's Shane Jackson hit Murray error of the tourney.
Murray were to win that
For the second consecutive a shot
toward Underwood at
Jerry Clapp walked and game, they would host
tournament game,Murray got third.
after Rusty Pigg had fanned, Owensboro with the winner
one-hit pitching and cruised to
Underwood speared the ball Terry Johnson walked to fill being one of the final four
a 7-1 win over Mayfield
and tagged out the runner the sacks. The shutout bid was teams left in the state.
Eastern to reach the finals of
coming into third and then spoiled when Chambers came
At;rmy
Sub-District Tournament play
fired the ball toSims at second flying home and scored on a
ab r h
at Mayfield. Stins2b
3
for a beautiful, inning-ending passed ball.
Santagado-cf
Monday night, it was Kim
4
1
doubleplay.
In the bottom of the sixth, Cafkin-.s
3
2
Bostick who fired a one-hit
Taylor-p
4
Murray ended its scoring in Taylor finished up in flying Hargrove-lb
2
gem as Murray won 7-0 over
2
1
the fourth as Santagado colors by retiring the side in Key-c
3
0
Lyon County to reach the
LInderw000-3b
3
0
opened by reaching on an order for the victory.
Starks-rf
serninfinals. Thursday, it was
3
0
error, Calvin walked and
Murray banged out nine hits Hooper-If
3
2
Bruce Taylor's turn.
6
0
Taylor sent up the dust off the in the contest with Calvin, Smith-rf
Totals
Taylor was touched for a
9
chalk by doubling down the Hooper and Taylor each
lone unearned run in the fifth
line in right for an RBI. The having two while Sims,
ab r h
inning and was backed by an
ClAPP-cf
1 0 0
last run scored when Santagado and Hargrb0e each Pl
at
iro.si
excellent defensive game
2 0 0
Hargrove gounded out, !JIM/1MT.
2
0 0
from his teammates. Taylor,
CoUey-c
3 0 1
It's navy two down and three Sanderson-rf
starting for the first time this making it a 7-0 Murray lead.
3 0 0
Al Colley opened the more to go for another trip to Gravise-lb
2 0 0
summer, fanned nine batters,
Price-7o
2 0 0
Mayfield half of the fourth the State Tournament.
Edwards-If
walked five and hit two.
0 0
with a single past third for the
The next step for Murray McClure-If
1 0 0
Murray got off and running
Jackson-p
/ 0 0
only hit off Taylor. Perhaps comes at 7 p. m. tonight when Charnbers-p
1 1 0
in the top of the first as Gary
Totals
mad because losing his no- they play Mayfield Western
18 1 1
Sims opened the game by
Murray
140 200 7-9-1
hitter, Taylor then settled at 7 p. m. for the title. Mayfield
0013 101 :-1-1
being hit by a pitch. With one
man down, shortstop Kevin
Calvin ripped a groundrule
double to center putting men
at second and third.
Taylor then aided his own
cause by grounding .out hard
to second, driving in the first
run of the coiftest.
Taylor walked the first two
men up in the bottom of the
first. Terry Johnson then
ripped a shot down toward
third where Ben Underwood
made the grab and stepped on
the bag for the forceout. His
throw to first was just a split
second late.
Al Collie fanned for the
second out and then Frank
Sanderson laced one out
toward right but Murray's
Kirk Starks came running in
and made a near-shoestring
catch to retire the side.
Perhaps the catch by Starks
served as a boost to the
Murray All-Stars.
With two out in the top of the
second, Darren Hooper
singled into center. Gary Sims
then singled up the middle and
up walked centerfielder
BRINGING UP 011AUt — Bruce Taylor brought op elholii shot so be hit a wicked grounder down
Charlie Santagado to the
the rightfield line far a double, scoring a run for the Murray Little League All-Stars.
plate.
Santagado, who really looks
too small to hit with great
power, showed how looks can
be very deceiving. He hit a
line smash that cleared the
fence in dead center for a
three-run homer and Murray
led 4-0.
Calvin and Taylor followed
with back-to-back hits and
then first baseman Don
Hargrove singled in a run to
boost Murray to a 5-0 lead.
A very unusual play took
place in Mayfield's half of the
second.
Leadoff man Brien Graves
walked and instead of settling
for first, he decided to go on to
second. But the alert Taylor,
after getting the ball back
from catcher Dan Key, fired
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Olympic Officials Will Not
lnyestigate Russians''Fix'
By JOHN, VINOCUR
Associated Preis Writer
MONTREAL (AP) — The
Soviet Union has pirouetted
around possible disciplinary
action for what appeared to be
a pull-out from Olympic water
polo. And international officials say "further explanations must be made" for
them to investigate an accusation of an attempted
Soviet!Ix in diving.
The world water sports
governing body let the Soviet
water polo team off the
disciplinary hook Thursday
night after it forfeited a game
against Cuba. The Russians
promised they would continue
in a tournament they already
consider lost.
The Federation Internationale
de
Natation
Amateur
(FINA) also
discussed the report of a
statement made by Tom
Gompf, the U.S. diving team
manager, that Soviet officials
tried — and failed — to enlist
him into a scheme to fix the
Olympic springboard diving
• 4.
events.
The group said its members

"feel that further explanatiows must be made by
the individual who made the
statement because the information is insufficient at
this time." .
It added: 'The bureau has
set up procedures to check on
their judges to safeguard
against prejudicial judging."
Thursday night, Gompf said
he was "slightly misquoted"
by The Associated Press when
it reported him saying that the
Russians proposed a deal to
him last March in Minsk
through which the Soviets
would have gotten voting
support for their women's
springboard diver, Irina
Kalinina, in exchange for a
promise to have Russian
judges back Phil Boggs of the
United States in the men's
event.
Gompf, a diving judge at the
Munich Olympics, said he
clearly rejected the offer
which was made to him. He
indicated he was approached
because he felt the Russians
believed he would be a judge
again at Montreal.
The Associated Press stood

by its report and said it
refrained, at Gompf's request,
from naming one of the
Russians involved in the offer,
and from using characterizations of other judges at
Montreal made by the
American manager.
Gompf said rumors of a fix
were so strong, possibly
involving a Russian overture
to either Swedes or Italians,
that he believed FINA's
International Diving Commission carefully choSe to
keep Amatican,Soviet, Italian
and Swedish judges off the
panel that scored the
springboard event, won by
Jennie Chandler of the United
States.

Trade Made
VANCOUVER (AP) — The
British Columbia Lions of the
Canadian Football League
said they have traded lineman
Bill Norton to the Hamilton
Tiger-Cats in exchange for
future considerations
Norton, a 6-foot-2 and 240pouhd guard, attended Weber
State in Utah.

It's The lost Deal Going

and take home these bargains
with a five gallon purchase Lai
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Pepsi
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COMPLETE SEASON — The Murray-Calloway County swim team completed its season Thursday at the local pool by taking
an
easy victory over Mayfield. The win gave Murray a final season record of 3-2. Murray had wins over Paducah, Calvert City
and

'.SPORTS

Murray-Calloway Swim Team
Ends Year By Beating Mayfield
The Murray-Calloway
County swim team closed out
its season Thursday by winning over Mayfield.
Taking first place in 76 of 84
events, Murray cruised to an
easy 59411 win over Mayfield.
The victory leaves Murray
with a final season record of
three wins and two losses.
Also, the eight and under
girls' medley team of
Franklin, Jackson, Walston
and Marquardt won their
event and finished with an
undefeated season.

Won Photo by Mike arearlea)

Nadia Gets Two More 10's
By BOB GREEN
AP Sports Writer
MONTREAL (AP) —
Officials kept a wary watch on
the Russians. The queen
watched the princess. And
most of the rest of the world
watched Nadia.
It was the farewell performance in the XXI Olympic
Games by the little girl who
has won the hearts of the
world, and 14-year-old Nadia
Comaneci made it a beauty,so

outstanding
it
even
overshadowed a couple of
major rows centering around
the troubled Russians.
'With perhaps one billion
people watching on television,
the lithe little 88-pounder,
ponytail in place, racked up
her sixth and seventh perfect
scores — the perfect 10 that,
before these Games, never
had been awarded — and
collected two more gold
medals.

Out of the gymnaSiurn, she
remained as stoic as ever.
-1 am not surprised. I knew
if I persevered I would do
well,"
the
Romanian
schoolgirl said before leaving
for a Black Sea vacation with
a haul of three gold medals —
women's all-around, balance
beam, uneven parallel bars —
ksilver for the team and a
bronze in the floor exercise.
Nell) Kim of Russia, who
collected golds in the floor

Muehlesnan, first place. Barrett, second
place.
10 and under I.M medley pHs - C.
Schoenfeldt, first place. Rushing,second
place. Stacey„ third place.
10 end tiri02r I .!si medley boys Kelly. first place Franklin, second
place. Jobs,third place
1.2 and under LAC medley girls Shroat. first place. K Walston, third
place
12 and under 1.M. medley boys Weber,first place. Henry,second place.
14 and under I. M. medley girls- Ray,
first place. Billington.second place.
14 and wider I.M. medley boys - R
Santagado,first place.
16 and under I It medley girls - M
Pitman. first place. Weber. second
place Wddey , third place.
16 and under I. M. medley boys- Hart,
first place, M Hibbardr-second
Kelly, third place
open I.M. medley girls- Crass, first
place.
eight and under medley girls open I. M. medley boys- Peebles, firFranklin. Jackson, Walston and st place Henry,third place.
Marquardt. first place.
eight and under breast-stroke girls eight and under medley boys - C. Walston, first place. Burchfield, third
Isitiehiernan. Barrett. Jobs and Nix. first place.
place
eight and under breast-stroke boys 10 and under medley girls - Stacey, A. Barrett. first place. Muehleman,
Sciianbacher. C Schoenfeldt and Farris. third place.
first place. Shepard, Wildey. Barrett and
10 and under breast-stroke girls - C
Sears. second place.
Schoenfel& first place. Stacey, second
10 and wider medley boys-Franklin. place Barrett third place.
Kelly, Marquardt and Jobs.first=
s
- 10 and wider breast-stroke boys It and under medley girlsKelly, first
-..Jebs, second place.
K. Walston, Shroat and Hopkins, first Marquardt.
pion.
place. A. Schoenfeldt, Conner, Shepard
12 and inailr bresshetroke girls - K.
and S. Pitman. second place. Lotman. Walston, Ord Once
- . S. Pitman, third
Bartlett, Hood and Sears. third place.
place.
12 and under medley boys - Stacey,
12 and under bratatigroke boys Weber, Henry and Robertson. first Weber,firurie
un
tw
=
oke
sscoad piam.
14 and
*cc
Oda-M.
14 and under medley girls - Pitman.first plats.Weber,third place.
Billington, Ray, M. Pitman and Shroat.
14 and under breistretzeke boys first place.
Boyd, first place. Iversmeyer, third
14 and wider medley boys - Ever- place.
smeyer. R. Santagado, Boyd and War16 and wide kng-stroke girls ner. first place.
Ray,second owe.
16 and under medley girls - E. Gore,
16 and wider breast-stroke boys Weber, Hopkins and K. Walston. first Hibbard, first place. Whittord, second
place.
place-. Dunn,third place.
16 and under ntieclley boys - Hart.
open breaststroke girls - M. Pitman,
Whitford. Kelly and N. Fabbard. first first place Billington, second place. B.
piece
Gore,third place.
open medley girls - Billingtan, Ray;
open breast-stroke boys - Peebles,
M. Pitman and McCoart. firstplace.
first place. Kelly,third place.
open medley boys - Hoag, R. Saneight and under butterfly girls tagado,PeeblessadParkerZze. Jackson, first place. Frank/in. second
ONLY RUN — Danny Gainber: of Mayfield Eastern is tangled up but safe sit home as catcher
tied =dor keit*
- place.
1fraiddin, firet plow fibs
eight and under butterfly boys third
Dan Key puts on the tag. Standing over the plate is pitcher Bruce Taylor who fired a one-hitter
Barrett,second place. Mueilleman,third
for Murray.
under freedyle boys - place.
third placa10 and under butterfly girls te
or_ freestyle
- Farrel, Rushing, second place. Schanbacher.
first place. C. Sonoar- dela,second place. third place.
Rushing, third place.
. 10 and wider butterfly boys - Kelly,
10 and under freestyle boys - first place. Franklin, second place.
Marquardt,first piece. Franklin.second Marquardt,third place.
place. Jobs,third place.
12 and under butterfly girls - Shroat.
12 and wider freestyle girls - Mc- first place. K. Walston, third place.
Coart, first place. Msepard, second
12 and under butterfly boys - Weber.
place.
first place. Stacey, second place.
12 and under freestyle boys- Henry, Galloway,third place.
first_ place_ Toy,eacond.plece.14,and so14 and under butterfly girls 7 Ray,firder (i...Ole girls
Ray, first piece. st plaCe.iliccuirt,Mid plate.
BtRington, second place. M. Pitman,
14 and larder butterfly girls-Warner,
deed plan.
first place. R. Santagado, second place.
14 and under freestyle bays- R. San-, Boyd.third piece.
tagado,first place
16 and under butterfly girls - M. Pit16 and under freestyle girls - Shroat, man,first place. Weber,second place. S.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. women.
which all eight OVC schools
second place. E. Gore,third place.
Pitman,third place.
16 and under freestyle boys
16 and under butterfly boys - M. Hib- (AP) — Machinery was
HibDr. M.G. Scarlett, president currently are fielding teams.
bard, first place. Hart, second place. bard, first place. Whitford. second place.
instituted by the Ohio Valley of Middle Tennessee State
Kelly. third place.
The , committee to make
Kelly, third place.
open freestyle girls- M. Pitman, first
open butterfly girls..Ray,first place. Conference
Thursday that University, and chairman of recommendations on those
place. Weber, second place. S. Pitman, Crass, second place. Wildey, third place.
third place.
open butterfly boys - Peebles, first could result in conference an earlier OVC committee to sports will be appointed by Dr.
open freestyle boys - Parker, first place. R.Santagado,third place.
competition in women's study women's sports in Delos P. Culp, president of
place. Peebles. Second place.
eight and under freestyle relay girlseight and under backstroke girls - Jackson. Franklin. C. Walston and athletics by the 1977-78 general, said "the discussion East
State
Tennessee
Franklin, first place Mays. second Marquardt first place.
academic year.
of women's athletics in the University and this year's
place Burchfield, third place.
eight and wider freestyle relay boys A unanimous vote of the OVC has been underway for OVC president.
eight and under backstroke boys - Muehleman, Nix, Jobs and Barrett first
Muehleman. second place-. Nix, third place.
eight OVC member in- almost two years . . and some
The president of seven of the
place.
10 and under freestyle relay I=
stitutions Thursday created a general proposals were made eight OVC member schools
10 and under backstroke girls - Farris, Stacey. Rushing and C.
Farris. first place C Schoenfeldt. feldt first place. Shepard, Sears. committee to study and make a year ago,
attended Thursday's meeting.
second place.
Barrett and Wildey,second place.
"But very little could be A number of administrators,
10 and under backstroke boys -- Kelly,
10 and under freestyle relay boys - recommendations -to the
first place. Franklin. second place. Franklin, Kelly, Jobs and Marquardt
annual conference meeting done in a definite manner until athletic directors
coaches
Marquardt, third place
first place.
of the Title IX Also attended.
12 and under backstroke girls 12 and under freestyle relay girls - next spring regarding the some
Shroat first place. K. Shepard, third shrost, McCoart, Shepard and Hopkins
scheduling of women's requirements were clarified."
Kentucky schools in the
place.
first place. Russell, Ullman, Kelly and
competition in basketball and
Title IX refers to federal OVC are:
n and under backstroke boys - Rose, second place.
Eastern Kentucky
allay,first place.!leery,second place.
12 and ender freestyle relay boys - tennis in 1977-78 with the legislation calling for equal
University, Western Kentucky
lewd under backstroke girls - Ray, Henry, Stacey.- Weber and Toy filet
purpose
of
determining
opportunity
in athletic University: Morehead Stnte
first place.
place.
second place.
14 and wider b -logrolu boys - R.
14 and under freestyle relay girls - conference champions in competition for ,
men and University and Murray State
thardogado, first place. Dunn, third Crass. M. Pitman, Henry and Ray.
those sports
women.
Colleges
and
second place.
^
*Cc
14 and wider freestyle relay boys IS and under backstroke rub -The same committee will universities are required to University.
Weber, lint place. McCoart. second Eversmeyer, Boyd, Dunn and R. San(aged° first place. Stacey, McCoart. study the possibility of comply with its regulations by
TENNIS
. and ender becbtroke boys - Hart. Weber and Galloway. third place.
developing co-educational July, 1978 or face the loss of
WASHINGTON — Top16 and wider freestyle relay girls all PIM Kelly, second place. Evercrass. Weber. Hopkins and Vron. teams in some spring sports. federal funds.
ranked Jimmy Connors
figagitArgIrli
air:
The league instructed the
The initial move toward breezed into the quarter finals
we - E. Gore,first second Mace.
mead plaire S. Pit.
16 arid ander freestyle relay, boys - committee
to find the most _QVC .competition for women of the B125.000 Washington
Kelly, M. Hibbard, N. Hibbard and WarMen,Wthdplfele,
open baclutrolisbays- Parker. first ner. fireplace .
economical
moans for will be concentrated 9n Star International Tennis.
place. Hwy;mad Ore.
open freestyle relay girb - Henry, M
providing comparable op- basketball and tennis, the Championship with a 6-1,
eight and Sew IndivIlisal medley Pitman,Ray and Gore.first place
6-1
girls - Jackson,first place. Franklin,
open freestyle boys - Peebler, portunities in intercollegiate league said, because they are
victory over Roger Taylor of
second place. c.waon,third place.
Parker, Henry and R. Santagado first
competition
to both men and the only two women's sports in Great Britain
eight and under 1.M boys - place

'-N.

OVC May Have League
Competition For Ladies

and

exercise and vault, along with
her second perfect score of the
Games, was a little more
outgoing and giggly.
"I haven't quite realized-it
yet," she said. "Maybe
tomorrow or the next day It
will come to me. I'm slow
about
these
things
sometimes."
They evenly divided the
golds in last ,.-nIght's final
events in women's gymnastics, but Kornelia Ender of
East Germany and the
American men swimmers
continued to grab them all.
Miss Ender won the
women's 100 meter butterfly
in world record time of 1:00.13
then headed for the dressing
room.
"I changed my suit and
there I was," she said. She
was back on the starting block
again. And again she won in
world record time, 1:59.26 in
the 200 meter freestyle. The
triumphs came only 25
minutes apart and gave her
four golds and _the amazing
East Germans' victories in all
but one of the women's
swimming events held.
Brian Goodell, a 17-year-old
from Mission Veijo, Calif., and
an American relay team also
set world records in winning in
the 400 meter freestyle and the
400 meter medley relay,
remaining unbeaten in these
Games. The American men
now have won all nine
swimming events competed,
set world records in eight of
them, collected six more
silver medals and three
bronze.
Overall, the United States
now has a leading collection of
13 gold, 10 silver and five
bronze. Russia is next with 912:-7, East Germany has 9-7-6
and Romania, primarily on
the nerve and fire and grace of
Nadia. has 3-2-2.
The Russians, who already
have had a modern pentathlon
eompetitor kicked out of the
Games for cheating, swept the
ni&Uls in individual saberliut
continue to be embroiled in
controversy.
Tom Gompf, manager of the
American diving team, told
The Associated Press he had
been approached by Russians
earlier this year who proposed
a deal to him through which
the Soviets would have
received judges' voting
support for their female
springboard diver, Irina
Kalinina, in exchange for a
pronaise to have Russian
judges back Phil Boggs of the
United States in the men's

Bites Hand
WINNIPEG
( AP)
Quarterback Chuck -Ealey
piloted the Toronto Argonauts
to a 22-16 victory over his
former teammates, the
Winnipeg Blue Bombers, as
the Canadian Football League
season opened for both clubs
Thursday night
HOCKEY
RICHFIELD, Ohio — The
Cleveland franchise of the
National Hockey League has
been named the Barons,
owner Mel Swig announced

event.
Kosenkov lower than the
Gompf said the Russians Russian judge.
came to him because he had
In some other major acbeen a jucige in the 1972 tivity, Princess Anne of Great
Olympic Games in Munich. He Britain made her Olympic
said he made it clear the deal debut as a member of the
was not accepted.
equestrian team, another
Gompf later said he was American boxer advanced
misquoted,
but
The over a Russian opponent and
Associated Press stuck by its the American women's
report and said it refrained, at basketball team kept their
Gompf'S request, from medal hopes alive with an 89naming the Russians in- 75 victory over Canada.
volved.
Princess Anne, with Queen
The international swimming Elizabeth and Prince Phillip
federation, governing body for looking on, had a sporty ride
Olympic aquatic events, said on a fiesty, hard-to-handle
its members feel "further horse in the first day of the
explanations must be made by dressage competition, which
the individual who made the is based-on harmony between
statement because the in- horse and rider. She was
formation is insufficient at judged seventh in a field of 24.
this time."
Sugar Ray Leonard, a 140And it added:
pound boxer from Palmer
"The bureau has set up Park, Md., scored a lopsided
checks on their judges to decision over European
guard against prejudicial champion Valery Lirnasov
judging."
and became the second
The swimming federation, American to reach the round
through its president, Dr. of 16.
Harold Henning, earlier in the
Still, the Americans' chief
day
had
threatened medal producers remained
disciplinary action against the the matchless men swimmers.
Russians, who wanted to pull
Goodell's time of 3:51.93 was
out their water polo team a world record
in tpe 400
because it had no chance to meter freestyle,
aid he had to
win the gold medal. Dr. have it to hold off
teammate
Henning called it "poor Tim Shaw, Long Beach,
Calif..
sportsmanship."
who finished second.
The Russians later changed
The relay team knocked
their minds and decided the more than five
seconds off the
water polo team will continue world record
set in the morto compete.
ning by a different quartet.
In the men's diving, Capt. With John
Naber, Menlo Park,
Boggs, the favorite from the Calif.,
swimming
the
Air Force Academy, survived backstroke,
John Hencken,
some gamesmanship being Santa
Clara, Calif., the
played by the American and breaststroke.
Matt Vogel,
Russian judges and won, the Fort
Wayne, Ind., the
men's
three
meter butterfly and
Jim Monspringboard diving with 619.0 tgomery,
Madison, Wis. the
points, followed by Franto freestyle,
the Americans rang
Kagnoto of Italy and up an
incredible time of
Aleksandr Kosenkov of 3:42.22.
Russia.
Shirley Babashoff, Fountain
Through many of the dives, .Valley,
Calif., collected her
the Russian consistently third
silver medal of the
scored Boggs lower than the Games
when she finished
American judge and the second
to Miss Ender in the
American judge scored 200
meter freestyle.

4-WheelDrive

PULL
Sunday Evening, July 25th
GATES OPEN AT 3 P.M.
Elintinations: 7:30 P.M.

$800

Purse Payout

Track is located 5 miles SE of
Paducah on Oaks Rood. For information call: 898-2356.

Paducah Dragway
Drag Racing Every Friday Night
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Steelers Picked By 15
Over College All-Stars • • CHICAGO (AP — Terry
— Bradshaw and the two-time
Super Bowl champion Pittsburgh Steelers are 15-point
fpvorites tonight when they
tingle with a strong-running,
strong-defensive College AllStar squad.
The midsummer football
classic in Soldier Field will be
televised nationally by ABC,
9:30 p.m., EDT, but will be
blacked out locally because it
is not a sellout.
All-Star mentor Ara Parseghian says that if "we can
play an error-free game, the
fans are in for a surprise ...
Pittsburgh, a very sound
football team, is going to have
its hands full."
"We have to get off to a good
start," said Parseghian, who
resigned at Notre Dame a
year ago because ;of health
reasons. "We've been close
the last two years and there's
not that large a separation
between us and the Steelers. I
like that underdog role and I
think the All-Star squad does,
too."
The last time the All-Stars
upset the National Football
League champions was in 1963
when Coach Otto Graham's
youngsters stunned the late
Vince Lornbardi and his Green
Bay Packers 24-17. The pros
have won the game 30 times,
the collegians nine, with two
ties.
'
Missing will be quarterback
Richard Todd of Alabama, No.
1 choice of the New York Jets
and the first signal caller to go
in the pro draft. Todd did not
report to All-Star camp.

Passeghian does have three
other quarterbacks, each with
a special type of skill but each
admittedly having minor
shortcomings.
The All-Stars coach has not
announced his starter from
among Mike Kruczek, who set
an all-time pass completion
percentage record of .673 in
three years at Boston College;
Craig Penrose of San Diego
State, who led the nation in
passing last season with 15
touchdown tosses and 2,660
yards, and Jeb Blount of
Tulsa, who hit for 13 TDs in
1975.
In the offensive backfield,
All-Americans Archie Griffin
of Ohio State, the two-time
Heisman Trophy winner, and
Chuck Muncie of California
power a corps of runners that
also includes Tony Galbreath
of Missouri, Joe Washington of
Oklahoma and Mike Pruitt of
Purdue.
With Joe Greene and the
Steelers' front four doing the
rushing, whoever quarterbacks the All-Stars must
get rid of the ball fast.
Receivers include Brian
Bashnagel of Ohio State,
Duriel Harris of New Mexico
State, Sam White of Grambling, Larry Dorsey of Tennessee State and Dave Logan
of Colorado.
A pair of well-known football brothers, LeRoy and
Dewey Selrnon of Oklahoma,
anchor the defense, which also
includes Steve Niehaus of
Notre Dame, Jim Hunter of
Grambling and Ed Simonini of
Texas A&M.

SPORTS
Itli

1.1.111,1.1{ t- I INI1

1111110

CHECK PRESENTED — W.A. Franklin (corner, loft) receives a 8150 chock from Howard Steely of
the Murray Optimist Club. Tim asonoy will go for trophy and ribbon expenses encountered this
'anon by the liturrny-C.allowey swim town. Stood*, monad aro some of the nisimbors of the
town.

f4141/411M71
istirrgot
CONTRO
,0111
f‘d4jf,ff7j

(Stuff Kees by Mike Briados)

Arnold Palmer Only Stroke
Out Of Canadian Open Lead

LARRY PALADIN°
AP Sports Writer
WINDSOR, Ont. (AP) — It
was 1955 when a young golf
pro named Arnold Palmer
tackled the Weston Golf and
Country Club course at
Toronto and wound up with the
Canadian Open Golf Championship—his first tournament
victory.
He has since won 60 other
tournaments and has became
a legend..
Some of the - .tegend,
perhaps, has worn off in
recent years as Palmer's
game slipped and winning
became a thing of the past. ,
But today Palmer is out to
try to recoup some of that old
glory as he takes on the Essex
Golf and Country Club course
as a first-round runnerup in
the67th Canadian Open.
Palmer,sinking a pair of 18foot birdie putts on the last two
holes, fired a four-under-par
66 Thursday to pull within a
stroke of the lead eterned by
little-known George Burns.
Burns, 1973 Canadian
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
"It's like starting all over Amateur champion who has
AP Sports Writer
for me," said the 31-year-old been on the pro tour for lese
The last time Blue Moon Odom, who debuted in the big than a year, had five birdies
Odom started an American leagues in 1964 and did some of and no bogies to tie the Essex
League game he fired a two- his best pitching in six World competitive course record.
hit shutout for the Cleveland Series appearances and four
Jerry Heard, who was sixIndians against the Kansas playoff games.
under at the final tee, doubleCity Royals and three days Resurrected from the bogied
the last hole to drop
later he was traded to the minors a couple of weeks ago, into a
tie with Palmer for
National League.
Odom lasted 62-3 innings, second in the $200,000 tourThis time he hopes to stick yielding eight hits and three nament. Jack
Nicklaus was
around a little longer.
runs while walking one and right on their heals with a 67
The one-time Oakland A's striking out three.
along with area favorite Mike
star, dropped by the Atlanta
A's 6, Yankees 5
Hill of Jackson, Mich.; Buddy
Braves just before the start of Shortstop Bert Campaneris,
Allin, Dick Crawford and
the season, is back in the who helped the Yankees tie
Bobby Wadkins.
majors with the Chicago the score in the seventh inning
"It would mean a great deal
White Sox. Thursday night he when he forgot the number of
for many reasons," Palmer
made his first AL start since outs and neglected to comsaid when asked what a
June 4, 1975. plete an easy double play, triumph could mean at this
He threw six shutout innings drove in the winning run with
point in his career. "The
before tiring in the seventh but a sacrifice fly in the ninth.
Canadian Open was my first
was credited with the triumph
The Yankees got two solo tour win. To win again 21
as the White Sox trounced the home runs from Oscar
years later
would
be
Detroit Tigers 9-3 in the first Gamble and one from Graig
something. There are other
half of a doubleheader. Detroit Nettles while Joe Rudi
reasons that I couldn't even
bounced back to take the slammed a two-run shot for
explain."
nightcap 5-1 with rookie Jason Oakland.
Palmer, whose career
Thompson socking his 13th
Royals 3, Brewers 1
earnings are nearing the 82
homer.
Paul Splittorff, with help million mark, hasn't won a
Elsewhere in the AL, the from Mark Littell in the
PGA tournament since 1973
Oakland A's nipped the New seventh, set a Royals record
when he took the Bob Hope
York Yankees 6-5, the Kansas with his eighth consecutive
Desert Classic. The 46-yearCity Royals shaded the triumph while Buck Martinez
old superstar's best finish in
Milwaukee Brewers 3-1, tip drove in two runs with a pair
1975 was a third in the
Baltimore Ortoles edged die of ground balls and Tom
Hawaiian Open and he was
Texas, Rangers 4-3, the Poquette delivered an RBI
fourth in the Canadian.
Cleveland Indians downed the single.
The crowds—"Arnie's
California Angels 7-5 and the
Orioles 4, Rangers 3
Army"—haven't diminished,
Minnesota Twins trimmed the
Reggie Jackson homered though. He had probably the
--Boston Red Sox 5-1.
for the fifth game in a row,one largest ,following Thursday
short of Frank Howard's AL among the 150 contestants.
record, and his drive off "I enjoy the people," he
Gaylord Perry to start the said. "That's one of the
ninth inning snapped a tie. The reasons I'm still playing."
homer was Jackson's 15th of
Burns was delighted with
the season and seventh in sthe his round.
last nine games.
"It was a relaxing round,"
ELLIS PARK RACES
he said, "one of the first I've
JULY 1 -SEPT.
IndiannT, Angels 5
Charlie Spikes keyed a five- had this year."
r 9 RACES DAILY!
Mon.(ho, Sat.
Burns, 36th this year in
run first inning with a grand
Hwy 41 el Twin Bridges
slam homer off Frank Tanana money winnings with more
Between
Evansville, IN•
and Beog Powell hit a solo than 850,000, said his cadHenderson. KY
blast to pace the Indians over "I joked a lot" and it helped
POST T RAE 2 PIA WI
I
him relax.
the Angels.
Air Condlnoned Club Houser
— "1 had a caddy who 1 had
Twins 5, Red9orl
NEW ROTATING POOL BOAR
Rookie Pete Reidfern held
Call for Irservettoth 42/11455
Resigns
Boston to four hits over the
Operated by DADE PARK
first seven innings while the
JOCKEY CLUB,INC.
Twins tagged Luis Tiant for TIFFIN, Ohio (AP) —
4611.111111111.1.
four runs in 1 2-3 innings.
Armin "Pete' Riesen has
resigned as head football
coach at Heidelberg College to
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
become backfield coach at
Bowling
TRADE WITH
Green
State
University.
During his five season at the
Heidelberg helm, Riesen had
a 33-17 record, including an 11753-5273
Murray, Ky.
0 season in 1972 when the team
won the Ohio Conference
LARMOtMI
PROMchampionship and the Stagg
"Service Built Our Business"
Bowl.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
Riesen also has served as
the school's wrestling coach
NEW OR USED CAR
for nine years.

faith in for the first time," he
Said. '4 had eight one-putt
greens. Jerry Higgenbothem
is his name. He was John
Schlee's caddy before."
Eleven
golfers
were
clustered at 68, including
Roger Maltbie and Ben
Crenshaw,
Among 10 at 89 were Di*
“IMPSIAOLA,.•

550 ^VIOUNTA•M

Lutz, who had a hole-in-one on
the par-3 196-yard fifth hole;
Randy Erskine, U.S. Open
champ Jerry-Fele end British
Open winner Johnny Miller.
The field will be cut to the
low 70 and, ties after today's
round. The third round will be
Saturday with the final on
Sunday.
nEGISTEIKO TFADCNAFFS OF

SEX CONTROL AT THE OLYMPICS—Some athletes begin to undergo a sex-check at a
health center in the Olympic Village in Montreal, Canada. Sex determination tests are
required by the Interna:ional Olympic Committee.
(AP Wireciliolo)

Pweileco,

Odom Gets
Victory For
'White Sox

(

1
PARKER FORD,Ins.
--tow

•

I C.

013 c
OD— a MIS c>•••

s's

iwoort-u-ss

NOW!A6-PACK OF MONEY-BACK QUARTS!
ME MOST MOUNTAIN DEWYOU CAN Bilit
ME MOST CONVENIENT WAY YOU CAN NY It

Here's the most Mountain Dew.In its most convenient package More than 38
lemony,delicious servings of Mountain Dew in 6-packs of returnable,
resealable 32-ounce bottles.They're resealable for convenience and
returnable for conservation. Ounce for ounce,glass for glass it's The Most.

HELLO SUNSHINE HELLO MOUNTAIN DEW
WrrtinillY PADUCAH "OTTLING(B . PALAWAN.KY UM= APPO1KTMB.AlY • KM Pme•CA.INC- rumnAir,i y

• welnlic
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PORTS
'`...

Withdrawal Of Black Nations Should Be
Of Help To American Olympic Sprinters

By DAN BERGER
AP Sports Writer
MONTREAL (AP) - The
withdrawal of 30 black nations
may have cast a pall over the
21st Olympic Games, but they
have brightened considerably
the United States' gold medal
chances in track and field,
which started today.
When the black boycott hit,
`-‘.,
stars from many third-world
nations went home, leaving
potential medals behind. Up
for grabs now are medals in
the men's 1,500-meter run,800,
`-400, steeplechase, 5,000 and
eighth.
16,ouQ._ and especially in the
Cubs 8, Cards 4
400-mAer hurdles.
Jose Cardenal's three hits In the '400 hurdles, John
led a 13-hit Chicago attack and Akii-Bua of bganda was the
five St. Louis errors helped the
Cubs score five runs enroute
to their triumph over the
Cardinals.
- Mick Kelleher and //fanny
Trillo each contributed two
hits in support of Steve Stone,
who evened his record at 2-2
with relief help from Mike
Garman and Joe Coleman.
Padres 5, Dodgers 4
Willie Davis' scoring fly ball
in the top of the Ilth inning
broke a 4-4 tie and gave San
Diego its victory over Los
Angeles.
Dodger reliever Elias Sosa,
4-6, walked opposing pitcher
Butch Metzger,7-0, leading off
the 11th. Tito Fuentes
sacrificed and Metzger took
third when Sosa threw wildly
to second on a pickoff attempt.
Davis followed with his
sacrifice fly to center field.

Cad Morton Finally '
Ends His Losing Skitt.,
.

•

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
After 83 victories in the
major leagues, you'd think
that another one more or less
wouldn't matter to Carl
Morton...
But it did Thursday night —
it was his first of the 1976
season.
"I was standing behind the
fence in right field for the last
two outs," said Morton.
"When I saw Rob Beloir make
the last out, I said to myself:
'It finally happened.'"
Before Atlanta's 7-1 victory
over Montreal, Morton had
lost eight straight games
dating back to 1975. His 0-7
record this season was a
situation quite foreign to
Morton, a reliable starter used
to winning in double figures
each season.
"It has been a long, hard
year on me," said the righthander. "It's been tough
because I have been a big
winner In the last few years —
you know, years with 15, 16, 17
W1)5.
"But there have been seven
games this year where we
.• hive been leading in the late
innings and then weren't able
to hold the lead. Then I figured
I would just have to go out
there and do it all myself. I put
more pressure on my pitching
and it didn't stork. When I did

Tourney Canceled
CALGARY (AP) — The
world championship women's
softball tournament, which
was to have been held here in
1978, has been canceled
because the federal government threatened to withhold
funds for the event if Taiwan
and South Africa were invited.
Roberta Schweitzer,
general chairman of the World
Softball
Championship
Society, said Thursday half
- The funding for the tourney
was to have come from- the
federal government through
Sport Canada.
It is expected the tournament will be awarded to
Australia.

WE
BEND
ANY
TAILPIPE,
INSTANTLY
(most exhaust pipes, too)'

Savo
pipe bencfing
to your specs.
•TAILPIPES
•DUALS
•EXHAUST PIPES
•FOULING
•exrAr4ost4G

Discount
Mufflers
from 10% to 20%
off on Exaust
Paris
*free
Inspection*

Authitrired Myth Sender Center

Barrett's
Service Center
639 S. 4th St. Phone 753-9868

that, I wasn't pitching the way
I should have been. Tonight, I
made the pitches when I had
to."
Elsewhere in the National
League, the Philadelphia
Phillies blanked the Pittsburgh Pirates 3-0; the
Chicago Cubs defeated the St.
Louis Cardinals 8-4 and the
San Diego Padres edged the
Los Angeles Dodgers 5-4 in 11
innings.
Ken Henderson eased the
way for Morton's victory by
driving in four runs with a
homer and a single. Henderson. drilled a two-run
homer off Woodie Fryman,88, in the fourth Ming'. He
chased Fryman to the showers
with a single that drove in Jim
Wynn and Willie Montanez in
the sixth inning.
____
Phillies 3, Pirates 0
Jay Johnstone's two-run
double keyed a three-run first
inning and Philadelphia went
on to beat Pittsburgh and
boost its lead in the National
League East to 11 games.
Falcons Scrimmage
P
elphia
left-hander
T
nderwood checked the
GREENVILLE, S.C. (AP)
Pirates on seven hits before — The -Atlanta Falcons went
leaving in the ninth inning in through a 20-minute scrimfavor of Ron Reed. Bruce mage Thursday, highlighta
Kison, 7-6, took the loss. He by Steve Bartkowski's 65-yard
gave up only three hits after touchdown pass to tight
end
the four-hit first inning and -'3im Mitchell.'
left for a pinch-hitter in the
"We .,worked hard on the
basics and I was pleased with
the way everything went,"
Coach Marion Campbell said
after the workout.
Rookie halfback Sonny
Collins
returned to practice
By The Associated Press
with, the National Football
AMERICAN LEAGU6
‘Lesigue team after missing
L
WEast
Pct. GB • several
days because of a
New York
57 33 .633
—
sprained ankle and a death in
Baltimore
46 4.1
.511 11
Cleveland
44 AU
300 12
the family.
Detroit
42 47 .
.471 14/
1
2
The Falcons signed rookie
Boston
42 48 .467 15
Milwkee
37 30 .425 18/
1
2 wide receiver Ron Barnett, a
West
Kan City '57 35 .620 — 12th-round draft choice cut by
Oakland
49 45
Seattle.
.521
9
OLYMPICS
MONTREAL — Brian
Goodell of Mission Viejo,
Calif. continued the United
States domination of swimming as he won the gold medal
in the 400 meter freestyle in
world-record time of 3
minutes 51.93 seconds.
Nadia
Comaneci
of
Romania recored two more
perfect 10's as she captured
two gold medals in woman's
gymnastics.
The Sudan became the 30th
nation to withdraw from the
Summer Games while in a
separate action The International Olympic Committee
denied James Gilkes of Ghana
the chance to compete as an
individual.

Olympic Track
Coverage On Tap
MONTREAL(AP) — Finals

NATIONAL LEAGUE
in the women's long jump and
East
Pct. GB heats in other track and field
L
W
Phila
61 28
.685
—
events take the spotlight today
Pitts
51 .40 '460 11
New York
in ABC-TV's coverage of the
49 46 .516, 15
4.9u4s
4.1. 5.1
Summer Olympic Games.
Chicago
38 54. .413 24/
1
2
The network plans 11,4 hours
Montreal
28 58 .326 311/2
West
of coverage, from 8 to 9:30
Cincinnati
58 35 .624
—
Los Ang
52 42 .553 61/2 p.m., EDT, and a 15-minute
Houston
48 a
.500 111
/
2 telecast during the'halftime of
San Diego
47 48
495 12
the College 'All-Star football
Atlanta
43 50 .462 15
game. Olympic eVeritS" to be
San Fran
AO 55 .421 19
Thursday's Results
televised will not be known
Philadelphia 3, Pittsburgh 0
until just before airtime
Atlanta 7, Montreal 1
Chicago 8, St. Louis 4
because
much of the
San Diego 5, Los Angeles 4, programming
will be live.
11 innings
Among
those
events
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
scheduled are the women's
Cincinnati (Alcala 8 21 at At
long jump finals, where
larva (Niekro 105), (n)
etinsburon U./edict, $41) at American Kathy MacMillan
Phltadefotha ILonbovy 11-5), has a chance 'for a
medal:
(n)
New York (Seaver 9-61 at heats in the 800-meter run.
Mon-real (Rogers 3-9) (p3.
where Rick Woblhuter of the
Chicago (Burris 4.11) at St.
United States is one of the
Louis (Rasmussen 3-71, (n)
San Francisco (Barr 7.6) at favorites; and heats in the 100HouVOrl (Richard 10.10), (n)
meter dash, where Russian
San Diego (Strom 9-10) at
Valery Borr.ov is attempting
Los Angeles (John 5-6), (n)
Saturday's Games
to win an unprecedented
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia, 2,
second victory in a row.
(tit)
Cincinnati at Atlanta, 2, (tn)
The U.S. boxers and
San Francisco a! Houston, 2,
basketball
team are expected
(.n)
to compete, and the Russians
New York at Montreal, (n)
Chicago at St. Louis, In)
and Japanese men's gymLOS Angeles at San Diego,
nastic teams will battle.
(n)
Stinday's Games-,
Princess Anne of Great
PI,tsborgh
Paeleiphi•
Britain sod
New York at Montreal
are scheduled to compete in
Chicago at St. Louis
San Francisco at Houston
their second day of dressage
Los Angeles at San Diego
I precision riding).
Cincinnati a, Atlanta, (n 1

other equestrians

1,500 as well and could give
Walker some problems.
African athletes have done
exceptionally well in running
events in the last decade, but
have not made much of a dent
internationally
in
the
technique events on the field.
In only one field event, the
long jump, has the "dope
sheet" been disrupted by the
pullout.
In that event, Randy
Williams and Arnie Robinson
of the U.S. were the favorites,
but Charlton Ehizuelen of
Nigeria and J05)1 °SWUM] of
Ghana could have challenged.
In today's, two final events,
the United States had a quick
shot at gold.

Young Kathy McMillan was
entered against a strong field
of Europeans in the wemen's
long jump. Miss McMillan
holds the American record of
22 feet, 3 inches, but Sigma
Siegl of East Germany set the
world mark of 22-11 1-4 earlier
this year. She and teammate
Angels Voigt were favored.
Today's other final event,
the 20-kilometer walk, was
expected to be domineed by
Mexicans.
Two Years ago, officials in
Mexico hired Jorge Hausleber
of Poland, considered the
finest walking coach in the
world. He reformed walking
south of the border and three
men — Raul Gonzales, Daniel

Bautista and Domingo Colin —
rank 1-2-3 in the world.
The U.S. walkers, headed by.
four-time Olympian Ron
Laird, had little chance to win.
- Field event hopes of the
Americans remain very good.
Dave Roberts and Earl Bell
still figure to dominate the
role vault, with a world record..
possible. Dwight Stones still is
the overwhelming favorite in
the high jump.
George Woods and Al
Feuertiach figure to dominate .
the shot put. Massive Mac
Wilkins, aging ,Jay Silvester
and stoic John Pciwell could go
1-2-3 in the discus, and
Williams and Robinson could
finish 1-2 in the long jump.

ON SALE NOW!SENSATIONAL BUYS'

SUPER SELECTION -SUPER QUALITY -SUPER VALUES

tp

DOOR BUSTER,

Major League
Standings

Texas
46 45 .505 101/2
Minnesota
43 48 .473,13/
1
2
Chicago
43 48 .467 14
California
39 57
.406 20
Thursday's Results
Oakland 6, New York 5
Chicago 9-1, Detroit 3-5
Cleveland 7, California 5
Kansas City 3, Milwaukee 1
Minnesota 5, Boston 1
Baltimore 4, Texas 3 .
Friday's Games
Milwaukee (Slaton 10.8) at
Baltimore (Palmer 13-8), (n)
- Detroit (Roberts 9-9) at
Cleveland (Brown 7-6), (n)
Boston (Lee 0-3) at New York
(Alexander 4-6), (n)
Minnesota (Bane 2-2) at Chi.
cago (Forster 1-6), (n)
Kansas City (Partin 3-8 or
Heisler 0-6) a! Oakland (Blue
7-9), (n)
Only games scheduled
Saturday's Games
Detroit at Cleveland
Boston at New York
Minnesota at Chicago
Kansas City at Oakland
Milwaukee at Baltimore, 2,
('n)
Texas at California, 2, (tn)
Sunday's Games
Detroit a! Cleveland, 2
Minnesota at Chicago, 2
Boston a! New York
Milwaukee at Baltimore
Texas at California
Kansas City at Oakland

defending champion and
world record holder, but he
won't compete, and suddenly
the U.S. trio of Edwin Moses,
Quentin Wheeler and Mike
Shine appear the class of the
,field.
Likewise in the 800, Mike
Boit of Kenya is gone, leaving
favored Rick Wohlhuter with
little competition — unless it
comes from fellow Americans
James Robinson and Mark
Enyeart.
And in the 1,500, where John
Walker of New Zealand was to
meet Filbert Bayi of Tanzania, Walker became the
favorite after Tanzania withdrew. But Wohlhuter, the
3:53.3 miler, has entered the

BEG St 99 TO S2 49 Y D. - 56" TO 72"

NYLON TRICOT

Savings

• 100% Nylon Tmot,
• SG" to 72 ' synks
• 1 to 20 yard lengths
• Co. sha.,. howls a:,

YD.

COMPARE THIS QUALITY AT S2.00 YD.

COMPARE THIS QUALITY AT S3.00 YD.

BRUSHED COTTONS

FALL CALCUTTA
• Full bolts, 45" wide
•50% Cotton,50% Polyester
• Newest Fall Fashion Colors
• While Present Stock Lasts'
$1.12
Save
on every yard
you buy'

• full bolts, 45" wide
• Newest Fall Prints
• New Brushed Finish
•Hurry for this great Buy!

88

9.

$1 01
Save
on every yard
You buy l

YD

WHERE, BUT AT REMNAlh HOUSE WILL. YOU SAVE $1.11 ON EVERY YARD ON FAMOUS BRAND

PINWALE CORM
$ 88
• Full bolts, 45" wide, Perma-Pressed
• 100% Cotton, and Polyester and Cotton
• All the most wanted new Fashion Colors
• All from one of Americas Finest Makers
•Compare this quality elsewhere at S2.99

FIRST

1

QUALITY cri

ce/
'4.
1ypeeci..,

s-

COMPARE THIS AT S4.00 YD.

QIANA
• KNITS
60- wad*, Full bolts
• 100% Nylon On..
• Nosnoss Fashson Co'.

Ps7
01 LI yr,

•arimeal.,12 ewe&

$2

COMPARE THIS AT $3.00 YD.

COMPARE THIS AT $4.00 VD

WASHABLE

SUPER
SUEDE

FLANNEL
• F ull Bolts 45" ...So
• Bo.stuni 0loot I nob
• Ntscn.ne Wyshnto.
•New PM Folsom Lakin

88
YD.

i list
MALI

• 60 woks,:WI boils
• Looks oral Cook tilts Surd.
• boteektbto Suede Kn.
• Mop wonted Soo** Colo,

$ 2"
YD

NO SALE IS COMPLETE AT REMNANT HOUSE UNTIL YOU ARE COMPLETELY SATISFIED!

Ii

204 W. WASHINGTON

Paris, Tn.

9. 5(M - h)
9- 6(Friday)
9 - 530(Saturday)

UsiltiaN Whet
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TV GUIDE SATURDAY,JULY 24, 1976
WSIL-3

WNGE-2
6:30_ cud. Go*

714- /4".
all PA"'
"
730-Ti.& lorry

7:00- Hoag Kong Pboo
II'S-GIAl.
7:30- T&J/Grape Ape
9,00-SePertrieeds
10:00-Semd 11•11111
8:30 -- hightenstoh
-.
10:30-Odd loll
9:00-Sever Friends
10:00 --leal Trnin
11'
0-S•mAir WIAPi
‘
s
I 1:00 -Srawases Olympics 11:30- As. bandstand
12:30-Ourm Report
1:00-NFt Creme
400 -Smater Olympics 140-Football
6:00- News
1 400-Seams Olympics
i
6:30- Local Special
I 6:00-Lawrence We&
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Ronnie Milsap In
Concert At Kaintuck
As show biz goes, country
music is an old folks' trade.
Most performers don't
make it big until their midor late- 30.. But only two
years after he ,took up
country music, Ronnie
Milsap won both a
Grammy and the Male
Vocalist of the Year award.
But nobody was complaining, for Milsap has
been paying a kind of dues
all his life: he was born
blind. Despite a dark
world, his vision of himself
seems unafflicted.
"Country music speaks
of life and shows emotion
that other forms can't
project. A country song has
the power* to make you
laugh or cry; it relates
more closely with people
than any other form of

music." This is the feeling
Ronnie has for his style of
music which he will perform July 25, at Kaintuck
Territory, .a town of the
1880's, near
Benton,
Kentucky.
In the course of his 30
years, Ronnie Milsap has
experienced a wide range
of musical influences,from
the country music he
listened to as a child prior
to his kindergartenthrough-high sc'hool
• education
at
North
_ Carolina's State Schoel for
the Blind. -After testing at
the school revealed an
undeveloped rniisieal
aptitude, _ instructors at
the schouLletarted him on
violin .before he was 7. In
the following years, as a
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — for a year and never ilkund
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In 1973, he said, director
-laureate of "Laugh-Li" a few Altman, remembering his
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years ago, still was in fine "Laugh-In"
work, but
1 10:15-700 aim
form when asked if he had a knowing nothing of his acting
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poem about the Democratic background, hired him to play
convention. He did and called a weird psychiatrist in "The
it "Hooked."
Long Goodby." Actor Gibson
"When conventions con- was back in business.
vene," he began,"I'm in TV's
He beamed when it was
clutches
suggested that after- "Nash"From gavel to gavel, ville" he may be traveling the
through long in-as-muchs
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immobilized, crutchless
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10.30-S...., Olympics 6:00-News
1:00- llama Five-0
. 090-419riP
disco type sound and has
6
130
Game
9:M110
00
News
ihnialty
duo's
top
Normsen
smash
Jones
Nary
single, "I'll
10:45
1:00-larsaby Moss
IA'N-NI"
The Brothers Johnson, I feel excellent vocals by the group.
-r
10 30 -- tonight
111:45-Movie
10:30-thigh
MIS- MirmiiiMaple.' "MOO-M
Be Good to You." There are
10:00-News
headed to super stardom
10:30
is
Olympic
Gams
Other good cuts on the
12
00
Tem...,
1240-Temerrow
130-711 Chi
10:30- Gyresseike
good vocals and backup vocals
.
10145-Maarslis/190111thw
perhaps surpassing groups album are "So You Wanna
3:30-T. N. T.
11:7111- Masi&
on this classic tune.
like the Temptations and hard Stay Down"__Fid "Let Me
12:30AM- News
An outstanding quality of
12:45-News
rockers like the late Jimi Down Easy." The album is
RACING HELPS
_
Hendrix.
fair to good as a whole and the
NEW YORK
The Isley Brothers
Isleys are still doing well on
ALBANY,
N.Y.
(AP)
SumTV GUIDE FRIDAY, JULY 30, 1976
r informed opinion
This group has been around the charts with this one.
mer and fall racing at Belmont
is important. That's why
Park and Roosevelt Raceway
WNGE-2
WSIL-3
we're offering a free
WTVF-5
WSM-4
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KFVS-1 2
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American Economic
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System.
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tax, reports the New
3)311-The Practke
790-Se,.
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940- Pok• Hors
and easy to read.Every
10:35- News
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York State Taxation and FlWe have Rod Stewarts "A Night On The ToiA
"
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140- Mesh
1040- Nein
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1145-Oesisheite
- nance Department. The meet_ to _ P.M.. kerv
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1140- News
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"
101111- height
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ran
from
Aug.
12*5-irenside
25
through
115-PT1 CS.
--keew what it-says For
1040- News
10130-Movie
12,10- M.Special
Nov. 8
111:45-111mities
145- News 0Opel. „
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mu um*,
a free eo0y, write:
TV Service Center Discount Stereo Center
12:30- Ws News
A 72-day night harness racing
11:52
Movie
1:34
-Mg
Show
,
1240 - Mid. Special
"Economics:.-Pueblo,
meet at Roosevelt Raceway,
Central Shopping Cent«
309 N. 1616 St,
about eight miles from the BelColorado 81009
7334949
75341163
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No Leads In Death Of Ambassador Yet
DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) —
Irish police say they have no
leads to the killers of British
Ambassador
Christopher
Ewart-Biggs, despite the
arrest
of 13 suspected
members of the Irish
Republican Army.
Nobody
claimed
has
responsibility for the bombing
Wednesday that killed EwartBiggs and a woman secretary
and wounded British official
Brian Cubbon and an Irish
driver. But "we have no doubt

the 200 pounds of ammunition
that blew up the ambassador's
car came from there. •
Three men were arrested in
that raid.
The other 10 men being
questioned were rounded up in
Dublin. They included Daviti
O'Connell, a schoolteacher
reputed to have been tr
commander of the IRA's
Provisional wing.
The police set up a
confidential telephone system
for informers but would not
say whether this had produced

it was the IRA," one government official said.
"We've made no substantial
progress so far," said a police
spokesman as 4,000 policemen
troops
a
and
pressed
nationwide dragnet.
The search turned up 31,s
tons of IRA explosives and
ammunition in a forest outside
Kilkenny, south of Dublin. It
was one of the biggest IRA
dumps found in the Irish
republic, but police sources
said there was no indication

Prairie Privies Required
By New Federal Guidelines

ling
OSO
llam

A completely new over under range with a
microwave oven at the top and a conventional gas
cooktop and oven broiler below has been introduced
by the Tappan Appliance Division. Tappan sales officials
feel,the new combination gas/microwave range will
help open up even new markets for the rapidly growing
microwave market.
At the top, the new range (Model 76-4886)features a
full-size microwave oven, with two timer dials and a
Selector Control -for added cooking flexibility. The
Selector Control lets the homemaker dial a full range of
cooking functions,including simmer,stew, defrost, roast
and keep warm. The oven includes eye-level controls,
and a see-through window with the interior oven light.
The new range will be available in white, avocado and
harvest gold.

cry

MARCIE,LISTEN!
SOMETHINGS
SCRATCHING
OUTSIDE OUR
CANN!!

ary,

WASHINGTON (AP) — us to 1984 before the clock
Some farmers ar outraged at does?" wrote Rhee Cununings
a
privy-on-the -prair ie
of Greensboro, N.C. "Toilets,
proposal that would require!".sinks and water fountains in
them to provide toilets, the fields? Are you serious?"
and
facilities
washing
Mrs. Bill Simanton of Malta,
drinking water within a five- Mont., writes that she would
minute walk of all field need dozens of toilets on her
workers.
627 acres. "This would entail
Since thi proposal was financial bankruptcy because
made last
April, the a water well would have to be
Occupational Safety and drilled for each facility. And
Health Administration has each would have to be heated
•
• received about 1,000 letters, to insure against freezing
mostly from farmers who cite during the winter months."
cost, impracticality and
And this unsigned comment
difficulty of enforcement as from an farmer in Brownfield,
potential problems. Few are Tex.: "What else will you
from farm workers.
idiots in Washington come up
One irate Florida farmer 'with?"
says his workers must control
Faced with this outhouse
their bowel movements when impasse. OSHA officials
they are working so as not to concede changes in the
reduce productivity.
standard will be made. "I
"Why are you trying to get think it will have to be
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ustice Delaying Execution

j

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Supreme Court justice is
delaying an order that would
have allowed three states to
begin executing death row
ceavicts, a move that could
also delay executions of more
than 600 persons across the
Altarl__ •
Justice Lewis F. Powell
issued an order' "Thursday
staying the imposition of
death sentences in Georgia,
Florida and Texas until the
Supreme Court, which is now
in recess, can consider a
rehearing of the cases of thrde
men who sought the delay.
The high court does not
meet again until Oct. 4.
While Powell's stay deals
only with the cases of three
men in the three states, court
spokesmen said it is expected
that all states will delay any
planned executions until the
casesare decided.

The justice acted on
requests from the NAACP
fund and lawyers for the
defendants in the three states.
Powell had voted with the 7
to 2 majority in upholciirg the
Georgia, Florida and Texas
capital punishment laws and
in his order Thursday he said
the stay should not suggest his
feelings on the merits of the
petitions seeking Supreme
Court review of the decision.
The court ruled in 1972 that
the death penalty as generally
applirtk throughout the
country gave too much leeway
to judges and juries in sentencing convicted criminals to
death. But the justices decided
July 2 that the death penalty
statutes in the three states
met early court objections
because they gave judges and
juries guidelines on which to
_base their decisions.

that only the entire court can
make that decision.
"If the executions in these
cases were carried out before
the petitions for rehearing
could be acted 0.1 by the court,
the harm to petitioners obwould
viously
be
irreparable," the justice
wrote.
None of the states involved
opposed the request for a stay
of the court's July 2 order.
The cases in - Thursday's
order involved:
—Charles William Profitt,
30, of Tampa Fla., convicted
of the stabbing death of a high
school wrestling coach.
—Jerry Lane Jurek, V,
sentenced to die for strangling
a 10-year-old girl and throwing
her body into a river at Cuero,
Tex.
—Troy Leo Gregg, 27,
sentenced to death for the
fatal shooting of two men who
There are seldom situations picked him up as he hitDavid E. Kendall of the where the high court
reconNAACP Legal Defense Fund siders a case, but Powell noted chhiked along a Georgia highway.
said it was expected that state
block
courts
would
executions in their states, at
least through September,
because of the Powell stay.
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FIRST "PLANT ANIMAL"—Cellular materials from a
rooster and a tobacco plant have been fused together
into a single living cell, according to Dr. lames X. Hartmann of the Florida Atlantic University in Boca Raton,
Fla. This electron microscope photo shows the rooster's
red blood cell with the tobacco cell Chloroplasts(white
spots)fused within it. The dark spots at left is a chicken
cell nucleus.

A survey earlier this month
by The Associated Press
showed 630 persons on death
rows across the nation.
LONG BEACH, Calif. (AP) The stroke weakened her
Powell's order stays the
effect of a Supreme Court — Mrs. Richard Nixon was to left side and impaired her
decision July 2 in which all be released today from Long speech. Within a few days of
Desegregation Could
three states were told that Beach Memorial Hospital her hospitalization, however,
she
has
been Mrs. Nixon had begun
their capital punishment laws where
Cut Funds To Schools
are constitutional. In the same recovering from a partially physicaltherapy.
spokeswoman
Hospital
decision, the court struck paralyzing stroke, her doctors
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — down
Karen Krantz said Thursday
mandatory death say.
State
Department
of penalties in North Carolina
that Mrs. Nixon can now walk
The physicians said she will up stairs, comb her hair and
Education officials confirmed
and Louisiana.•
continue a rehabilitation perform other daily tasks.
Thursday that the cost of
program at home.
desegregation busing in
She said the former first
Armstrong Services
Former President Richard lady will continue ocJefferson County could cut
into the state-aid allocations
M. Nixon and the couple's cupational and rehabilitation
Set For Saturday
daughters, Julie Eisenhower therapy
for all Kentucky school
designed
to
expected strengthen her left leg.
districts in the corning school
HENDERSON, Ky.(AP) — and Tricia Cox, are
a.m.
hospital at 10
year.
Dr. John Lungren,the Nixon
Saturday afternoon funeral to be at the
Paul Jones, director of the services were scheduled for PDT when Mrs. Nixon is to be family's personal physician,
department's pupil tran- Francele Harris Armstrong, released.
said he expects Mrs. Nixon to
Mrs. Nixon, 64, was fully recover within
sportation division, said state- former editor and publisher of
three to
aid allocations will not be the Henderson G15...aner, who hospitalized July 8 after four months.
affected,
however,
if died Wednesday in a suffering a stroke the previous
Nixon, often accompanied
desegregation busing costs Kalamazoo, Mich., hospital afternoon while reading on the by Julie and Tricia, has
patio of the Nixon's San visited his wife daily. She
are eliminated from the following a lengthy illness.
has
estate, Casa received
Minimum
Foundation
Mrs. Armstrong, 70, was Clemente
about 6,000 cards and
Program formula under a editor and publisher of the Pacifica.
letters a day.
change in the law made by Gleaner from 1954 until 1963.
House 8111 168.
She serVed on the Kentucky
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modified," said W.M. Giesler,
an OSHA agricultural safety
specialist.
He added, however, that
some regulation is necessary
because not everyone takes
care of workers. Glasier cited
a letter from a farmer in
Coconut Grove, Fla, who
wrote:
"These proposed standards
only give a worker ancther
excuse to be goofing-off while
on the job and will not provide
any real benefit to the worker.
Bowel movements can be
controlled and should be
accomplished by the worker
before entering the place of
work or after.
"At the present time, no one
is permitted to use the
sanitary facilities here during
working hours as this cuts
down on their production and
amounts to a monumental
waste of time. New employes
are permitted to use the
facilities until they train
themselves
so
bowel
movements take place out of
working hours."
Under the present OSHA
proposal:
1. Drinking water, toilet and
handwashing facilities must
be provided for all field
workers.
2. One toilet facility shall be
provided for every 40 workers
or fraction of that number. It
shall be located within a fiveminute walk of each employe's place in the field.
3. Drinking water must be
dispensed "either through the
use of a drinking fountain ... or
a gravity water tap."
4. For crews of fewer than
five employes, field facilities
are not necessary if the
employer provides rides to
facilities nearby.
5. Toilet paper on holders,
disposable towels, soap, door
latches and guide signs in as
many languages as necessary
must be provided.

useful. The goyernment has offered $36,000 for
information
ading to the
capture of the killers.
A senior police officer said it
is believed that the assassins
posed as an electrical repair
crew when they planted the
,explosives in a drain under the
road about 150 feet from the
gates to the ambassador's
residence. The bomb was
exploded by remote control as
the embassy limousine drove
over it Wednesday morning.
All official source said the
killing of the ambassador
would result in intensification
of the campaign the government has been waging for
several years against IRA
guerrillas using the republic
as a base for their war against
British and Protestant rule in
Northern Ireland.
Meanwhile, patrols along
the 260-mite border with
Northern Ireland were increased to intercept both IRA
men and Protestant terrorists
from the north bent on
retaliating
for
the
assassination.
anything
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EDDIE ARRIVES
The famed American
aviator and war hero, Eddie
Rickenbacker, was born Oct.
8, 11190.

Fest, Fike Service
Ceder, Ileriedess,

hiu" $2.39
ARTCRAFT STUDIOS
Lew FIN Frites
I IS Se. ink 75341115

Antibusing Leaders
..Plan Discussion
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
An Aug. 1 public discussion of
proposed increased taxes for
Jefferson County schools is
antibusing
by
planned
leaders, who say they will
offer equal time to those who
support and oppose more
taxes.
Chairman Bob DePrez of
the National Organization to
Restore and Preserve Our
Freedom, said the meeting
will be open to the public.
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Erni WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS
romoommoommonsminimi,"

Who makes our
American Economic
System Work?

ADVntrISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified-displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
elwssifieds must be
submitted by 4 p.m.
the
day
before
publication.
HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
1.75, at Horbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.

Labor? invest*?
Government:' It we dbn't understand who makes our system
work, and how, well neyer.be
,,able to improve it Ttiat'a why
7 we've prepared this special
booklet Its free
Every Aniencan
ought to know what
it says For a copy,
write- "Economics: _
Pueblo, Colorado
81009

i

^

llksAarorioan

11100010mble
System.
4.t1

Announcing
Grand

1. Legal Notice

Opening

QIN& -Type Secretarial Ser
vice (Includissi temporary
office Imip) 605 N. 16th
Street wt S Points.

1 legal Notice

6 Help Wanted

6 Help Wanted

2. Notice

JANITOR AT Murray
Drive In Theatre. Prefer
retired per* 7 days
per week about 20 hours.
Call Tommy Brown at
753-8084.
BABYS1TTER
FULL
time, 5 days weekly to
care for 2 year old child
in my home. Must have
own transportation and
able to do light
housework. References
if available. Call 7533493.

Cooks
Apply In Person
Long John Silvers
from 2-4,
Monday.Friday
10. Business Opportunity
FOR LEASE major
brand service station.
Potential unlimited.
Contact Belcher Oil Co.,
Mayfield, 274-2545 after
6 p. m. Murray 436-5459.
11. Instructions

WANTED - Custodial
help. Would prefer
couple who could work a
total of 40 hours per
week. Secure
application from office of
First Baptist Church.

LESSONS
RIDING
People of all ages.
Horses trained for all
riding club events. Call
753-3583.

WANTED
EXPERIENCED presser.
Apply College Cleaners.
1411 Olive Blvd.

FINAL SESSIONS. Swim
lessons. July 26, through
August 6. Shirley
Wilford Instructor. Call
753-0129, Murray Tennis
Center,Inc.

753-9784
Ciiimalsslarier's Sala
FAST, EFfltilllT service tie
The Commonwealth of Kentucky,alloway Circuit
EXPERIENCED BABY
Term Pep•rs, Drifts,
Court Robert B. Holland and wife, Myrtle L Holland
SITTER in my home.
12 Insurance
lAssiescripts,
Theses,
Plaintiff, versus Porter Holland and wife, Opal
Starting August 30th,
Cerrespoes
ionce,
ether
Holland, Melvin Choate and wife, Labs* Hall Choate,
Monday thru Friday.
iocements. All work
Defendant and Doris Eugene Holland, a single woman.
Call 753-5492 after 3 p.
professionally prepared emsl
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
m.
goaresneeiti HIM Caritas AbCalloway Circuit Court rendered at the July 9th Term
bas Type. Reaseasbi• remthereof 1976, in the above cause, for the Division of
MGR. TRAINEE, exprima this al end receive
Property and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
perience helpful, but not
10% &scorn. Call 733sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray,
5114 today, amemeed by
necessary, apply in
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
For All Tour
Beverly Stickier.
person at Friendly
the 26th day of July, 1976, at 1:00 o'clock p.m., or
Insurance
Finance 204 S.4th St.
thereabott, upon a credit of six months, the following
Needs
described property,to-wit:
BELTONE FACTORY
Purdom & Thurman
Beginning at a rock the Northwest corner of the Norfresh batteries. Wallis
Insurance
thweeft Quarter of Sec. 17. T. 3, R. 5, East; Thence
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
South with section line to the land of Mary Burkeen,
thence East with the dividing line of tracts far enough
to get thirty acres; thence North parallel with section 1
TODDLERS DAY
line to the North boundary line of said Quarter to a
CARE CENTER
Nov epee ail limy Saturday
rock; thence West with said section line to the beginaid Saturday sight writ 1 S.
ning, containing thirty acres.
m. ter drop in services. Men
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
irlonambea nat.
bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest
753-4481
from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and affect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
LINSURANai a
KATHRYN GARRISON'S
comply promptly with these term.
Sewtique.
1108
Frank H. Ryan
SHIELD OF SHELTER
Mulberry. All fabric 20
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
Prefer
a
per cent off. All for sale
2 zig zag sewing
retired person.
1 Notice
2. Notice
machines with cabinet
and one cabinet.
The Quiet Company
If You
presents the
Would yOU lam to rids
Need Them:
our Church Bus to Sun'Summer Olympics
day School and mor!Fire
753-1441
on ABC-TV
ning worst* services
Pick up
Police
753-1621
at
Chamois
2,
3,
7
Rescue
753-6952
applicat
ions at
Sinking Spring
Ambulance
753-9332
Baptist Church
Hospital
Emergency 753-5131
If you do call Micky
PHONE NUMBERS
Humane Society .
Boggess, 153-6270.
Ronnie Ross
'753-3994
FOR THE
210 E. Main
, Comprehensive
WHAT WE DO best is
Care
753-6622
Phone 753-0489
care. NEEDLINE, 753Poison Control 753-7588
LEDGER & TIMES
6333.
Senior Citizens753-0929
14 Want To Buy
Needline. . 753-NEED
DfPARTMENTS
[Ram to Read 753-2288
COINS - American or
Positions to be
PARTS
FOR
OLD
ARE AS FOLLOWS
Social Concerns
Foreign plus old gold.
TELEPHONES, ALADDIN
Filled by August 9
Call 753-9232.
LAMP PARTS, LOCKS ON
Committee and
CHIMNEYS,
SHADES,
News. Society and
The Ledger 8
FEATHERBEDS WANTMANY OTHER PARTS.
Sports
753-19
18
ED, duck and goose.
Times
GOOD SELECTION OF
EXPE
RIENCED
Retail Display adHighest prices ever.
ANTIQUE STUFF. SEE AT
WAITRESS - Day shifts,
•
vertising 753-1919
Write Box 199, St.
steady
work.
Top pay,
Hubert Coles
'Classified Display,
Charles, Kentucky
excellent tips. Call 474Antique Shop
Classified, Circulati42453. Give location. Will
2259 for appointment.
1,,poi, South of Morrol so 441
on and the Business
call.
Office
may
be
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
USED GAS RANGE. Call
reached on 753BUY Watkins Products.
5. lost And Found
436-5525.
/9/6 and 753-191 7
Call zone manager, 7535550.
TAN AND SUEDE ladies
WANTED USED AIR,
billfold lost on Chestnut
conditioner. Call Dill
' 1975 Cutlass Supreme hard top coupe, new car
near University. Call
Electric, 753-1551 or 753trade in, extra nice.
MEN-WOMEN
753-6445.
9104. We also have used
air conditioners for sale,
1975 Chevrolet Monte Carlo, new car trade,
$25 and up.
LOST
AIR
COMloaded.
PRESSOR between
Hazel and Highway 121
WANT TO BUY trailer
1974 Chevrolet Vega,
- attornatic with air.
on Old Murray-Paris
for 14' flat bottom boat.
Rd. $25.00 reward.
Hawait
Call 753-0362 or 753-7648.
1973 Chevrolet Caprice Classic, 4 door hard top,
Georgia
Contact 492-8121 or 492double power and air, new car trade.
Texas
8405
15 Articles To, Sale
New Jersey

ri-i-;;;;;T
Administrator
for MurrayCalloway County
Transit
System.
Positions also
available for
Bus Drivers.

City
Clerk's
Office

For your
Life
Health
Home
Car
form
Business
ONE-STOP
SERVICE

AO,

Job
Openings in:

1971 Ford Mirstong Mach I, one owner,loaded.

6 Help Wanted

1971 V. W., 4 door, automatic and air.
1963 Oldsmobile 98, 2 door hard top, double power
and air.
1966 El Comm. Chevrolet, automatic, double
power and air.
1970 Dodge, 4 door, double power
1971 Dodge Coupe
Highest Trade Ins
On
End of the Year Specials

PURDOM
Old.. Pontiac - Cadillac
-Satisfied Customers Are Our

Male Coecern-

tAtoo"Z.
4111••••••=.,

Loi

1406 Wait M-l.. 753-5315
4

RECESSION? WHAT'S
THAT? SMC Industries
of Dallas, Texas is
expanding operation
and
has
several
positions open for
dealers, sale managers,
in your area. This is
solid business opportunity in the safety
and security field,
backed by a company
with 138 years of
valuable experience. If
you have a sales or sales
management
background and want to
be in the $35,000 plus
income bracket call
Ronnie Giles, coiled at
205-825-3301, 9 a. m. 3 p.
m.
Monday
and
Tuesday only. No dealer
or franchise please. Call
now for a personal
private interview this
week in Murray.

4
4

Panama
Europe
North Carolina
Calsfot ills
Alaska
Colorado
Washington
New York
South Carolina
Massachusetts
Maryland
Korea
Virginia
Kansas
Kentucky
And many other exciting
and Interesting places.
If you duality, you'll be
guaranteed where you
work, plus the lob you'll be
trained in.

SK Bob Cook
Collect 2474525
Join the peoi;te
who've joined the Army

TABLE SAW 9".. 109 N.
19th Street after 5:30 p
m.
ICE MAKER. 450 lb. per
day, 550 lb. storage
$1250. Call 753-1930 or
753-7205.

Fa Sok
One 6 x 12 welt-in cooler
One 6 x 8 walk-in Freezer
Now in operation.
Restwaresst
S. 1256 Street, Alerrwy, Ey

20 Sports Equipment

15. Articles For Sale
7 R. P. RIDING lawn
mower, $100. Black
vinyl recliner, $60. Two
maple end tables and
coffee table $75. 10 speed
girls bike with baby
seat, $50. Call 753-6855
after 5 p. m.

16 FT. ASTROGLAS bass
boat. 115 H. P. Mercury.
1972 model boat and
motor. Fully equipped.
$2,900. Call 489-2149.

CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
.all
mattresses,
Heltopedic or foam.
A MAN'S 21" ten speed i WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd,Paducah,
red racing bike. Good
Phone 1443-7323.
condition. Call 753-8764.

BUNK BEDS, single,
$65.00. Set, $100. Five ONE 26" ten speed
bike.
drawer maple chest,
One 20" single speed
$50, Hollywood twin bed
bike. One deluxe weight
outfit with headboard,
lifting bench. One all
$25. One winged sofa
weather fiberglass
with 3 cushions,$50. One
basketball, backboard
green nylon pile rug,
and goal. Call 753-4586 or
11x8, $25. One blue plush
753-3674.
pile rug, 1118, $25. One
end table, $10. Call 753FOR SALE: 44' steel hull
2649.
houseboat, excellent
condition, Johnson
outboard. Gas stove and
For Sale
refrigerator,
Used Tires
reasonable. Call 442-5154
Al Sites, d Pleas
after 6:00 p. m.

474-1757
16 Home Furnishings
REFRIGERATOR, $175.
Kirby vacuum cleaner,
$25. Washer and dryer,
$200. Sofa, $25. Call 7538595
ONE SPEED QUEEN
washer, one Frigidaire
electric dryer. Call 7534586 or 753-3674.
GOLD GAS STOVE, good
condition. Antique roll
top desk at least 100
years old. Call 753-9854
USED
COUCH and
matching chair. $20.
Call 436-2383.
WIGGINS FURNITURE,
2,/2 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong
vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to
choose from. Call 7534566. We deliver.
WELL CONSTRUCTED
10 drawer maple chest,
$50. Twin size bed
frame, $18.00. Brass
twin headboard, $15.00.
Twin box spring, $20.
Call753-8416.
QUEEN SIZE BEDSPREAD with matching
curtains and chandelier.
Call 753-7827.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.
18. Sewing Machines

Singer Sewing
Machine Shop
SALES & SERVICE

753-5323
Bel-Air Center
19 Farm Equipment

23. Exterminating
SLUGGS,
SNAILS
WOOD fungis, mold,
roaches, insects and
termites. Plastic put
under house. Kelly
Termite
and Pest
Control,753-3914.

FREE
TERMITE
INSPECTION
Avoid Costly
Nome Reparis

i

Kelley's lermite
& Pest Control

00 Sourh 13 Street
Flies Pooches
Silver Fish IL Shrubs
Phone 753-3914

A FARMAU,tractor with
plow,
disc
and
cultivator. Excellent
condition. $800. Call 4362448.

SEARS 10" radial arm
saw. $145 Mini bike,$95.
Metal clad pre-hung
front door, $99. Call 7539208 after 6 p. m.

14', ALUMINUM fishing
boat and trailer. $150.
Call 753-6556.

MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
- bright and fluffy agAln
with Blue Lustre, Big K,
Rel
Shopping
AltCenter

14' RUNABOUT with 40
h.p. Mercury motor and
trailer $300. 1965 Mercury, air condition. $200.
Call 753-0085

20 Sports Equipment

Fa

LOOKING
FURNISHED 2 bedroom
house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753p
HOUSE OR FARM IN
Dexter area. Family of 5
with references. Will do
repair and upkeep. Call
753-5184.
32. Apartments For Re'y
DUPLEX Apartment.
Call 753-7850 or 753-8681.

For Rent
Nice furnished apartments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys.
Call 753-5165 or 7535108 after 6 p. m.
Large apartment for 8
girls. Each has private
bedroom and-living
room. For information
Call: 753-5865 or 7535108 attor 6 P. m.

12 x 70 1974 Atlantte,_1
bedroom, lb: bath,
central heat and air,
patio awning, back
porch.
Carpeted,
drapes, Mediterranean,
&Jet., straps, and underpinned. Set up 236
Riviera Cl. Call 753-7568
for appointment.

I

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.

UNFURNISHED TWO
bedroom
duplex
apartment. Kitchen
furnished
except
refrigerator. $150
monthly. Lease and
deposit required. Call
753-3493.

10 x 40 MOBILE home.
Clean. Call 753-1873.
12 a al MOBILE HOME,
furnished
or
unfurnished.
Two
bedroom, 14 bath,
central air and heat. On
100 x 198 lot. $9900. Call
436-5839.
1974 ATLANTIC 12 a 65.
Fully carpeted, 2 large
patios, 2 air conditioners. On 1 acre lot
across
from
East
Elementary. New
storage
building,
reasonable price. Call
753-1775.
12 a 65 TRAILER, 2
bedroom, air conditioned. $4,200. Call 4354588, if no answer call
753-9808.
1972 12 x 10 2 Bedroom
furnished, washer,
dryer, dishwasher, at
Fox Meadows. Call 7539512 or 753-7302.
28. Heating 8 Cooling

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS, one or 2
bedrooms. Also sleeping
rooms, Zimmerman
Apartments. South 16th
Street, call 753-6609.

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS for 2-5 girls.
Carpeted. Extra nice.
Near University. Call
753-0669.
34. Houses for Rent
FIVE ROOM HOUSE
with bath, hot and cold
water, place for washer
and dryer. References
preferred. No pets. Call
492-8360 after 5 p. m.
NICE TWO BEDROOM
brick home for sale or
rent. Call 436-5479.
TWO
BEDROOM
HOUSE, large lot.
Broad Street Extended.
$125.00 month. Family
only. Call 753-5281 after 6
p.m.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT: HOUSE
AND furnished apartment. Call 753-4109.

TWO MOO BTU, one 6000
37. livestock Supplies
and one 24,000 BTU air
conditioners. Call 753GOATS FOR sale. Phone
3259.
... 489-2214.

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah,Ky.

1968
135
MASSEY
Ferguson diesel, plow
and disc. 1954 Chevrolet
truck, 1 62 ton, grain bed.
Call 436-2689.

31 Want To Rent

22 Mus,cd:

REPOSSESSED organ
like new. Balance due.
Take up payment on
console stereo. J & B
Music, call 753-7575.

2 BEDROOM, 1 or 2
adults, electric heat and
air, water furnished.
$70.00 per month. Call
753-5405 after 5 p. m.

27 Mobile Home Sales

12 x 70 TWO bedroom
mobile home, gas heat.
Underpinned, eight
tiedowns, air conditioned, will sell furnished or unfurnished.
Also 10 a 10 Sears
building, wired. .'hone
753-8227, located Riviera

YAMAHA
Classical'
guitar in good condition.
$55. Call 436-2634.

31 Apartmcas F3i Ren'

NICE TWO BEDROOM
mobile home, small
court, one or 2 people.
$70. Call 753-8216 after 5
p. m.

1972 SKYLINE 12 x 64 2
bedroom, large living
room, front kitchen„
built-in
appliances,
furniture included,
central heat and air,
storm windows, porches
and underpinning. Have
to see to appreciate. Call
days 436-5483, after 6 p.
m. 753-7450.

35 H.P. MERCURY
electric start with
controls. $200.22 Caliber
Smith and Wesson,$165.
Rifle 243 caliber $110.
Telescope, $40. Call 7537827.

TWO HOUSE TRAILERS
on waterfront lot on
Blood River Lake. Call
436-2427.

TAKE UP $15 monthly
payment on 25" color
console TV. One black
and white for $5.00 a
month. Call 753-7575.

1972 12 x 60 CENTRAL
air, unfurnished. Call
437-4845 or 489-2348 or
489-2316.

1075 RANGER BASS
boat, 115 Evinrude
engine. Fully equpped.
Call 753-9646.,

TWO ROW CORN head.
45 John Deere combine.
050. Call 753-8997.

180 BUSHEL grain
wagon. Practically new.
Call 753-3375.

26 Ti.Radio

CUSTOM
CAMOUFLAGE paint
job for your bow. Five
colors. Shadow pattern.
Call 753-8351.

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 4th ..
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.

29. Mobile lime Rentals

24 Miscellaneous

WALLIS DRUG

24 Miscellaneous
27" TEN SPEED bike.
Western Flyer. Dining
chairs and chest of
drawers, some clothes.
Call 753-81 29, 8-12
Thursday morning or 2-5
Thursday afternoon.
1974 KAWASAKI, 1971
Honda 100. Polaron
Riding mower. Call 1247-7513.

L

•
ePRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS

SECRET BIDS
for the upkeep of Ivy Cemetery will be
token Saturday morning, July 24 at 10
a. m. at Ivy Cemetery.

GAS DRYER, in gest
condition, Black &
decker grass trimmer,
and 75 H. P. Mercury
motor.See at 1012 Payne
Street after 5:30 p.m.
FOR SALE FOUR burial
plots In Christus Gardens
at
Murray
Memorial Gardens. Sell
for $750 Call collect
(615)446-6782.

$386.00 up. Floored and ready to use. Mobile
Home Ad-Ons, Patios, Carports and Portable
Offices. Buy the Best for Less CUSTOM-BUILT
PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-0984.

1

„
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38 Pets

41.Public Sales

Supplies

MINIATURE POODLE.
Male. Phone 753-3041.
AKC, PUG puppies, male
one fawn, one black,
Championship quality.
Stud
service
also
available. Call 753-4470
after 5 p. m.
AKC REGISTERED Toy
Poodles for sale. One
white, one apricot. Also
Peek-A-Poo, one white,
one apricot. Will sell
cheap. Call 753-2304.
AKC
GERMAN
SHEPHERD, male, 10
weeks old, excellent
bloodline, $50. Call
Mayfield,247-3865.
AKC GREAT DANE
puppies, black, 9 weeks
old. Call 435-4481.
DOBERMAN PINSCHER
pups, all healthy, ready
to go. Excellent watch
dog. $75.00 each. Call
Paris 642-7118 after 5,
642-9850.
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THREE PARTY YARD
Sale, Saturday, July 24.
408 N. 5th St. From 10 a.
m. to 5 p. m. One day
only.
YARD SALE: Five party,
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. Vegetables,
antiques, household
items, tools, camping
equipment. Seven miles
South on 641, follow
signs.
YARD SALE - Friday,
July 23 and Saturday,
July 24, from 9 to 5.
About one mile north of
Hardin on 64 at the
home of Chuck Cope.
Twin stroller, children,
teenage and adult
clothing, crafts, and
many
other
miscellaneous items.
PRICE
SALE,
Saturday 8-4 p. m. South
13th and Main. Bargain
Barn, Rummage items.
/
1
2 low prices already
marked.

if2

POODLE CLIPPING and
dog grooming at my
farm. Call 436-2510
Thursday, in town at
753-4551, Connie Lampe.

3,

753.

RUMMAGE SALE, 210
South
15th Street.
Saturday 7 a. m. to 4 p.
m.

BEAGLE DOGS, two 9
- months old. One grown.
Call 753-3190.
TWO ?'EAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very
small gentle pony. Call
436-5467
40 Produce
,
for
FRESH
CORN
freezer. 60 cents dozen if
you pick, $1.00 dozen we
pick. Call 753-2540
U-PICK TOMATOES now
ready, 10 cents per
pound. Also now booking
order fro freezing corn,
both sweet and open
polinated white field
corn. Tom Herndon,
Route 5, Box 396, call
436-2139 after 6 p. m.
41 Public Saws
YARD SALE, 1 mile
North of Almo Heights,
1st gravel road on left.
North of Thweatts
Station,
Service
Saturday 9 a. m. to 3 p.
m.
TWO PARTY CARPORT
sale. Toys, clothes,
items.
miscellaneous
1605 Catalina Dr. Friday
and Saturday 8-5.
GARAGE SALE Friday 8
a. m.-8 p.m. County
Drive
Cork
(Gatesborough).
thildrens clothing, old
marbles, glass beads,
antique,
some
depression and flea
market items.

YARD SALE. Saturday,
July 24. From 7-4. Four
miles South of Murray
on-121 at New Hope.
YARD SALE Saturday,
July'24, 9 a. m. - 4 p. m.
Two bicycles, clothing,
Miscellaneous. 1653
Ryan.
PALESTINE -RUMMAGE sale. July 24,
Saturday 8-? American
Legion - Hall. Clothes,
shoes, furniture and a
little of everything.
MOVING YARD SALE 1613 Ryan, Saturday,
July 24th. Starting at-7 a.
m. - ? Electric stove,
Avon bottles, portable
TV,chick radio, clothing
and shoes, quilt pieces,
pictures, glassware,
wooden safe, household
items, and carpet
remnants.
YARD SALE,110 Hickory
Drive. Friday and
Saturday. Bicycles,
clothes, dishes, and
miscellaneous.
THREE FAMILY Carport Sale - Friday and
Saturday,July 23and 24.
7'a. m. to 7 p. m. Five
miles East of Murray on
Highway 121. Second
house past L & B
Grocery. Toys, baby
equipment, small appliances, TV, fishing
equipment, household
items, humidifiers, good
clean clothing, infant to
6 years. Also teen age
and adult. Numerous
other items.

FOR SALE
The Calloway County Board of Education will
offer for sale to the highest bidder two (2) 24' x
32' portable classr00111 buildings. The buildings
have central Keat and air conditioning and may
be inspected, upon request, at the Calloway
County School Bus Garage.
Sealed bids will be received by the Calloway
County Board of Education, College Farm Road,Murray, Kentucky, until 12:00 Noon, August 12,
1976.
The Calloway County Board of Education
reserves the right to reject any or all bids.

LE

Emma,
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B -J AUTO
SALVAGE
$35
For all complete full size cars delivered
to...
Junction Hwy 68 & BO
Aurora, Ky
For Pickup Service

Call 474-811114

=MI!

Another View

49 Used Cars & TroLk,
1956 INTERNATIONAL
good farm truck. Runs
good. Looks good. $550.
Call 753-7699 or 753-0123.

Coewtry
With City
Ceoveiliesice
3 Beason, with 12 x 20
bring room, 11 x 25 Des
kitchen coo*. otility, cer
port ea mice Iii. le the 20s.
Nome Yew
Colke
Fat it Ti.
Wes 7 bedrooms brick WPM*
property with 4 baths
located ea Nowsiltee where
the motel seise Is.
Wisest Ins.
teal Estee
Coll 753-3263

1966 MUSTANG 289
automatic. $450.00.
Phone 354-6691.
1969 GALAXIE $80, 4
door, stereo,8 track AMFM radio. Good condition. $500. Call 753-4120
after 4:00 p.m.

FEATURED THIS
WEEK
Very
attractive
2
bedroom brick veneer in
Westwood Subdivision.
Thermopane windows,
large fireplace, garage,
all built-ins in kitchen.
You have to go in this
house to appreciate it.
Price $26,750. Call GUY
SPANN REALTY 901
SYCAMORE STREET,
753-7724.

To Meg
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"1305INES5 COULMIsT BE 13ETTER. 140w
THEY'RE LAYNG OFF THE COP9.11
45.Farms For Sale
HI ACRE FARM. Four
room house. One mile
West of Dexter. Call
Johnny McLeod, Benton,527-8669 after 4 p.m.

340' z 337' BEAUTIFUL
wooded tract of land
located in Kentucky
Lake area. County road
runs thru this parcel and
can be divided into 7
large building sites.
May be perchased for
only $3995 with $40 down
and $40 per month. Also
have larger tracts of
land that may be bought
with a small clown
payrnent and monthly
payments to suit the
buyer. For directions to
inspect phone Robert E.
Thornburg at 436-5320. .

250 ACRES BY OWNERS
near TVA steam plant at
Cumberland City, Tenn.
P. 0. Box 231, Ashland
City, Tenn. or call 615244-1579.
46. Homes For Sale

OWNER WANTS OFFER
on this quality home in
Gatesborough. Home is
well built and has many
fine features including, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths,
living room, kitchen
with all built-ins, including trash compactor.
Den
with
fireplace, and built-in
bookcases and study
area, wired for stereo
throughout house,
central vacuum, 2 car
attached garage with
automatic door opener
and abundant storage
areas. This is an opportunity to get an
excellent buy on a well
located, quality home.
Phone 753-1272. KOPPERUD REALTY for
good old fashioned
personal service and
current Real Estate
Knowledge.
SOLD TWO MORE farms
last week. Choice farm
featured this week is
located Southwest of
Murray.
Good
producing farm. good
fencing, with older
frame house, tobacco
barn, pole barn, other
outbuildings, goo
dponds, some good
timber, seventy-five per
cent of farm in good
tendable acreage. This
farm offers a good
return on investment
and including all improvements is an excellent buy at only i.$50
per
acre. Coptact
-KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222 for all your Real
.Estate needs.
FOR LISTING and selling
your protrty,see BoydMajors'Real Estate, 105
North 12th, 753-8080 or
any
of our
call
salespeople: Homer
Miller, 753-7519; Barbara Erwin, 753-4136;
Reuben Moody,753-9036,
B. B. Hook, 753-2387.
A udra Moody, 753-9036;
Pat Mobley,753-8958.
FOR ALL YOUR INSURANCE or real
estate needs. Call
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate, 753-3283.
Across from PoSt Office.
44 lots For Sale
CONTACT OWNER package deal. Three lots
on Kenia n a Development, one on Ky. Lake,2
lakeview:
, Evelyn
Kissel, 7425 English,
Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.
46219 or call 14317)-3573157
3

FANTASTIC BUY! ! !
Subdivision at Junction
of Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 134 baths. Central
heat and air. Carpeting
throughout. Good
location. Phone 753-7857.
ROBERTS REALTY your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, garage attached,
apple trees, 2 small
outbuildings, garden
spot,2 miles South of Bel
Air Shopping Center on
641. Call 753-0154.

46 Homes For Sale
WARM, Spacious 4
bedroom, 2 bath home
near high school. Call
753-6496.
47 Motorcycles
1973 HONDA 350, $575.
Phone 753-8193.
HONDA 350 CB asking
$550. Call 489-2732.
HERCULES
1975
motorcycle. 252 miles.
Like new. $975. Call 7538615.
1974 YAMAHA 100 MX,
just had overhaul.
Excellent condition
$400. Call 753-0189.
1973 HONDA 350. 753-7980,
good condition.
1972 HONDA CB 350, 3700
actual miles. Good
shape. $475. Call 7537173.
1975 HONDA CB 550.
Excellent condition. 1400
miles. Phone 7534143
after 5 p.m.

1964 CUTLASS SUMAS

power
Automatic,
steering, brakes, air
48,000
conditioned.
miles, Local car. Call
753-7736 af'te:6 p. m.
50 Campers
13 Fr. SCOTTY, stove,
icebox, toilet, good
condition. $750. Call 7538124.
1975 16' COACHMAN popup. Excellent condition.
Call 489-2716.
8' OVERHEAD MidStatesman. Stove and
icebox. Call 753-3563.
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 7514904.
51 Services Offered

1975 DATSLN B210, 8000
miles,5 months old. Also
15' Runabout Sealcing 35
h. p. motor, tilt trailer,
excellent
condition.
$650.00. Phone 753-5151
or 753-1621.

DRIVEWAYS graveled,
will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
Buoy
Mark
lime.
Trucking, call after 4
BY OWNER 3 bedroom, 2
p.m., 753-8381 or 753bath, large lot, priced to 1970 SCOUT-excellent.
Four
wheel
drive.
What
sell. Call 753-7675.
you always wanted. Call
753-5281 after 6 p.m.
IMHOME
BOB'S
/
3
4 acres
HOUSE AND 5
PROVEMENT SERland. House is half rock
VICE, carpentry,
1965 DODGE TWO DOOR
and half brick. With 40 x
painting, cement work.
hardtop,
power
brakes,
60,,concrete block body
Call 436-2502.
steering arid air. $325.
shop. On Highway 641
Four chrome reversible
North, 4 miles out of
wheels for Ford or ELECTRICAL WIRING
Murray. Call 753-5618.
home and industrial, air
Mercury, $40. Call 753conditioning, and
7827.
FIVE ROOM BRICK
refrigeration, plumbing
house, built-in oVen and
heating. Call 474and
1951 CHEVY 1 ton truck
range, eleotric heat,
8841 or 753-7203.
with
good
bed
and
sides.
large dry basement,
$350.00. Phone 354-6691.
attacped garage. 3.65
CARPET CLEANING
acres, 8 miles from
experienced, very
SIX OLD TRUCKS for
Marray. Call 436-5479.
reasonable rates,
sale. 1949-1960 models.
free
references,
. Call Duncan Garage,
enlainteal..Qeick drying.
, 753-9983.
C*17534127 or 753-9618.
FOR SALE THREE
BEDROOM brick bane
PLYMOUTH DOZER AND backhoi
1968
near University. Bath
Roadrunner, $450. 1965
and half. Large den and
work. Trucking gravel
Plymouth $195. 1972
kitchen. Utility. Carand dirt. Call 437-4533,
Toyota, $895. Call 489port. Washer, dryer,
after 8 p. m. Call 1-3542595.
dishwasher and stove
8161 or 1-354-8138.
included. Owner leaving
PINTO.
1972
Low KIRBEY
CARPET
town- must sell before
mileage. Call 436-2427.
August 14th. Only
CARE clean rugs of all
$28,500. Galloway
kinds. In business,
1973 FORD PICKUP.Low
Main
Realty, 505
homes, and institution
mileage. Extra clean.
St.Phone 753-5842.
rugs come clean by
Call 489-2630.
steam cleaning. Free
estimates. 24 hour anOWNER MOVING 1703
1972 100 L.S AUDI. 4 door,
service, 500
swering
Magnolia.
Three
air, sun roof. $2,500. Call
Maple. 753-0359.
bedrooms, 2 baths,
753-8301 or 753-3683.
family room, large
PAINTING, INTERIOR
kitchen,• combination
1964 THUNDERBIRD,
and exterior by the hour
living-dining ; room,
immaculate $850. Call
or job. Free estimates.
2150 square feet in753-0703 after 2:00.
Call 753-8343.
cluding garage. $37,900.
Call 753-6496.
1967 CHRYSLER, ON. GUTTERING
BY
Call 753-0615.
SEARS, Sears seamless
BY OWNER - extra nice 3
gutters installed per
bedroom, 2 bath, kit1971 MG MIDGET. Call
your specifications. Call
chen-den combination,
753-2700 after 5:30 p.m.
Doug Taylor at 763-2310
good location. Call 753for free estimate.
8673.
1970 IMPAIA, power and
air, needs motor work
INSULATION blown in by
FOR SALE NEW 4
Best offer. Call 753-0509.
SEARS save on ,these
bedroom house nearing
high heat and cooling
completion. Buy now
1965 BUICK Le Sabre.
bills, call Doug Taylor at
and choose your carpet
Good condition. Call 753free
753-2310
for
color. Call 753-3903
5723.
estimates.

V. B. BUILDING Construction. Home and
commercial painting
and remodeling. Free
estimates. Over 30 years
experience. Call 436-2262
or 436-2476.

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combine.
Call 753-8090.
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates of your needs.

GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

"Cleaning Is
Our Business"
When yew rowel 'supplies,
espopriteet er service el es.
Cleserog is whet we knew
best. We here strew dowsers
sod ether desalt; equipsoesst
tar rewt. Of if yee prefer we
will clew yew carpets god
fliers for yoo.

11311=11111111
FREE FEMALE 9 month
old puppy. Could be good
house dog or outside
dog. Good with children.
Call 767-2550. Must go to
a good home immediately.

753-7753

DRIVEWAYS, 'turnarounds, parking area.
rocked
and
White
graded. Free estimates.
Call Clifford Garrison,
753-5429 after 4 p.m.

GREY AND WHITE
kitten, 6 weeks old. Call
763-3994.
FREE-Six of the cutest
lovable
most
and
puppies that you'll ever
see. About six weeksold
Three are males, solid
are
Three
black.
females; black,-brown,
and white spotted. their
hair will be fairly long
and their tails are held
curled over their backs.
Were ariandoned at the
new 'City Park and are
.,nOw under the care of
" the Humane Society.
These pups all have
-sweet and friendly
dispositions and appear
._ to be in excellent health.
Call either 763-3994 or
7534535 after 4:30p.m.

BLACKTOP PAVING
and seal coating. For
free estimates, call 7537238.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and
Wilson
put
aluminum siding and
trim on your /use.
rifbrs
also
patio
awnings and aluminum
carports and window
awnings. Phone 753-1873
or 4274425.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
LAKELAND
CONSTURCTION backhoe
work ' in Baywood,
Panorama Shores area.
White rock delivered
anywhere. .Call Ross,
436-2505.

Pictures From

Lyndia Cochran
Dance Recital
May Be Picked Up

CARPENTER REPAIR,
And alterations, and
furniture repair. Call
after 5. 436-2476.

Monday, July 26
1 p.m. - 3' p.m.
and

MOBILE HOME anchors,
custom underpinning,
and
patio
porch
awnings, car porches
and roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p.m.
Jack Glover.

Tuesday, July 27
1 p.m. - 3 p.m.
Photography by
David Hill

LARRY PURCELL'S
excavating dozer work.
Call collect 1-554-5093.

Furches
Jewelry

CARPET
INSTALLATION $1.00 per
sq. yd. All work
guaranteed. Call 4742789 or 474-2257.

AR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe,
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

LICENSED electrican prompt efficient service. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 7530605.

49.Used Cars 8 Trucks
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick, central heat and
air, 11
/
2 baths, cedar
fence backyard, well
landscaped lot. Nice
subdivision. Call 7534023 or 753-4448.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

1968 FORD, /
3
4 ton, 4
wheel drive. $1000. 1966
GMC, long wheel base,
V-8, straight shift. $400.
Call 753-9340.

1965 DODGE pick-up, 318
automatic, body is a
little rough but runs
good. $200.00. Phone 3546691.

I. Services Ortereo

WANTED ELDERLY
lady to keep in state
approved home. Call
753-6392.

ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
vinyl siding, aluminqin
or
vinyl
awnings.
Aluminum Service. Co.
Call 492-8647.

1973 PINTO automatic,
radio and tape player.
$1350. Call 489-2595.

v

FREE PICKUP on junk
cars. Call 753-9983,
Duncan Garage.

ROY
HARMON'S
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from HiBurger.

1974 PINTO STATION
Wagon, factory air
condition. Four speed
stick transmission, real
good tape player and
stereo speakers. Runs
real good, very clean.
Brand
new
tires.
Average retail $2800.
Will sacrifice for $2150.
Call 753-,123 days or 7537699 nights.

48. Automoti4e Service
1967 327 CHEVROLET
engine
with turbo
hydromatic transmission
350 horse.
$225. Call 436-2672.

Se,vices Offered

51 Services Offered

1
For Sale By Owner

113 5. 4th Street
Worm

For dependable watch dip
jewelry repair
Factory Approved '
Accutron Service

3 Bedroom brick with built-ins, 2 full baths, wallto-wall carpeting with large covered patio and
outbuilding. Central gas heat and air conditioning. Freshly painted and ready to move in.
Priced in low 30's

Call David King - 753-8365

Pick Your Own Tomatoes
Canning and Juice

per bushel

1 2 bushel
per /

Bring your own containers

C& A FARMS
Poor Farm Road
July 21, 22, 23, and 24 only
Open 9 a. m. to 611.-01
Not Responsibile for accidents
WWIIW

111wwwwwsmISWEL.
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Viking Officials Expect To
Correct Problem With Probe
PASADENA, Calif. AP)—Viking
officials believe they have diagnosed,
and can easily solve, a malfunction on
the Mars lander that caused its soilscooping arm to jam.
If their theory of the failure is
correct, Project Manager Jim Martin
said Thursday night, the beginning of
the Mars life search next Wednesday
will not be affected.
Martin said the telescoping arm,
which was designed to reach out for a
handful of Martian soil and dump it in a
small biology laboratory, jammed
Thursday after being extended for a
test.
It jammed while being retracted, he
said, apparently because a locking pin
that should have fallen free did not do
so.
He said that was the most probable
cause" of the trouble. The cure, which
will be tried Sunday, is to command the
robot lander to extend the arm again
until the pin falls to the ground.
If that was indeed the cause, said
Martin, it is likely that there will be no
effect on the mission "and we will be
able to continue on our present
timeline."
A special team of trouble shooters
came up with the theory after
duplicating the problem on an identical
Viking Lander that sits in a sandbox at
Jet Propulsion Laboratory here.
Martin described the failure as a

-human error." He said the lander's
computer had been fed — long before
Viking 1 arrived on Mars — with an
erroneous command. As a result, the
telescoping arm did not extend far
enough to let the pin fall away.
Martin said there had been no
progress on two other problems
plaguing the lander's investigation of
the red, rocky surface on which it
landed Tuesday.
One was the seismometer, designed
to monitor marsquakes, which never
recovered from the dormant state it
remained in during Viking's journey
from Earth. But it was too soon to write
it off, officials said.
Communications with the lander over
212 million miles of space were
somewhat limited by a balky transmitter on the lander. As a result of the
undiagnosed malfunction, data were
being received for a shorter time each
day than had appeared possible at first.
One result could be, said Martin,
''that we won't be able to take as many
pictures as we had planned."
Engineers were still working on those
problems. They were also continuing to
study the sampler arm failure, because
if the locking pin theory turns out not to
be the cause, there may be some other
cause that would be harder to fix and
could affect the life search.
The breakdown occurred after
Viking's computer sent a series of

commands to put the sampler arm
through a test. As ordered, motors
whirred and the arm ejected a cover
that had protected the small shovellike
head during the flight from earth.
But after 13 of the 17 commands had
been carried out, the arm, instead of
swinging back to its resting position,
stuck and refused to budge.
The arm extends from a goldpainted
housing on the side of the lander.
Attached to the battleship-gray lander,
it looks something like a cannon on the
deck of a warship.
Its job is to reach out and dig up a
small amount of soil, then swing around
and dump the dirt into three funnels.
One funnel leads to the biological
laboratory, the second to an instrument
to test for Organic compounds and the
third to an inorganic analysis chamber.
Despite the potentially disastrous
malfunction, the preprogrammed
lander was to continue taking pictures
of the rocky red terrain surrounding it,
and monitoring the Martian weather.
The continuing trouble with the
lander radio sender drastically slowed
the return of data from Mars' surface.
Among other things, it delayed the
second Martian weather report.
Martin said that at the time of the
sampler arm jam the temperature on
the surface was about 9 degrees below
zero Farenheit, which he dodbted was
cold enough to cause the problem:

1 Deaths and Funerals 1___pro. Louis Rideout To Speak At
Nanty+ Thompson -Funeral Saturday
Dies At Age Of 19; For Bill Boggess
Funeral
services for
Services Are Today William (Bill) Boggess will be
Miss Nancy Jane Thompson, age 19, was found dead in
her trailer near Union City,
Tenn., Wednesday at 6:30 a.m.
Obion County Chief Deputy
Danny Cunningham said there
was no sign of violence and the
body was taken to Memphis,
Tenn., for an autopsy. The
deputy said an empty bottle of
sleeping pills was found beside
her bed.
Funeral services are being
held today at one p.m. at the
chapel of the White-Ransom
Funeral Home, Union City,
Tenn., with Rev. James
Kinsey officiationg.
Graveside services will be
held at 3:30 p.m. today at the
Mt. Zion Cemetery near Paris,
Tenn., with Porter King, uncle
of the deceased, officiating.
Pallbearers will be Buddy
Sedberry;' Charles Vaughn,
Bill
Hairston,
Bob
Cheeseman, L. C. Nichols, and
Jere Doss.
Miss Thompson, was born in
Murray on June 4, 1957, to
Jimmy N. and Frances King
Thompson, who survive. A
student
Mississippi
at
University for Women at
Columbus last year, she was a
1975 graduate of Union City
High School where she was a
majorette. She had been
employed at Shoney's in Union
City for about six weeks.
Survivors are her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Thompson, 1215 Oak Street,
Union City, Tenn,; grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. B.
Thompson of Buchanan,
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. W.T.
King of Paris, Tenn.; four
sisters, Misses Debra, Teresa,
Mary Ann, and
Amy
Thompson, all of Union City,
Tenn.

held Saturday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Rev.
Bob Goree and Rev. Hoyt
Owen officiating. Burial will
be in the Little Bethel Church
Cemetery in Graves County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Boggess, age 29, died
Wednesday at 12:45 p.m. at
the Westview Nursing Home,
Murray. His death followed an
extended illness. He was a
1964 graduate of Mayfield
High School and a 1971
graduate of Murray State
University.
Survivors are his mother,
Mrs. Rachel Boggess, 602
Hillcrest Drive, Mayfield, and
his paternal grandmother,
Mrs. H. H. (Minnie Boggess
of Murray Route One. His
father, Carey Hugh Boggess,
has been dead for several
years.

Revival, Sinking Spring Church

The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hold revival
services starting Sunday, July
25, and continuing throughout
the week, according to the
church pastor, Bro. Lawson
Williamson.
Bro. Louis Rideout will be
the evangelist. After eighteen
years in the pastorate, Bro.

Bro. Louis Rideout
-Evangelist
Rideout said he felt a definite
call of God to launch out into
full time evangelistic work.
He has conducted over one
'hundred
revivals
and
preached on mission tours in
Haiti and Jamacia.
Tommy Scott, minister of
music and youth of the church,
will be leading the singing.
Playing the piano and organ
throughout the week will be
Mrs. Tommy Scott, Mrs.
Roger Cooper, and Mrs. Jim

Zenas Queen Dies
Here Thursday At
Kentucky Lake Home

Zenas Queen of the Kentucky Lake Development Area
died Thursday at 4:04 p. m. at
his home. He was 62 years of
age.
The deceased had retired
last October from his position
in the building and maintenance department of the S.
de C. Electric Company,
Chicago, Ill. He had had a
summer home here on Kentucky Lake since 1968.
Brother Charles Blair, Dean
Mr. Queen and his wife, the of Mid Continent
Baptist Bible
former Alma Slone, who College,
Mayfield, will be the
survives, were married evangelist
for revival services
January 16, 1937. Born beginning
at the Locust Grove
October 11, 1913, in Kaisville, Baptist
Church on Sunday
W. Va., he was the son of the evening,
July 25, at 7:30 p.m,
late Ira Queen and Maude
Services will be held daily at
Rigsby Queen.
7:45 p.m. Monday through
Survivors are his-wife, Mrs. Saturday.
,
Alin° Slone Queen, Kentucky
The public is most cordially
A gospel meeting will be Lake.. Development Area, invited to attend, a church
held at the Mt. Olive Church of Calloway County; three sons, spokesman said.
Christ starting Sunday, Neil Queen, Gallapolis, Ohio,
July 25, and continuing Ellery Queen, Northbrook,
Ill., and Kyle Queen,
through Saturday,July 31.
Don Hall will be speaker for Mishawauka, Ind.; two
.rwres Carla of loral MtrieSt MI noon
the services at 7:45 p. m. each sisters, Mrs. DeForest !tut°,furhuhed la the ledger 4 rapes by
(Doshia
)
Johnston,
I
'A Strum Cu area:P.1May
Maryland,
night. Billy Trvan will be the
and Mrs. Jack (Dana) Smith,
song director.
Industrial Avg
-.33
Special gospel singing will Columbus, Ohio; one brother, Airco
33 -44
Ira
B.
Queen,
West
Virginia;
be held Sunday, July 25, at
Amer. Motors
4% uric
four grandchildren.
Ashland Oil
27% +L.
2:30 p. m. at the church.
A.
T.&
T.
57% +
The body is being tranFord
+
sferred to the Evans and Gen. Motors ........ 56%
67% -%
Gen
.T1re
4
231
unc
Evans
Funeral
Home, Goodrich
381ii
Oceana, W. Va., where funeral Gulf Oil
. '11
261
...... 35 4-34
services will be held probably Pennwalt • .....
Quaker Oats
26% unc
Monday.
Burial
will
be
in
Republic
the
Steel
36..
The revival services at the
Singer
23%
-%
Forest
Lawn
Cemetery at Pex Tappan
Beech Grove Cumberland
unc
is. +
Presbyterian Church, located'' _Mill, W. Va. The Blalock- Western Union
Zenith
33% +
west of Lynn Grove off High- Coleman Funeral Home of
Prices Rocs at local Interest at nom'
way 94, will open on Sunday, Murray had charge of the
. today. hatshed to the ledger &
Tunes by First It Ahcipat. Carp, of
local arrangements.
July 25, and continue through
Murray. areas Khan.
Saturday, July 31.
lieublein Inc
WS +&
LAKE DATA
Ka ufman Broad
S +%
Bro. Bobby Garland of
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 357.4 Ponderosa Systems
1155 +%
Water Valley will be the down 0.1.
Kimberly Clark
42% #/
3
4
Union Carbide
65 unc
evangelist for the services at
Below dam 301.6 up 0.4.
W. R.Grace
27 unc
7:30 each evening with Bobby
TPA +14
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 357.4 Texaco
General Elec.
36% -%
Jetton as song leader.
down 0.1.
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The public is invited to
Georgia Pacific
494 -As
Below dam 306.1 down 1.5.
Pfizer
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Jim Wafters
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Kirsch
•
i14% terh•
Moon sets 4:24 p.m., rises Disney
51% -4
Fulton.
2:49 a.m
Franklin Mint
32% %
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Two Members
Of University
Faculty At Meet

Two faculty members in the
Department of Speech and
Theatre at Murray State
University will be participating on the program
during the annual summer
conference of the Speech
Comlaunications Association
I SCA ) in Chicago July 23-25.
They are: Jill O'Brien,
assistant professor; and Dr.
Vernon Gantt,chairman.
Ms. O'Brien, who joined the
faculty in 1975, will serve as
the coordinator of instructional strategies for
interpretation classes to be
conducted under the sponsorship of the Interpretation
Division of the SCA during the
Tommy Scott
conference. She is one of three
-Music Director
conference coordinators.
Gantt, who joined the
transportation. The church
nursery will be open each faculty in 1973 and was named
chairman
evening.
following
a
At the eleven a.m. services reorganization in 1975, will
on Sunday the Adult Choir will serve by invitation on a sixsing "Revive The Church member panel at 9 a. m.
Today." Gene Jones, deacon Sunday, July 25, at the Palmer
of the week, will read the House conference site.
SpodSored by the Association
scriPture and lead in prayer.
"Encounter with God" will for
Communication
be the narration at the evening Administration of the SCA,the
service followed by the choir panel will discuss "University
Administration and Intersinging -Take My Life."
Sunday
„ School will be at ten pretation." Other panelists
a.m. with Church Training at were selected from Nor6:30 p.m. The youth will meet thwestern, Louisiana State
at six p.m. for practice and the University, Western Kentucky
deacons will meet at 6:30 p.m. University, University of
Texas in Austin, and
on Sunday.
Volunteer nursery workers University of Illinois.
Participants from across
will be Mrs. Sylvia Dalton and
the_nation will be attending
-Mrs. Jane Willoughby.
*-------theTitiaint of the—national
organization.

wirer:010r°)

Mississippi GOP's Angered
By Ford Campaign'Tactics

By JONATHAN WOLMAN
retain one of the major tax porate officials,Garter
Associated Press Writer
Ovantages they have when proclaimed Thursday,
A,will
The chairman of the investing overseas.
be a friend to business."
Mississippi Republican party,
At a luncheon in New York,
His message to reporters
angered by the tactics of the Democratic presidential
had a different emphasis. At a
President Ford's partisans, candidate told 52 executives
news conference earlier,
says their efforts to avoo from some of the country's
Carte; said lae favors comdelegates in the state may largest corporations that he
plete tax reform, conhave backfired and reduced favored retaining the foreign
sumerism
and
the
support for Ford.
tax credit that allows "eliminati
on of special
Criticizing the efforts on
American companies a U.S. privileges
for people who have
Ford's behalf, Clarke Reed tax credit for income taxes been
economically
or
said Thursday that Ford may paid to foreign companies,'
politically powerful."
have less support in the
The credit avoids double
Those positions are not
delegation today than he did taxation by the United States
incompatible, he maintained
just two days ago.
and the foreign country,
later, saying it would be
Reed said pressure from Carter said.
possible for him to act both as
Ford
backers included
He said he believes the loss
a champion of big business
suggestions that Ronald of jobs in the United States
and the consumer if elected
Reagan would settle for a vice caused by U.S. companies
president.
presidential nomination.
locating overseas is offset by
He told the business leaders
Mississippi holds the largest the creation of jobs when
he plans a total income tax
single bloc of uncommitted foreign companies invest in
overhaul if elected president,
delegates available in the the United States.
but said it would be a slow and
Ford-Reagan race for the
In his speech to the cor- cautious process.
GOP presidential nomination.
Sixty Mississippi delegates
and alternates will meet in
Jackson Sunday, but plans to
seek a preference vote to
determine who will receive
the 30 delegate votes have
CINCINNATI (AP) — Two infected, according to the swt.
been set aside.
Reagan telephoned Ford Cincinnati surgeons charged
Wilson sued for $250,000 and
campaigner Gil Carmichael of with
malpractice
have his wife sued for $10,000 from
Meridian, Miss., on Thursday countersued a couple and their both doctors. The case was
and told-him to stop telling attorneys in what is believed dismissed Aug. 22, 1975 when
delegates that Reagan is to be only the second such the judge ruled that
the
considering
a
vice action taken in the United Wilsons and their attorneys
States.
presidential position.
did not comply with pre-trial
Drs. Edmund H. Schweitzer orders of the court to
Carmichael said that in four
disclose
days of heavy telephone and Samuel P. Todd Jr. seek a the names of expert witnesses
total
of
$7 million in damages they intended to call.
lobbying he and other Ford
supporters told delegates only from defendants Ralph and
The doctors, in their suit.
that they believed a Ford- Virginia Wilson, the couple's claim Wilson and their atReagan ticket was possible. attorneys Ronald L. Grinker torneys intentionally,
But Reed said Carmichael had and Allan L. Sirkin, and for negligently and recklessly
A
been telling delegates a Ford- punitive damages.
brought the lawsuit without
The suit, first of its kind in medical opinion and in' Reagan ticket was sanctioned
Cincinnati, was filed Wed- vestigation
by Reagan.
"when
the
"That tactic itself has nesday in Hamilton County defendants knew or
should
worked against Ford," Reed Common Pleas Court. The have known that such medical
Vacation Bible School will said. "Ford may have less physicians seek $2 million opinion and evaluation was
be held at the Grace Baptist support now than he had two from the Wilsons, $3 million available."
from the attorneys and $2
William
Church, South Ninth' Street days ago."
J. Gallagan,
Reed, Carmichael and million in punitive damages.
executive_ director of the
Extended, Murray, starting
The malpractice suit was Academy of
supporters
in
Monday, July 26, and con- Reagan
Medicine in
filed Sept. 15, 1972 after Wilson Cincinnati,
tinuing through Friday, July Mississippi had said this week
said the first
suffered
a fractured leg from malpractice countersuit
that Ford's support was
30.
was
a 20-foot fall off a ladder. He won a few
Classes will be held each rising. But Reed said the first
months ago by an
was
treated
by
both doctors Illinois radiologist who sued
morning from 9:00 to 11:30 a. unofficial poll of delegates
m. and the public is invited to taken Thursday by the party's and later needed additional both the plaintiffs and atattend, according to Rev. R. J. organization indicates Reagan surgery when the leg became torneys.
nearly has a majority and
Burpoe, church pastor.
Regular worship services leads Ford.
After Carmichael said he
will be held Sunday, July 25, at
the church with Rev. Burpoe would not ask for a vote during
speaking at both the 10:45 a. a meeting of delegates Sunday
m. and seven p. m. services. as he had said he might do,
The ordinance of baptism will Reed said Ford supporters
be observed at the evening may be backing off.
Reagan told Carmichael
service.
that
he would not consider a
The Adult Choir, directed by
M,. Ia.. I t•111
John F. Wood with Dwane Ford-Reagan, ticket "under
onte
Jones as organist and Anita any circumstances," acUnderhill as pianist, will sing cording to the Mississippian.
••••
Meanwhile,
a
Ford
"SPeak To My Heart" at the
morning service. The Junior spokesman said Thursday
Choir will sing at the evening that the President has
service to open with singing at directed that no "consideration, favor or reward"
6:30p. m.
Prayer services will be held be offered to any delegate in
at 7:30 p. m. on Wednesday. return for support at the GOP
Sunday School will be Sunday convention next month.
Jimmy Carter, who once
at 9!45 a. m. with Steve
7th and Main
advocated • eliminating tax Srnotherman as director.
incentives which encourage
,
—
American
firms
to
KHMER REPUBLIC
*Wan
Mal
manufacture products
Cambodia on Oct. 9, 1970,
LENDER
was officially proclaimed the
abroad, is assuring business
Khmer Republic.
leaders that he intends to

Cincinnati Surgeons rile
Countersuit On Malpractice

Bro. Blair Speaker
For Locust Grove Rev. Glover Speaker
For Pleasant Grove Grace Baptists To
"There's No Difference"will be the subject of the Hold Bible School
sermon by Rev. W. Edd
Glover at the eleven a.m. Starting Monday
worship services on Sunday.

Gospel Meeting To
Be At Mt Olive

U.....
nad _Citock/Weaket

Beech Grove Plans
Revival Meeting

Neale.
The church bus will run
each evening and persons may
call 753-6647 or 753-3289 for

MARTIAN SCENE—This picture made from a
monitor at CBS, shows the surface of Mars transmitted by the U. S.
Viking I spacecraft shortly after it landed.
It is a closeup of thVgiouriciseveral feet from the craft. A portion of the
Viking I can be seen at lower right.

July 25, at the North Pleasant
Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church__
His scripture will be from
Romans 3:22.
Mrs. Emma Dean Lawson
will be in charge of the music,
Jimmy Cain will make the
announcements, and Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Cunningham will be
the greeters.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. and evening worship at
6:30.

West Fork Church
Plans For Revival
The West Fork Baptist
Church, located west of Stella
on Highway 121, will hold
revival services starting
Monday, July 26, and continuing through Saturday,
July 31.
Bro. Glynn Orr, pastor of
the Sedalia Baptist Church,
will be the evangelist for the
services to be held at 7:30 each
4ening.
The song service will be
directed by Alvin Usrey with
Mrs. Wayburn Wyatt playing
the piano.
The church pastor, Bro.
Jerry Lee,invites the public to
attend.

See Us For
Your Home Loon

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
Murray Branch
Talc

REG.
9.97

UVI
3.03

$6
94
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ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY

Tio• *01•9
sell000lfted

22" Mower

With Briggs IL Stratton Engines

GREEN ACRES
LAWN MOWERS

Can be folded to almost
any desired position

BON-BON LOUNGERS

Murray Ledger and Times

Special .stunmer Supplement
To

MODEL 4000

Reg. 19.97

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

Mountain Tick
And
Flea Collar

Hartz

'

$888

Garcia
Only

Reel

Mitchell 320

Reg. 1.44

.........

,

..

>

•

• f•,' tf• :

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Equal Opportunity Employer
Acres of Free Parking
Limit Rights Reserved

Reg.'44.44

Save
$14.47

1.

Stratton
Engine
With Saftey
Features and
Adjustable,
Cutting
Height

Briggs

3/
1
2 H.P.

Tennis
Balls

Only $2077

Reg. 22.88

Tennis
Racket

Wilson

Reg. 24.97

.

4

With Two
Benches

1.100t
2251

Self Propelled

Reg. 124.0

$9997
RAY-0-VAC

Reg. 1.97

Fuel

Only$1588

Reg. 18.97

Lantern

00

A

29'

SAVE

13

BANKANERICARO

CHARCOAL
BRIQUETS

ZO-LB. BAG

Reg. 18.88 Only

HOODED GRILL

24-INCH

Weatherproof break
resistant case features
watertight
switch. Perfect lantern for every need.

FLOATING LANTERN

$1477

Coleman
$ "
Orliy $2188

Lawnmowers

•

Only

OUTDOOR SECTION

filar

ire=
Reg. $15.97

Cooler

Sleeping
Bag

oniy$1588

Reg. 19.97

Stoves

Redwood Picnic Table

Model 6-2001

Has Briggs 8. Stratton
Engine With Rewind Starter

Power Mower

3 H.P.

I

$10°

Tackle Box

Reg. 9.99

Reg. 74.88

753-8777

COL Mt FOR DOGS
'xis

2141

II 111TZ

Stearns
Life Vest
$1788

Not As Shown

Reg. 20.47

$2277

REEL

GARCIA
AMBASSEDEUR

Has direct drive re
trieve, no anti-reverse. Holds up to
110 yards ot 25
Pc:;u8;d. mono. Bronze

Tackle Box

Reg. 25.97

Reg. 26.97

Lew s speed sticks /endure
Full hard speed ring guides
and a soft gat°,QM- black
bass handle

LEW CHILDRE

FISHERMAN'S HEADQUARTERS

While Quanity Last

Sales Good Sat.(July 24)thru Fri.(July 30th)
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In boat-or blind,comfort
can make a heap of difference when it, comes to
doing well what you came
to do in the first place.
Whether it be swinging
on a fast flying Bluebill
over decoys or responding
instantly to a light strike,
reaction time depends a
lot on how cold you are.
Cold slows doww reac-

11t

Proper fit I

Proper lit in important for
comfort and fun. To cheek
for yourself follow these
steps: the proper seat and
frame height let you ride
with. your leg slighey bent
the knee when the pedal
is at the bottom of the
tiown,wing. Straddle the
frame flatfooted. If the bar
iiiiiren't make you stand on
tip-toe, you have selected
the proper' frante size. You
should clear the top bar
by I".

I

boat tips over, hang on,
It will fioa,t.
Floating until help arrives is also a good tactic
for a swimmer who develops a cramp. Often stretching or changing the swimming stroke will relieve
the condition.
Most of all, always follow
the rules of water safety.
Stivim with someone near
ytu, watch children all the
time, and at night swim
only in well lighted pools.

O'Dome

412 S. 4th
Murray

Come by Take a Look!

Financing available

A rugged vacation home or business building
that never needs maintenance

OrbOke

Thermos Division, KST
Co., remind us that all
urethane insulated coolers
will float. They can quickly
be pushed or thrown out
to a person as an immediate safety measure. A large
stick or oar will serve the
same purpose.
If the person is near you,
hold out a pole, a shirt, a
towel or anything he can
• grab onto. If you know
the water is hot deep, the
current is not fast and the
bottom is safe, wade out
to the person. But don't
swim out to rescue a
drowning person unless
• you've had a course in
lifesaving. Too often the
is rescuer also drowns.
If there's time, row a
boat out to the person. A
tired swimmer should hold
onto the boat — rather
than climbing in — as you
row to shore. And if tie

The prospectors often
referred to water as white
gold — and the rush is
still on today. According
to the Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation, swimming,
fishing and boating are
among the most popular
sumrnOrtime outdoor activitieS.
State and federal laws
require boat, owners to
carry life preservers for
every passenger on board.
But before weighing anchor or taking a dip,everyone should make a quick
check of water worthy
safety equipment.
The nearest floatable object is the best in an
emergency. The ice chest
and picnic jug that usually
accompany you on aquatic
t tlihfe
bleaas
o
sa
utvienrgss. cExpertsdou
an

FIFTH WHEEL

Hwy. 62-E

Princeton, Kentucky

502-365-5082

Murphy's Camper Sales

MINI HOME

Sales•Service

Murphy's Camper

television. But the outdoors can be workably
comfortable if folks prepare for it with such items
as the right clothing and
the take-along comfort of
a propane heater.

Drinking 'vkter is white doubles as a contafner for
purifying water.
gold to desert N•avelers —
and a necessity for everyThe recommended two
one when temperibnres or quarts per person per day
humidity soar.
during hot weather or
Carry it along in a Ther- when the water supply is
mos brand vacuum botik scarce can be easily carthat keeps it at the proper\ ried in a two-quart staindrinking temperatur%and Ness steel vacuum bottle.

Drinking water essential

OUTDOOR SECTION

800 Chestnut

Carroll VW-Audi

Let Bob Baker or one of the Volkswagen associates show you the many features of a VW
camping van.

In A Volkswagen Camper

The Great Outdoors Is Yours

Flameless propane catalytic heaters direct radiant heat in any direction
you need toe-curling comfort. And these heaters
have advanced in technology to the point where
some become both a heater and a cooker. One such
heater-cooker, the Zebco
"convertible," swings up
and locks in place for use
as a catalytic heater. Lying flat in its case it becomes a catalytic burner
surface for cooking coffee
or whipping up a batch
of beans and a bowl of
soup at high noon.
Comfort is ,a relative
thing. It's not the, same
in 20-degree weather as it
Is in front of the Sunday

ance.

tion time and can at the
same time make a miserable day afield that much
longer and worse. Even
though many talk about
forgetting what the outdoors is supposed to be
and laying harsh words
on those who try for the
comfort of their den in a
duck blind, recent history
proves rugged duck hunters of yesteryear regularly
carried a worn-out pail
full of coal to warm hands
and thaw out shotguns.
Though some still carry
such pails of coal, portable
take-along propane heaters
have been winning over the
most rugged of outdoorsmen
when it comes to providing
maxi-heat in a mini appli-

Cookery units that convert into
camp heaters provide comfort

How to be safe afloat
when you Oo boating

You can take It with
you when you go hiking.
Dehydrated foods in all
styles are readily available — either as complete
meals or in portions.
Beef stroganoff, spaghetti and meat balls, or
scrambled eggs are some
of the many packaged
foods.
Just add water as directed on the packages,
boil for a few minutes.

On the trail
to good eating.
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T.P. Delaney, Jr.
For More Info. Call Me Today: Circulation Mgr. at 753-1916

Name . • . . ...
Address ..
••• • • •
Phone No. • • • • • • • • • •

The Murray Ledger & Times
•1031•1. 4th St.
Murray,Ky.42071

The Murray Ledger & Times

0 WI°
1

When You Want To Know - Read!
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II

Hwy.94 East of Murray
753-5693

Murray Bait Co.

Wholesale and
Retail
Weekly Route
Service

MINNOWS

•Polarkraft Boats
*Moody Trailers

ducts worship services at the campout held by the
dub and the first United Methodist Church at Piney
campground,Land Between The Lakes.

'416
Fred Morton of the Twin takers Good Sam Club con-

various campgrounds throughout the United States.

The Twin Lakers Good Sam Club is a local camping club
that was organized several years ago with Harry Bell as
the leader. Since that time the club has held campouts at
various campgrounds in the area each month.
Last October the club walked the Fort Henry Trail in the
Land Between the Lakes marking the trail for hikers in
the TVA area.
For the past two years in September 1974 and 1975 the
club has participated in the Campers Fair, sponsored by
the TVA, at the Piney Campground in the Land Between
the Lakes. The club furnished refretunents for the
visitors tent at the fair.
Officers of the club this year are J. B. Burkeen,
president; Ned Wilson, vice-priAident; Mrs. Jimmy D.
Herndoh,secretary-treasurer; Mrs. Burkeen,publicity.
Club members and their families are Charlie Adams,
John Briwker, J. B. Burkeen, Nix Crawford, Harold Eversmeyer, Jimmy Graham, Jimmy D. Herndon, C. W.
Jones, Fred Morton, Eugene Schanbacher, and Ned
Wilson.
The club is open to membership for any families interested in camping, and for information call one of the
members.
This year opened with club carnpouts at Piney Campground in March and April, at Kenlake KOA Kampground in Way, at Columbus Belmonte State Park in
June, and at Paris Landing KOA Kamriground in July. A
special open house to show the various camping rigs of
tent trailer, motor homes, travel trailer, etc., was held
May 22 at the Tucker TV Lot on Mayfield Highway 121.
In August the club plans a campout at the KOA Kampground at Van Buren, Mo., with a canoe trip planned
down the Current River with John and Joan Bowker as
wagonmasters.
One of our members, Harold Eversmeyer, has served
as Kentucky Director of Good Sam Club. Membership in
the Good Sant Club entitles one to special discounts at the

SAM
CLUB

GOOD
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Yd

4.99

Sq Yd UP

HI-LO SHAG

All Colors

3.29 sq.

COMMERaAL
CARPET

Old Ice House Bldg., S. 4th St.

Telephone 753-6660

Joe
s
Smith'
Discount Carpet Center'

Free Estirnotes•Free Estimates•Free Estimates .

Big Selection
*Armstrong
•Congoleum
•Mannington

Several Colors
To Choose From

3.99,Sq

ARTIFICIAL GRASS

Discount Carpet Center

Joe Smith's

COME BY AND SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE
OF CARPET SAMPLES IN THE SHOW ROOM OF

we, lintrav. Kv.
Laketenv
-./../ I • SI1h 0 I 4.14,'waffle Need,'

Free Instruction &
Continuing Service by
experienced sailors
Call Ben Armstrong — 436-2174

•Windsurfers
*O'Day Sailboats
*2 Year Warranty
*Bank Financing

Mid South Sails Presents

Travel trailers of members of Twidlakers Good Sam Club are shown at the recent
open hcouse held at the Tucker TV Lot here.
16.

VINYL

The "first time" camper
who becomes the "last
time" camper in the same
outing has probably ekperlenced some trouble with
Mother Nature. Sure, changing weather
conditions, insects, accidents and even illness pose
potential problems for every camper, but realizing
the conditions and knowing what to do if trouble
arises can help matters
Immensely, the camping
experts at Zebco know well.
The most efficient first aid
kit won't be of much help
if you don't know how to
U.# it, and since many campers arc not Ifamiliar with
«kale of the condition, involved with living in the
outdoors, it's a wise idea to
read up on the area in which
you plan to camp out.
Find out what plants,
animals or insects Inhabit
the area and how they
could hii.rm you. Learn
what toll° about the most
commdh camping incidents, such as insect bites,
poison ivy, burns, water
hazards and severe sunburn.
Buy and %lead a reliable
first aid manual and keep
It with your first aid kit.
First of all. he prepared.
The Great Outdoors is a
great place if you're ready
for it. Planning now can
make a big difference when
v..41 get there..

Tips to help
all campers
play it safe

OUTDOOR SECTION
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NEW KITCHEN EQUIPMENT
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NEW FURNISHINGS

DINING ROOM

GARDEN ROOM ENTRANCE

OUTDOOR SECTION

41e

Capacity increased
This qombination of utility and fun is possible because a van is first of all
a vehicle. The chassis is
usually a standard van
like the ones used by
stores for deliveries. Generally, they will have an
automatic transmission,
power steering and power
brakes.
Their ,high load capacity
is increased with heavy
duty shock absorbers .and
a larger cooling capability.
The dtiver'S compartment
includes the niceties bf a
deluxe vehicle such as a
padded dash and bucket

Van carhpers or van conversions are one of the
fastest growing types of
recreational vehicles in the
country. Why? Because of
their versatility.
Coachmen Industries, a
major van conversion
manufacturer, believes
more and morel families
are discovering Ithe split
personality of vans. During the week, they carry
groceries, haul kids, take
the dog to the vet and,
serve in the neighborhood
motor pool. On weekends,
they take off their work
clothes and become the
family's pleasure cruiser.

come equipped with the
necessities: two-bUrner
stove top, ice box and sink.
Cabinets and drawers provide ample storage.
Deluxe unit
The Coachmen Modelbee is an example of a
!Tigre deluxe unit. It inchides an oven, a refrigerator instead of an icebox
and a toilet. Optional
goodies such as air cond
tinning and 8-track ster o
tape with AM/FM radio
can be added for extrit onthe-road luxury.
With the inside e ipped
for comfortable hying, the
ready to
van conversion
serve its dual ale.
The weight of the van
camper contyibutes to its
practical use as a second

Exotic sights a sonsetirnee foun in ordinary places. This
family used eir Coachmen trave trailer to discover the
magic repaid of America, (.olon, ch.

seats. The addition of a
fiberglass top to the roof
of the van permits adults
to stand upright. It alma
provides space for the installation of a slide-out
bunk.
Starting with this basic
,thassis, van conversion
manufacturers'Ilke Coachmen then transform the
barren interior into a cozy
living area full of practical
comfort. The degree of
features offered varies between models, so you can
choose what fits your
needs and your budget.
Economy models, such as
tho Coachmen Modelav

Most rapidly growing category
of recreational vehicles

isn't lengthened or widen- Modelbee carries six), it
ed, the van Is at borne in has plenty of space to
city traffic. Women quickly carry groceries, packages
feel comfortable driving it and other errand-related
and aren't awed by the cargo.
Economy and ease of
thought of parking it.
operation, load space and
Lots of space
sheer family fun am maAlthough the van won't jor factors in the growth
carry as many passengers of the van conversion. It
as a nine-passenger sta- might be just the thing
tion wagon the Coachmen for your family

OUTDOOR SECTION

FDIC

ea.*

Bank of
Murray

Come on in ... why delay?

6
Sail your own skiff...
man your own cruiser. See
US for a boat loan-.
no matter what your dream boat!
Our rates are desirable ...

Your Own Canoe!
Row Your Own Boat!

Paddle

a

Vim, campers sene double ddly. This Coachmen an provides comfortable aceommodations to scenic areas such as Mystic Seaport in Connecticut, where special permission
was granted for making the pictures.

/
car. At 4,70p 1bs. to 5,500
lbs. it weighs less than
many lury automobiles.
Thus its operating cost
makes it a reasonable additiorpto the family garage.
Antther characteristic
that enhances the value
of a van as your number
1..vo car is its size. Because,
it starts as a vehicle designed for city streets and

Today's versatile vans do double dut
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2h.p. to 7 h.p.
Root
Clodbuster

• WO* Plied tft04 WW1 ?NW., /cttV
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Sale will
continue
until everything
is sold!

OUTDOOR SECTION

Service Guaranteed In Anything We Sell

Route 3-Highway 94 East-Murray - Phone 753-9437

East Side Small Engine Repair

See Us For A Better Deal TILLER

allip

- -CHAIN SAWS
MOTOOCYCLES
LAVVM MOWERS

Everything in our store to
be soldatcostor below.
JACOE3SEN

Sale begins Saturdaybly 24th

No Reasonable0,rRefused!
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11.44IMNI

GIFT SHOP

REMODELED DINING ROOM

OUTDOOR SECTION

PARK SUPERINTENDENT

MAC FITTS-

DAVID HILL

PHOTOS BY

STORY AND

The lodge at Kenlake State Park has been open for some
time now, with all improvements at the lodge-completed.
The new patio dining room and the neSv championship tennis courts are muse,as well as all other Services at the park.
Improvements include complete new furniture,
redecorated rooms, new carpet, new drapes, new floors, new
therrnopane windows, a smoke-fire detection system, a completely new wiring system,and a new roof.
The improvements to the lodge were estimated at around
1600,000; the tennis courts are priced at around $90,000 and
improvements in the campground aO-ea were estimated at
about $30,000.
All the cottages in the park are now open, Fitts said, and
business is binning to pick up quicIlly.
Kenlake State Park covers 1,800 acres, with camping,
beach,tennis', horseback riding, one of the largest marinas in
the area, and other features. The remodeling project at the
lodge was the first since the structure was built in 1952.

Kenlake Park Now Open
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806 Coldwater Rood • 753-64411 - Murray

Jeep VI

— America's only 4-door compact wagon
combines handsome styling with as much
room and versatility as most families need.

'76 HORNET SPORTABOUT

distinctive mid-size that combines idtyle,
comfort, and six-cylinder economy.

'76 MATADOR COUPE -Itrp3

Cain's, AMC,Jeep, Inc.

started the small par revolution is stiff a
, value worth celebrating in 1976.

'76 GREMLIN - The fun little car that

versatile 4 wheel drive family fun machine.

'76 JEEP CHEROKEE - America's

at`.4111.61.1111M1111

small car. And the only small car that dares
compare room with the intermediates.

_

NEW '76 PACER - The first wide

'Wax

1
41111

Line up several rubber
outdoor boots without the
price tags showing, and
it's hard to tell which is

ferent brands if he searches long enough. To find a
true value, he should know
something about the anatomy of a boot, and then
make a judgment for himself.
For instance, the country's oldest rubber boot
manufacturer, Royal/Red
Ball, makes two lines of
boots, Masters and Sportsters. The top line has
every valuable feature the
company has developed
since 1886. But the casual
outdoorsman will find
many Masters features in
the lower-priced line, and
may feel the differences
versus savings result in an
excellent value.

felt under the foot? The
kind of insulation you buy
will mean the difference
between cold or warm
feet when the temperature
drops.
A critical boot shopper
can rind as many as 50 dif-

Get more miles
per gallon

Check the label
After you've rubbed, bitten, twisted and thumped
all the boots in your favorite sporting goods department, a final choicr; beteeth. Top-grade rubber. tween two similar boots
boots are made of first- usually depends upon the
quality, natural or syn— label. The one with a rethetic rubbers, plus chemi- spected trademark means
cals to make them ozone the manufacturer is proud
resistant, flexible, stretchy of his product and will
and durable.
stand behind it. Beware
Check the bottom of the of no-name boots or unboot. Notice that the sole. familiar brands, for there
does not lie flat, but curves will be no one to turn to
when your socks get soggy
upward at the toe. This is
called a "Toe-spring" last and your feet turn blue.
so the boot rocks your foot
as you walk. A better boot
will have this definite
"spring" to the upturned
toe. You can test it by
folding the toe over and
watching it spring back
Drivers of either self
without wrinkling.
powered campers or trailHidden values
er models that are to be
Examine the eyelets, zip- towed, can stretch the
per or buckles. Is there a mileage they get from a
reinforcement to keep the gallon of fuel, thus saving
closures from pulling out? money for the vacation
budget. By observing the
Ask about insulation. Is
conservation era 55 mile
it nothing more than a
per hour speed limit, it
piece of foam rubber, or
will help cut gas consumpIs it an insulating system,
tion by an estimated 20
such as Thermo-Ply, which percent. High speeds reuses cellular material quire more fuel.
around the toot, and-heavy

How to buy
Here are some considerations:
Boot construction. Is the
boot you are buying really
100% waterproof? If the
dealer or manufacturer
won't say, it probably has
vulnerable leakage points.
Feel the "hand" of the
rubber shell. Listen for
the whine of the drag on
your fingers. That usually
means the'compound has
not been loaded with clays
or other 'cheap fillers,
which brings down the
price but also reduces
snag resistance and durability.
Lightly bite the rubber;
it should be bouncy to the

the "cheapie" and which
is a quality product. One
boot may look as good as
another at twice the price,
and seem to be a great
value.
The penalty for buying
boots on price alone may
be that the new hunting
boots will just barely outlasE their first season, and
the so-called thrifty waders will rip on the first
sharp stick.

Better bbots are a good investment
in more comfort, fun in the outdoors

addition to the Jeep CJ line with all the
traditional ruggedness of the CJ-5 but with
even mare convenience.

Test Drive
One Today

,-.6•6111611•1•666616

OUTDOOR SECTION

• Gladys Kastrup, St. Louis, Mi4souri, sketches under the tutorship of Alice Henderson,
an intern at Land Between The Lakes, TVA's public outdoor area in western Kentucky
and Tennessee. Sketching and other arts and crafts workshops are part of the regularly
scheduled activities in the family campgrounds and the Environmental Education Center at Land Between The Lakes. For additional information write or call TVA,Land Between The Lakes, Golden Pond,KY 42231, telephone(502)924-5602.

NEW 76 JEEP CJ-7- the all-new

AMCII

•

•

No Matter Which One You Choose

gookave

Hwy. 94-E, Murray Phone 753-8078
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Hwy. 94-f, Murray, Ky.

753-3734

Marine Sales & Service

WAYNE
DARNELL

For Sales and Service See

*Johnson Motors
*Imperial Boats
*Sylvan Float Boats

BOATS• MOTORS
ACCESSORIES

Marine Sales & Service

Wayne Darnell

Murray,Kentucky
We're easy to do
Business With

Corner of 7th & Main

Ford Econoline Von

Fore F-100 Pickup

Pinto Stallion

FORD

The closer you look,
the better we look.

The 1976 Ford cars and trucks are
at qur dealership now. We
honestly believe they offer a high
level of quality and value important
to today's car buyer. Stop by our
showroom soon. We're easy to
find and easy to deal with.

With
built-in quality
and value
designed
for today's
demanding
car buyer.

The '76
Fords are here.

Maverick 4-000r Sedan

Now AtParker Ford

Parker Ford,Inc.

Thunderbird

LTD Landau 4-Door Pillared
elerdlop

OUTDOOR SECTION

James Sciitt, Kevil, Kentucky, demonstrates the art of broom making at Empire Farm
in Land Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public outdoor area in western Kentucky and Tennessee. Scott learned the trade from his father. The equipment he is
using dates back to the early 1800's. The next major event at the Farm is Grandma's
Kitchen, August 21-22.

6,

za!Litx- -

Granada 4-000r Sedan

Mustang 1:1 Ghia

ium, planetarium and
maybe catch a movie. No
reservations, no tips, and
no $10 breakfasts.
Have relatives in the
next state you haven't
seen in fi% years? Visit
them. You don't have to
impose on them and you
don't have to destroy the
family budget. And if you
check a campground guide
before you leave, you can
probably take the dog
along.
tion.
For winter too!
•
Take accommodations.
Your family enjoys skiLike sports? You can go ing? Most RVs can be
tp those out-of-town games equipped ,for comfortable
and take your own accom• winter living and many
modations with you. 16 campgrounds, particularly
The kids want to visit in ski areas, are open yearthat big zoo downstate? round.
Make a weekend of it and
you can inctude the aquarfrequent weekend trips.
This is the result of RV
owners having too narrow
a view of what can tve
done with their unit. They
tend to think only in
terms of visiting campgrounds or making long
trips to scenic locations.
An RV can be much
more than Just a means
to go fishing or camping
or sightseeing. It can be
a traveling motel room
with a permanent reserva-

Mini motor homes, uch as this Coachmen,. Leprechaun,
can provide the whole family with a rounditrip ticket to
weekend or week-long fun, as pictured here by special
permission of Mystic Seaport, Connecticut.

RV, trailer, camper, recreational vehicle ... whatever you call it, it represents a large investment
in family fun. Used with
imagination, it can return
that investment in pleasure many times over. It
can give you a way to
pursue all your family's
interests and even find
some new ones.
First, and foremost,
don't limit the use of your
RV to vacations.. It you
do, you are not only missing a lot, but you are decreasing the value to yoga'
family of your investment.
Coachmen Industries, tfle,
country's largest full-linemanufacturer of recreational vehicles, has found
that less than half of the
RV owners use them for

Variety of RV models now
serves families year-round
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Telephone 502-4361483

Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 Pules. Turn right on 280.
Follow 'MO for 7 miles past Bonner's.Grocery. Take blacktop
into Panorama and follow blackton to your rtght

Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.

Grayson McClure

.4(
-0(
.4(

.4(
.4(
.4(

-0(
-4(
.4(
.4(
.4(
.4(
.4(
-4(
-Or
.4(
.4(

$9,95vApo (
.4

Now, what are you waiting for?

Brand new 1976, 36 Ft. House Boat for

We have trade-ins from people who went larger, even more plush, year round houseboats.

Don McClure

4

41(

4
4

4

4(

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4
4

It's a grand and glorious holiday everytime you t
head for your comfortable House Boat. Hot or 4
cold, wet or dry. . the pleasure of boating
awaits you when you buy one of the plush
house boats from Happy Holiday -Travel, Inc.
4(

A few good used trade-ins from people that have discovered the pleasure of boating in the
wonderful lake country nearby.

Are you missing a lot of pleasure for you and
your family by not owning a Flote-Bote. lust ask
the many happy owners for miles around about
their Flote-Bote and Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.

-4(
*************************************************
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OUTDOOR SECTION

U.S. 641 South

Located at Ky.641 & 121
Murray,Ky.

753-1314 and the Price is Right

Steak and Pizza House

Serving the very best Charbroiled Steaks
with a 15 foot Salad Bar loaded with more
than 40 items. If you are hungry and
want the very
best come to ene
dVitmti915

Steak and Pizza House

1201 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.

753-2617

Dwain Taylor -•
Chevrolet, Inc.

Come in and talk with one of our salesmen; LH.(Mardiman) Nix, Hugh Wright or Jan Dalton

Cheyenne Blazer

A tough machine that offers lots of space and lots
of service.

Goes anywhere,for fur or work!

4-Wheel Drive

Blazing!!!

rDe 07
-1-bib

11 (sir-inn()

Recently campers and visitors enjoyed a hayride, one of the many activities
scheduled in Land Between The Lakes, TVA's public outdoor demonstration area in
western Kentucky and Tennessee. Other activities scheduled in Land Between The
Lakes are: Nature's Colorful Songsters, July 24, 1'i-hour-stroll in search of interesting
birds, meet at Center Station, 7:30 a.m.; Endangered Species, July 24, slide program
and discussion about extinct and threatened plants and wildlife, meet at Center
Station, 2 p.m.: Wonderful Colorful lidflowers, July 25, 45-minute., color slide
program on wildflowers, meet at Cent¢r Station,,2 p.m.; Wildflower Photography,
July 25, 1-hour workshop with emphasis on equipment and techniques, meet at
Center Station, 4 p.nr;Creepies and Crawlies, July 26, meet at Center Station, 2 p.m.;
Woodland ferns angAiOsSes; July 27, 2-mile walk to discover some unusual plants,
meet at Hematite Lakes 2:30 p.m.; U.F.O. - "Un-frightened Observers," July 27, an
evening of stargazing, meet at Silo Overlook, 8 p.m.; Handloom Weaving
Workshop, July 28, materials fee $3, pre-register by writing or calling Empire Farm,
502/924-5441, 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., bring a 5ack lunch; Kentucky's ,Fishing Bonanza,
July 28, a color slide program, meet at Center Station, 2 p.m.; Taxenomical Trivia,
July 29, scientific names made fun in a 1-hour walk, meet at Center Station, 9:30
a.m.:- Woodland Walk, July 29, 1-hi3ur stroll along a quiet trail, meet at Center
Station, 3 p. m.; bar-Birds, July 30 1%-hour stroll in search of birds, meet at Center
Station, 7:30 a. m.; Soil Secrets, July 30, meet at Jenny Ridge Picnic Area,2 p. m.; Our
Feathered Friends, July 11, color slide program, meet at(enter Station, 2 p. m

f”
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Four-wheel-drive has
been on the US. and Canadian automotive scene
since World War U; but
until the introduction of
the first "dual purpose"
' utility vehicle — the International Scout — it
was considered strictly for
Paul Bunyan types.
Now four-wheel-drive vehicles are for everyone
with families turning to
the Great Outdoors as
their major source of recreation. And for them, it
makes sense to choose a

Member FDIC

MURRAY

KY.

/MI/PEOPLES
cy/BANK

Have a safe and Happy Vacation

Then right, 2 Miles
on Landfill
Road

A rigid, solid mounting
system is a necessary link
between alacope and a
rise, and thIre are a variety of mounts available.
./ks a natural counterpart
to the scopes it manufactures, the W. H. Weaver
Company produces Detachable, Pivot, Tip-Off,
See-Thru, All-Steel, and N
Mounts
The locating and holding principle used in Weaver's Detachable Mounts is
the most accurate known,
and assures precision in
returning the scope to the
rifle. Pivot Mounts have all
the most desirable mount
features plus a quick pivoting action that allows the
scope to be swung aside
for instant use of iron
sights.

Mounts, bases
provide the
necessary link

equipment can be stowed
in the 11 cubic feet behind
the Terra.* seat with room
left for other personal
effects.
Good gCA mileage
Due to its compact size
— 184 inches in length and
only 70 inches in width —
functional styling, fourcylinder engine and a
choice of rear axle ratios
— a Scout can deliver
excellent gas mileage in
comparison to other utility
vehicles or standard wagons and pickups. And with
the new diesel engine,
mileage in the 25-27'mpg.
range is expected.

OUTDOOR SECTION

489-2740

Open Thurs.. Fri.. 8 Sat.
5-10 p m.
Sunday 12-8 p m.

Thursday-Chinese
Friday-Italian
Saturday-Mexican
Sunday-American
Steak and American Everyday

'Relish Tray
'Homemade Bean Soup
*Tossed Salad
*Homemade Bread

Featuring with every entree:

Dine Leisurely By
Candlelight and
Soft Music

The
'Lainplighter
Restaurant

Go Hwy 121
6 Miles
From
MSU
Stadium

vehicle that will operate
For 1978, International
efficiently while providing Scouts will be available as
a transportation nucleus 118-inch wheelbase station
with extra functions be- wagons ("Traveler"), or
yond that of an ordinary pickups with 6-ft. boxes
passenger car.
("Terra"), as well as the
traditional 100-inch wheelDual purpoee
These vehicles must be base Scout II models. In
economical highway per- addition, a diesel engine
formers with a smooth will be offered as an option
ride and attractive, com- for any of the three basic
fortable interior. Yet they models.
Iniermediate
must also function equally
well off-road —negotiating
Traveler and Terra are
creekbeds, logging trails, designed as intermediatesand dunes — whatever size multi-purpose vehicles
called for by the situation. with a choice of two-wheel
or four-wheel drive. A
hatchback'station wagon,
the Traveler can be equipped to tow a Class III
trailer up to 5,000 lbs.; and
with the second seat folded, it can hold 103 cubic
feet and 2,000 lba. The
Terra's cab holds 11 cubic
feet of cargo behind the
seat as a standard feature,
and it too has a 2,000 lb.
load capacity.
This expanded family of
vehicles can perform virtually the entire range of
Great Outdoors applications. For example, the
Scout II can serve as a
station wagon, an off-road
vehicle, a snow plower, or
a forestry patrol wagon.
The Terra can be fitted
with a tecreationallvehicle
cap, pull a fifth wheel
travel trailer, or even
transport trail bikes in the
pickup bed. A two-man
"pop" tent, sleeping bags,
portable stove, collapsible
table, lantern and other

Great Outdoors unlimited

New vehicles make...

Anyone can do it. All it takes is the selection of a new viewpoint
savings plan that fits your budget. The more you save, the faster the
addition of interest will help send you on your way.

Your Dream
Vacation Come
True

Whether camping for a weekend in a forest
preserve or for several weeks in the wilderness,
planning ahead is the secret to success, especially
when it comes to cooking. Before leaving home, each
meal should be fully planned and a check list made
so that rib supplies or equipment are forgotten.
The National Live Stock and Meat Board suggests that for one to two day trips you buy meat
before you leave, freeze it and take it along packed
on ice in an insulated chest. Shape ground beef into
individual patties and:separate patties (and other
meats such as pork chops) with double thickness of
waxed paper before freezing. Meat should be
prepared immediately upon removal from ice chest.
You can restock the chest with ice and frozen meat
from local markets.
Hamburgers, hot dogs, steaks, pork chops and
spareribs are just a few 51 the grill items that will
satisfy campers' hearty appetites.

Happy cooking while camping
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OUTDOOR SECTION

BY DAVID HILL

STORY AND PHOTOS
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OUTDOOR SECTION

Want to combine the best qualities of surfing, soiling and skiing?
Glide into the world of.. windsurfing.
Windsurfing is a net4 dimension of sailing; the winds
.urfer's most
and hull work independently of each other, and the person on board
moves welded to the power of the wind, steering by interaction of
wind and sail.
The windsurfer has twin control booms, hand laminated in Bangkok
from the stiffest, select native teak. The tapered epoxoy fiberglass
mast delivers full strengih through the wildest of gales, yet weighs just
41/2 pounds. High performance sails are built of dacron, with a foam
filled cross link hull to support the weight of individuals from 50 to 250
pounds.
The entire unit, mast, sail and all, weighs just 60 pounds.
There are four windsurfers qn the western Kentucky area; two in
Paducah; one in Benton and one in Murray.
Ben Armstrong, of the Lakeway Shores area, has the only windsurfer
in Calloway County, and Rick Mohler is from Benton.
Armstrong and Mohler are the ones to contact in this area if you're
interested in windsurfing. Meanwhile, let's take a look at windsurfing,
in action...

Windsurfing Is Here

M UICKAY V
Member FDIC

Visit our storesOVEN
in 1000
Aurora
8/ Murray
ITEMS
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our main store
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LEVIS

Full-time Leather Craftman11111110 Aurora
It you don't find
Leather Crafted To Your Design
here check

len

N

Complete with carrying strap,
earphone and battery

9 CHARGE IT:

Reg. $5.75

PORTABLE RADIO

SAVE
76t

_American Handmade leathergqads by Native Craftsmen...E very piece
hand-crafted...Boots, Shoes for every activity under the sun, including
master charge moccasins, safety toes..Native A m eri.
con handmade turquiose
I lewelry...Belts...Buckles...W e dress people 8. horses...

,i0.104sY

:
c

Nylon strung, brown
perforated leather
/
grip. Mode in U.S.A.
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753-1391

Bel-Air Shopping Center
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1- $3.02
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Reg. $14.99

'
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Sake prices good *Iry Saturday at Over 600 stores throsigheet the South ood Southavost

Visit our shoe & saddle repair shop
Main Store
Olympic Plaza, mull-ay We repair all leather goods while you wait

VERNON S

OTASCO

6J-550

Liquid center. High compression.

Large easy to grip handles. 42 220

144

SCREWDRIVER
SET

1

SAVE AT OTASCO

Heavy Duty oil additive. 15-oz. size. 31 1105-9

5-PIECE

Sale
Price

ALUMINUM

BaCHEMOU:
re4

i

OIL TREATMENT RACKET

Reg.'3.08 Prevents loss of
Radiator Coolant, Anti-Freeze,
and Prevents Corrosion. Simple
to install. ii,,-,

Save
1.32

OUTDOOR SECTION

MANAGER'S SALE

LAST 3 DAYS

Coolant Savel
Kit

HOME OF BETTER VALUES
FOR OVER 58 YEARS

LOTASCO

74.ipiroriorritAmPooAlirirfooRdozetowArie

To keep yourself cool,
Make a pitcher of iced
apply some witch hazel or tea or fresh lemonade.
light cologne to the back - Put on some loose, comof your neck.
fortable sandals.
Take a lukewarm shotver.
Tie up your hair and get
Qo slow and keep calm.
it off your neck and off
Think cool, relaxed
your forehead.
thoughts.

The Youth Conservation Corps (YCC) is holding a
camp at Land Between The Lakes, TVA's public outdoor area in western Kentucky and Tennessee, this
summer. YCC is a Federal-State summer job program
designed to provide high school students with outdoor work-learning experiences. Since approval of the
YCC Act in 1970, YCC camps have been operated
through the U. S. Department of the Interior and the U.
S. Department of Agriculture. In addition, numerous
state progYams have been organized through local
governments. The National program this year will involve about 16,000 students. Designed for teens from
15-18 years of age, the camp is being coordinated by
Larry Contri, supervisor of Environmental Education
Services. The students will spend five days in residence
working 30 hours per week on various projects and
receiving 10 hours study in a natural environment.
Students will return home on the weekends. The camp
is headquartered at Rushing Creek Some 35 teens
from the area are involved in the program. Various
projects are being chosen to provide the students with
a varied work experience and to educate them to the
type of work involved in land management. Students
are assisting TVA with such projects as improvement
of the YCC facilities; construction of a dining shelter
for the camp; pine thinning and timber stand improvement; goose trapping, driving, and banding
seeding mudflats for waterfowl; Wildlife habitat improvement; construction of a charcoal hearth; erosion
control; and spillway stabilization. The program will
act as a forerunner for the establishment of two
programs next year; one for the Tennessee sector of
the project and one for the Kentucky sector. The camp
will end August 6.
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AURORA. KENTUCKY
Pool — Store — Laundry — Not Snorers — Clew. RH( Rocens
Bleck IS Cubed ice
Firewood — Playground — Lounge — Game Room
Stable — Pony Rides — Pots on LAW
Within wade'distance of Ky Lake — Ter horn heglorey noose
Tenters Welcome

KOA 'CAMPGROUNDS

OPEN:400 P.M.-9.0O PM. Mon thru Sat.
11:30 A.M.-0:30 P.M. Sun.

Hiway 68
AURORA,KY.
Ph.474-2207

Dinners"

Fish

"Famous

SUE at CHARLIE'S
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Broker-McNamar
Phone (502)474-2717

L

VERNON LILE

•Retirement•Commercial
•investmesh•Residential
•Farm and lake Property

Route 1, Aurora, Ky. 42048

Real Estate 6 Auction, Inc.

LILE

Phone 414-8840

DELICIOUS PIZZA

PLUS

Specializing In; STEAKS,
SEA FOOD PLATES, SANDWICHES

AURORA, KENTUCKY

Located Next Door To

ENTERTAINMENT
CAMPING FACILITIES
MOTELS
STATE PARK
COMMUNITY BANK

Fishing Supplies Of All Types
Ski Boat Rental
Ph. 474-2245

Pontoon Rentals
Boat and Motor Rental

Kenlake State Park

Route 1, Hardie Ky.

Kenlake Marina

Phone 354-8500-354-8531
Rt. 5 Box 202A Benton, Ky. 42025
Nelson Shroat-474-2783
June Sheppard-354-8606, ,

LOCATED IN AURORA, KY.

RUTH M. RYAN REAL ESTATE
seimastfr

Open 10 til 10 Everyday
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30 MINUTES TO PADUCAH-30 MINUTES TO KY. & BARKLEY DAMS
2 1/2 HOURS TO NASHVILLE-3 1/2 HOURS TO ST. LOUIS
3 HOURS TiLOUISV LLE-2 1 HOURS TO EVANSVILLE

Aurora

Open
At
5 P. M.

KENTUCKY DAM YILLAG
TATE PAR

Char-broiled Steaks

teary nng

Western Kentucky's
Most Unique Restaurant'

AURORA, KENTUCKY

RESTAURANT

'Blass
cLanteM,

GOLF—TENNIS—SMING
LAND DEVELOPMENTS

In The South

BEST RESTAURANTS

Some Of The

OUTDOOR SECTION

A Full Service Bank

Aurora Branch

/5444
o .nton

Serving Aurora and The Lakeland

527-1301 or 474-2222

Friday

9:00 A.M.-6 P.M.

Mon. thru Thurs.

9:00 A.M.-2:30 P.M.

DAN

HE
INES1
OF Alt.
POS•ol,.%

•Seafood •Prime Steaks
•Country Ham
Open Seven Days A Week

A Large Selection to
Choose From:
Salads-Meats
Vegetables
Desserts

Specializing In
Fresh Kentucky Lake Catfish
Enjoy our Fabulous Buffet

Phone Murray 474-2259

Bill and Ruth Hooper, Owners and Operators

Kentucky Lake Lodge

The Best
Bass 6 Crappie
Fishing
in the
World

OUTDOOR SECTION

••••

